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Abstract
The importance of a good awareness of the corporate governance system nowadays,
as a mechanism that is helping towards achieving a successful and reformed business
environment, is self-evident, especially in the light of the crises, recessions and
corporate failures that the world is currently facing. However, the legal and regulatory
frameworks of any country are important factors that contribute towards the success
of the corporate governance system based on principles of justice, accountability and
transparency, so that market participants can trust the market to establish effective
contractual relations. Developing countries in this context are more likely to suffer
from a lack of accountability and transparency, and are more vulnerable to having
problems with the business environment; Saudi Arabia is no exception. The pursuit of
improved corporate governance practices needs to be combined with improvements to
legal, regulatory and enforcement tools, as well as institutional reform, in order to
balance the interests of all parties involved in a company’s interests. Moreover, there
are different levels of corporate governance frameworks, such as legal and regulatory,
self-regulatory arrangements, and the history and tradition of the country which varies
3

from one place to another. Therefore, corporate governance codes and regulations as a
form of soft law could be used to complement the legislative and regulatory
framework of corporate governance to provide more flexibility. However, not every
successful aspect can be copied from one country to another country, as it may not
work effectively due to the context varying according to the country's specific
circumstances.
Therefore, there is a very important need to review, reform, and adjust corporate
governance framework provisions in order to ensure they are suitable and updated to
meet the new surrounding circumstances, which will be reflected in the integrity of
the market and the country’s economic performance. Likewise, there is a need to
benefit from supranational organisations through international dialogue, such as with
the OECD and the World Bank to learn from their experiences and benchmarks.
There are different levels of legalisation and institutional frameworks that are related
to corporate governance in the Saudi Arabian case, and the corporate governance code
has been adopted from other jurisdiction after a series of arrangements to make it
suitable and applicable in Saudi. Thus, the adoption of a new concept in a challenging
and different legal and cultural environment needs to be examined. Starting with
Sharia, the capacity to accept and absorb a new concept such as corporate governance,
with the different structure of institutional and legal frameworks, could present a
challenge; as well as society and culture also playing a crucial role in this context.
This study aims to evaluate and critically analyse the current rules and regulations of
frameworks of corporate governance in Saudi Arabia in order to create an attractive
business environment. So, in this context, the UK corporate governance system has
been used an example to draw lessons from and examine the ability of the Saudi legal
4

system and its legal and regulatory frameworks to absorb and adapt to emerging
concepts such as corporate governance as a Western concept.
There is flexibility within Sharia and the Saudi legal system to adapt to modern
concepts, which has been proven by the compatibility of corporate governance- to
some extent- with international standards, such as OECD and UK regulations.
Considering the local business environment of Saudi Arabia (even more so when
adopting new regulations) will reduce the weaknesses and any negative side effects.
Setting up committees in Saudi Arabia that specialise in corporate governance like the
UK will contribute towards improvement in corporate governance practices.
The importance of this research has become more apparent with the issuance of the
new Saudi Companies Law in 2015, which will be enforced from May 2016. This
Companies Law 2015 can be described as a new era in determining the functions and
jurisdictions of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry, and the Capital Market
Authority. Thus, this study could be the first attempt to examine the Saudi system of
corporate governance with relation to Companies Law 2015.
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1. Introduction
Corporate governance is about safeguarding the rights of all parties involved in the
company’s affairs.1 However, if corporate governance does not provide protection for
the involved parties, this could lead to many risks and crises. This objective of
corporate governance concerns not only developed countries - developing countries
also need effective corporate governance, even more so, in order to ensure the safety
of developments in business environments that have less effective legal and
regulatory frameworks.
While corporate governance matters for all countries, it is extremely important for
Saudi Arabia and the GCC –The Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulfcountries as developing countries. 2 Despite the fact that corporate governance in
every country has a different legal, cultural and political context, with a variety of
business forms, the need for extra transparency and creating more confidence is the
reason for the introduction of corporate governance codes. 3 Many issues affecting
Saudi Arabia could be taken to reflect the situation across the GCC countries as a
GCC representative. From this viewpoint, the importance of corporate governance is
reflected in the essential link between corporate governance on the one hand and

1

That is including: shareholders, management, customers, suppliers, financiers, government and the

2

Six full members are forming The Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the Gulf including: The

community.

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, The Kingdom of Bahrain, The Sultanate of Oman,
Qatar and Kuwait.
3

C A. Mallin, Corporate Governance (3rd edn Oxford University Press, 2010) Page: 26.
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development on the other. Moreover, corporate governance is possibly an effective
solution to fixing many problems facing the world today.4
For example, the Eastern part of the world witnessed ‘the Asian financial crises’
during the late 1990s. Some researchers believe that weak corporate governance could
have been one of the factors that led to these crises. Although weak corporate
governance might not have started the East Asian crises, corporate governance
practices might have made these countries more vulnerable to the crisis and may have
aggravated it once it started.5
To some extent, corporate governance could be described as a new concept in the
modern business world. Some researchers think that corporate governance as a term
has appeared during the mid 1970s. However, corporate governance is practically
there since the beginning of the nineteenth century when the limited liability
corporations has emerged. 6 For the evaluation of the current rules and regulations
framework of corporate governance in Saudi Arabia, a successful Western style law
that has a history of corporate governance, evolving judiciary and over ten centuries
of legal revolution is very important in this context, although some aspects of the

4

CIPE, Corporate Governance: The Intersection of Public and Private Reform (Center for

5

T Mitton, 'A Cross-Firm Analysis of the Impact of Corporate Governance on the East Asian Financial

6

S Ahmad and R Omar, 'Basic Corporate Governance Models: A Systematic Review' (2016) 58

International Private Enterprise, 2009) Page: 7.

Crisis' (2002) 64 Journal of Financial Economics 215.
International Journal of Law and Management 73.
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comparison may be quite broad.7 However, some questions concerning the adoption
of a new concept in a challenging and different legal and cultural environment need to
be answered, starting with Sharia as the supreme law of Saudi Arabia and the capacity
to accept and absorb a new concept such as corporate governance. Furthermore, the
different structure of institutional and legal frameworks could present a challenge as
well. In addition, society and culture also play a crucial role as well in this context.
A new era for corporate governance legal and regulatory frameworks in Saudi started
with the introduction of Capital Market Law 2003, which reshaped the layout of the
Saudi stock exchange. However, after three years of the establishment, the CMA’s
ability in terms of regulation and supervising has been questioned due to the Saudi
stock market crises in 2006. 8 Regardless of that, the establishment of the Capital
Market Authority was a very significant event in 2003 and has changed the roles of
the institutional frameworks of corporate governance as well. In fact, establishing the
CMA and the issuance of CML by Royal Decree (M/30) in 2003 may be described as
forming the backbone of the restructuring of the capital market environment and its
legal frameworks.

7

N H.D. Foster, 'Islamic Perspectives on the Law of Business Organisations I: An Overview of the

Classical Sharia and a Brief Comparison of the Sharia Regimes with Western-Style Law' (2010) 11
European Business Organization Law Review 3.
8

A Baamir, 'Issues of Transparency and Disclosure in the Saudi Stock Market' (2008) 22 Arab Law

Quarterly 63.
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1.1 Research objective
This thesis aims mainly to provide a critical study by evaluating the current rules and
regulations of frameworks of corporate governance in Saudi Arabia in order to create
an attractive business environment. This research is seeking to illustrate and examine
corporate governance regulations, and its legal and regulatory frameworks, in order to
identify weaknesses and improve it. The Saudi business environment is currently
witnessing rapid steps forward in the development and improvement of the legal
environment, including establishing the Capital Market Authority, the issuance of
Capital Market Law 2003, with this being crowned by the issuance of a new
Companies Law in 2015. 9 So, the main research question of this thesis is to what
extent the current rules and regulatory framework of corporate governance are able to
offer an effective matrix of frameworks that promote an attractive business
environment. To what extent international norms are compatible, and whether they
can help to improve the current corporate governance situation, as well as how to
reform and improve corporate governance frameworks according to international
standards, will be discussed. For example, what lessons can be learnt from the United
Kingdom’s corporate governance system, frameworks, history and developments to

9

Companies Law 2015. It should be mentioned here that the new law ‘Companies Law 2015’ will be in

force in the 2nd of May 2016. The new law with Royal Decree No. (M / 3) dated 01/28/1437 and the
Council of Ministers resolution No. (30) dated 01/27/1437 contains 226 Articles and replaces the

Companies Law 1965 that promulgated by Royal Decree No. (M / 6) dated 03/22/1385 AH, and
eliminates all conflicts with its provisions. Unfortunately, the English translated version of the new law
has not been published yet, however, the Arabic version is available at the official websites of the

Ministry of Commerce and Industry and the Bureau of experts at the council of Ministers. See:

http://mci.gov.sa/Documents/cl2015.pdf for the Arabic version of the Companies law 2015. Accessed
at 7/3/2016.
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improve the Saudi Arabian example; whether Sharia’s influence has an effect on
corporate governance regulations and the legal and regulatory frameworks of
corporate governance in Saudi Arabia. In addition, to what extent the enforcement
mechanism in corporate governance, could be improved under the current frameworks
of corporate governance, and whether the current structure of authorities and
institutional frameworks, such as Saudi legislative bodies and the Judicial Authority
of corporate governance, has impacted on corporate governance and the business
environment.
For this reason, this research objective is to critically analyse the current institutional
and judicial bodies, as well as the legal and regulatory aspects that are related to
corporate governance’s legal and regulatory frameworks. Therefore, this research will
address sources of law affecting corporate governance practices in Saudi Arabia, such
as Sharia, Companies law, self-regulatory codes and stock market regulations.
Moreover, the regulatory authorities, including the Capital Market Authority which
has the power of supervising and overseeing the capital market, will be examined as
well. In other word, to what extent the current framework of rules and regulations of
corporate governance in Saudi Arabia are clear, effective and compatible to achieve
the purpose of improving the current situation in the business environment.
Corporate governance is a good example of a Western concept, whose theories are
dominating the business world nowadays. Therefore, a highly developed and stringent
framework of corporate governance, such as the UK system, will be taken as an
example to draw lessons from. The differences between the Saudi legal system, and
other world legal systems, provides the motivation behind shedding light on the key
aspects of a developed country with a different system in order to take lessons and
18

examine the ability of the Saudi legal system to absorb and adapt to emerging
concepts. Thus, the effectiveness of the legal and regulatory frameworks should be
examined to assess their strengths and weaknesses. Furthermore, examining one law
alone might not be enough to show the weaknesses or strengths points of the law. The
aim is to provide a successful example to learn from, with a good history of
development and in-depth experience, taking into account the cultural and societal
differences, as Cornelius and Kogut state: “what works in Kansas might not work in
Beijing”.10 This in effect is the critique of legal transplants, which we will consider
later. Therefore, this thesis will focus more comprehensively on the corporate
governance framework in Saudi Arabia in order to gain lessons and make better
recommendations.
So, it can be seen from this introduction that for the sake of evaluating the current
Saudi system, there will be a survey of the UK system of corporate governance on the
one hand and Sharia principles on the other hand. Both systems provide a good basis
for evaluating the current Saudi system, and the reasons for this will be explained in
the following paragraphs. Starting with Sharia, it is crucial in this context to look at
the main aspects of Sharia as the Supreme law of Saudi Arabia to examine the
harmonisation of such a new concept as corporate governance and other laws and
regulations with regard to Sharia. Examining the new regulations and laws to check
their compatibility with Sharia principles is an ongoing issue in Saudi Arabia, even
after the application of new regulations, which may not have given enough
consideration concerning compatibility with other legal frameworks. There is a recent

10

P Cornelius and B Kogut, Corporate Governance and Capital Flows in a Global Economy (Global

Outlook Series, Oxford University Press, 2003) Page: 19.
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example with Companies law 2015, which has been adjusted- to some extent- to be
more in tune with Sharia principles.11 Moreover, there is an influence from Sharia
over many aspects of the Saudi legal system that will contribute towards the
evaluation of the current Saudi system. In fact, the fundamental legislative texts state
that any article of the law “must not prejudice against the requirements of Sharia” or
must be “in accordance with Sharia”, and this is contained in many of the royal
decrees and laws issued including Company law. Therefore, Sharia could be
described as the fundamental foundation and a central pillar of the Saudi system, and
so a survey of Sharia law will offer an important basis for evaluating the current Saudi
system.
Furthermore, in evaluating the current Saudi system, examining the UK system of
corporate governance is very important in order to provide a good basis for this
research as well. First of all, the UK framework of corporate governance has been
described as highly developed and stringent, which "has spurred reviews of corporate
governance in markets around the world and has provided a yardstick against which
investment frameworks in other countries are measured".12 Additionally, the Cadbury
report has played a crucial role in the UK as well as on a worldwide level, and has
provided a foundation for corporate governance.13 Moreover, the Combined Code of
Corporate Governance is seen as an international benchmark for good corporate

11

See chapter five for more details.

12

B R. Cheffins, 'Current Trends in Corporate Governance: Going from London to Milan Via Toronto'

13

S Ahmad and R Omar, 'Basic Corporate Governance Models: A Systematic Review' (2016) 58

(1999) 10 Duke Journal of Comparative and International Law 5.
International Journal of Law and Management 73.
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governance practice to a large extent. 14 There is no doubt that there has been an
influence from the UK legal system on corporate governance in many parts of the
world, including the GCC countries such as Saudi Arabia. Moreover, the City of
London is a hub for many aspects of business activities nowadays, and many branches
of Saudi companies, and companies that have business and trade relations with Saudi
Arabia, are located there. Aiming to boost the Islamic finance sector, the UK
government is offering products and services which are compatible with the principles
of Islamic finance such as issuing ‘sukuk’ - Islamic bonds- and the announcement of a
new Islamic index by the London Stock Exchange Group which, in addition to the
previous reforms, is making London the foremost Western centre for Islamic
finance.15 On the other hand, some GCC cities such as Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Doha
have established a new business solution that provides strong connections between the
UK legal system and the GCC countries including Saudi Arabia - the biggest among
the GCC countries. These cities have given the authority and autonomy to establish
what could be seen as new jurisdictions and legal islands for alternative dispute
resolution centres, which have the independency to adopt English common law, and
this has attracted experienced judges from the UK.16 As discussed previously, there is

14

S Arcot, V Bruno and A Faure-Grimaud, 'Corporate Governance in the UK: Is the Comply or

15

F Manjoo, 'Is London Ready to Become a Financial Hub of Islamic Finance?' (2016) 37 Company

Explain Approach Working?' (2010) 30 International Review of Law and Economics 193.

Lawyer 69. See also: R Wigglesworth and E Moore, 'Cameron aims to boost Islamic finance' Financial
Times (London 29 October 2013 ).
16

See for example, Lord Phillips the President of Qatar International Court and Dispute Resolution

Centre, Available at: <https://www.supremecourt.uk/news/lord-phillips-to-take-on-two-internationaljudicial-roles.html> accessed 20/7/2016.
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an ongoing influence from the UK system on Saudi Arabia and the rest of the GCC
countries, and some researchers think that the economic freedom of the GCC is more
of a British influence. 17 Finally, the obvious Westernisation of some aspects of
Company Law in Saudi Arabia is also one of the motivations for the survey of the UK
system of corporate governance in the thesis, to provide a good basis for evaluating
the current Saudi system.

1.2 Research importance
The research importance comes from the relevance of the corporate governance topic
itself. There is no doubt that companies nowadays have a huge impact on many
aspects of life, including everyday existence, society and the economy, which makes
corporate governance a very important issue, Accordingly, corporate governance is
still “the bedrock of business sustainability and sound stewardship, serving the longterm interests of investors and societies”.18 Corporate governance helps to clean up
the environment that is related to it and promotes the values of many principles such
as transparency and accountability. Furthermore, corporate governance is important in
improving the internal issues of a company- it goes beyond that to influence a wide
range of issues in the external environment, including the institutional development of
a country, which is very important as well.

17

F Facchini, 'Economic Freedom in Muslim Countries: An Explanation Using the Theory of

18

IFC, 'Corporate Governance Success Stories' (International Finance Corporation, Washington DC

Institutional Path Dependency' (2013) 36 European Journal of Law and Economics 139.
2015).
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Despite the growing attention being paid toward a Sharia business system and
transactions, corporate governance from a Sharia perspective has not been covered
well in the existing literature. Chapter Four of this thesis has attempted to cover the
main issues in this context, although the attempt to bridge the gap in this issue, which
has not been given adequate attention, will face difficulties as this field is very broad.
One of the significance issues of this research is examining the new law that will be
enforced just after the submission of the thesis. The fact that the Company Law 2015
has been issued after more than five decades of the last company law gives more
importance to this research. There is a need for analysis and explanation of company
law 2015 in the context of corporate governance legal and regulatory framework
context.
The government’s intention to open up the business environment of Saudi Arabia,
with regard to foreign investment and companies, gives this research further
importance, as the United Kingdom corporate governance legal and regulatory
framework has been taken as the example.
There is no doubt that jurisdictions which have investment frameworks that serve the
interests of shareholders will take the lead in the race to gain the trust of investors;
otherwise, it would be like betting on the wrong horse, and "the attractiveness of a
particular locality will depend on its system of corporate governance".19

19

B R. Cheffins, 'Current Trends in Corporate Governance: Going from London to Milan Via Toronto'

(1999) 10 Duke Journal of Comparative and International Law 5.
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Good corporate governance gives more efficient operations to companies, facilitating
capital access, providing more protection against mismanagement, reducing the risk,
raising the level of transparency and accountability and calming the concerns of
stakeholders, as it gives companies the tools to respond to their questions. For
development, corporate governance is making access to capital easier, thereby
improving the chances of new investment, the possibility of improving employment
opportunities and boosting economic growth. 20 From this point, Saudi Arabia as a
developing country and emerging market has more reasons to examine corporate
governance as a tool, as it could be a solution to a range of issues. It can be seen very
clearly that Saudi Arabia is now moving towards the privatisation of many
government held companies. One example is the news of the intention to list the state
owned oil giant Saudi Aramco on the Saudi stock exchange, which is worth trillions
of pounds, and this illustrates one of the aspects of the importance of this thesis.21
Not only can the GCC countries’ corporate governance issues be seen in Saudi
Arabia, but many issues affecting Saudi Arabia could be taken to reflect the situation
across the GCC as a GCC representative “Often GCC country risk was analyzed
through the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia as representative for GCC”.22 Accordingly, the

20

IFC official website, 'Corporate Governance Overview' (<www.ifc.org/corporategovernance>

21

The Economist, 'A Thatcherite Revolution: Saudi Arabia Is Considering an IPO of Aramco, Probably

accessed 1/7/2015).
the

World’s

Most

Valuable

Company'

(The

Economist

Group

<http://www.economist.com/news/middle-east-and-africa/21685529-biggest-oil-all-saudi-arabia-

2016)

considering-ipo-aramco-probably> accessed 1/2/2016.
22

M A. Ramady, The GCC Economies : Stepping up to Future Challenges (New York, NY : Springer

New York, 2012) Page :101.
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importance of this thesis relies on the Saudi Arabian example to show the situation in
the GCC and to provide recommendations to GCC countries as well.

1.3 Research methodology
Critical analysis will be carried out of the provisions and texts of the laws and
regulations that should relate to the framework of corporate governance regulations in
this study. The research methodology will be based on a traditional doctrinal legal
analysis using existing materials such as books, journals articles, case reports,
legislation, government statements and supranational institutions such as the World
Bank and The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD).
To some extent, there is a relative dearth of academic literature related to corporate
governance in Saudi Arabia, in particular, in both Arabic and English. The primary
and essential sources for this research will be corporate laws, stock market
regulations, listing rules, case law and other associated laws and regulations. The
importance of this approach relies on the fundamental principles that will be provided
by analysing such rules and regulations that form the Saudi system of corporate
governance.
From the previous discussion, it can be seen that a traditional doctrinal legal analysis
approach will form the best methodology for this thesis. However, some aspects of
the comparative approach on a descriptive and analytical basis will be used in this
thesis in order to draw the main lessons and benefits from the different frameworks of
law. This will help to present an overview of the main principles of every system
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through the support of this approach, which is important to produce good laws. 23 So,
although the methodology of this research will be will be based on a traditional
doctrinal legal analysis, the research will benefit from taking some aspects of a
comparative law approach in the context of this thesis. This approach will help to
provide an overview of the legal and regulatory frameworks and the mechanisms of
corporate governance, and will shed light on the main developments as well as the
main principles of corporate governance in each system. Legal improvements, as well
as the legislative reforms, benefit from the comparative law approach. 24 There are
many objectives for using such an approach, including providing both criticisms and
efficiency for the existing rules, as well as helping to draft new rules. Therefore, a
comparative investigation into laws will help with the legislative development. 25
Taking foreign law such as the UK legal system is important in order to "provide a
models of how different sets of legal rules work in addressing a particular problem or
in pursuing a particular policy" which therefore important for attracting investors and
firms.26 Moreover, legal transplants will be taken into account due to its important
function as one of the main legal development sources. The issue of legal transplants
in Watson's view is not a modern issue only, but it has been alive and active since
'Hammurabi’s' time until now. Watson believes that the borrowing is the causes of the
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most changes in most systems and it is “the most fertile source of development”.27
Under such theory, not every aspects of law that works in different jurisdictions can
be adopted completely in other country, since each country has its own legal
background, history, culture, tradition and society, which are important factors that
contribute towards shaping the law; this may be explained by path dependency
theory.28 There are many advantages to legal transplants, including for the transplant
country, for example, the country can chose the best after comparing the laws of
others, which will benefit its legal system and economy. There are also benefits for
the origin country as well, such as firms from the origin country doing business easily
in the transplant country.29 However, there are some researchers who are not in favour
of comparative and legal transplants, such as Legrand.30 There are critiques of legal
transplants that need to be taken into account, as well as the cultural and societal
differences, as Cornelius and Kogut state: “what works in Kansas might not work in
Beijing.”31
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Regarding the English corporate governance framework, light has been shed on the
main aspects that are related to this research as an example in order to draw some
lessons and to improve the current Saudi corporate governance system. In regard to
Sharia, the main sources of the Quran and Sunnah, the classical writings and the work
of modern commentators have been used, in addition to the work of Western writers
in order to understand the Western view of ‘Islamic law’.
Some important libraries in Saudi Arabia and the United Kingdom have been visited
in order to find relevant and up to date material that relates to the research besides
Lancaster University Library, Such as Precinct and the Main Library in Manchester
University, Salford University and Imam Muhammed Bin Saud University in Riyadh.
However, there are two important libraries that have special collections related to this
research, which are the Institute of Advanced Legal Studies in London and the
Institute of Public Administration Library in Riyadh. The researcher has also attended
some conferences related to corporate governance to benefit from up to date papers
and key speakers, for example: the Corporate Governance: 20 years after Cadbury
conference in Sheffield in 2012.

1.4 Organisation of the Research
The thesis is divided into seven chapters. The first chapter forms an introduction. The
second chapter focuses on four important issues, which are corporate governance’s
importance, definitions, theories and international standards. It is clear that
international organisations and supranational authorities such as the World Bank and
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development play an effective role
in providing benchmarks and recommendations. From this point, it provides
28

important support to many countries, including Saudi Arabia and around the world in
the context of corporate governance.
Chapter Three examines the UK’s system of corporate governance. Both the strengths
and weaknesses of the corporate governance system in the UK are important, as it
provides an example to determine the most suitable measures in the Saudi corporate
governance framework context. Thus, an analysis of the development of corporate
governance in the UK, as well as the corporate governance code, is important when
examining Saudi Arabian corporate governance. Provisions and texts of the laws and
regulations that relate to the framework of corporate governance regulations will be
included, such as Common Law, the Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act
2015, along with the institutional framework, such as the Financial Conduct Authority
and the Financial Reporting Council.
Chapter Four will look more closely at Sharia as a Saudi supreme law on the one
hand, and the relationship between Sharia and corporate governance on the other
hand. It will cover corporate governance, management and responsibility from a
Sharia perspective, as well as the concepts of reward and delegation from a Sharia
perspective. This chapter will cover the scope of Sharia, its sources, Islamic
jurisprudence and objectives, in order to explore the ability of Sharia to adapt and
absorb new concepts such as corporate governance. This chapter will also reveal that,
generally speaking, ‘sharikah’ in Sharia has two main types, which are sharikat
alamlak and sharikat alaqoud, and both of them are divided into several types of
sharikah. Therefore, understanding the Sharia point of view concerning sharikah is
crucial in order to analyse and study the relationship between all parties involved in
the company.
29

Chapters Five and Six provide a general overview of the legal and regulatory
framework of Saudi Arabian corporate governance, and consider executive and
legislative authorities and the judicial authority. These issues, alongside the recent
legal system reforms have a direct impact on the business environment of Saudi
Arabia and the GCC in general; the background of the Saudi Arabian legal system has
been influenced by societal and cultural issues. On the other hand, the authorities of
the State in Saudi Arabia play a crucial role in the framework of corporate
governance, and this needs to be examined. Also, the most recent law issued in Saudi
Arabia is the Saudi Companies Law 2015, which will be analysed, as well as the 1965
version, as they are both very important in the context of Saudi Arabian corporate
governance. Chapter Six will focus more on the Saudi Stock Exchange’s Regulatory
Authorities, including the Capital Market Authority. Moreover, the Capital Market
laws and regulations such as Capital Market Law 2003, the 2004 listing rules and
corporate governance regulations will be examined in more detail.
Finally, Chapter Seven lays out the general conclusions and will provide a summary
of the whole thesis, as well as providing general recommendations related to the
improvement of the system of corporate governance in Saudi Arabia.
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2.

Chapter

two:

Corporate

governance

importance,

definitions, theories and international standards
2.1 Introduction
Corporate governance received what could be described as appropriate attention after
the collapse of some of the role-model companies around the world, after long being
ignored as a concept.32 The crucial role of corporate governance has been recognised
by international organisations such as the World Bank and the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development. Accordingly, international organisations
and supranational authorities play an effective role providing benchmarks and
recommendations. 33 International organisations and supranational authorities on the
one hand, and the international standards on the other hand, have provided important
support to many countries around the world in the context of corporate governance.
OECD, for example, has produced what may be described as an international
benchmark that has worldwide acceptance.34
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Generally speaking, some of the Arab world has not completely survived the
aftershocks of the worldwide economic crises of recent times as in many parts of the
world. Some researchers such as Masri think that certain Arab countries including
Egypt, Lebanon and Jordan have suffered many crises due to the lack of corporate
governance. For example, until 2005 in Jordan, more than 37000 companies were
liquidated annually some of which were terminated due to poor management and
insolvency, which has a direct impact on the shareholders and debtors, as well as the
community.35 On the other hand, some researchers have shown that despite the fact
that Egyptian corporate governance started officially in 2005 with the Egyptian
Capital Market Authority, the Egyptian economy has already profited from the
corporate governance regulations. The importance of this has become clearly apparent
throughout the Egyptian economy in particular fields, including reducing the impact
of the global financial crisis on the banks of Egypt. 36 Therefore, this chapter is
essentially concerned with the importance of corporate governance in both a general
context, and in the context of Saudi Arabia in the first section.
The OECD suggests that adopting effective supranational organisational standards;
raising the awareness of implementing sound corporate governance practices between
companies, as well as consultation with the public, will ensure that the framework of
corporate governance is more likely to avoid over-regulation, uphold the exercise of
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entrepreneurship, and in both private sector and public institutions, reduce the risks of
conflicts of interest. 37 Therefore, this chapter will attempt to cover the main
international organisations, supranational authorities and international standards
involved. Furthermore, there is a need in this context to shed light on the main
corporate governance theoretical frameworks, due to the fact that there are several
theoretical frameworks of corporate governance.
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2.2 The Importance of Corporate Governance
Corporate governance is very important issue as a result of the huge impact of
corporations on many aspects of life as mentioned earlier. 38 Bakan believed that,
corporations are governing our lives nowadays. 39 Moreover, the rapid growth
nowadays in the world economy, accompanied by the growth of local and
multinationals companies as a result of globalisation, has cast a shadow and raised
many significant concerns, not only related to the economy; it goes beyond that to
social, political and security impacts. This is due to the huge power that companies
have, which is like a double edged sword. The impact could be a positive impact for
the economy, community, politics and security. However, the negative impact could
be very severe as the collapse of companies could lead to serious consequences for
the economy and society as a whole.40
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, due to the capitalist system in many
countries around the world, there are a number of wealthy families who control big
corporations. In the USA’s capitalist system for instance, there is competition
between corporations for customers, and CEOs are able to abuse their power and
dictate their strategies to a passive board of directors. On the other hand, the real
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owners of the corporations are millions of generally powerless and disorganised
middle-class shareholders.41
It can clearly be seen that the world is now witnessing increasing attention being paid
towards corporate governance. Although this has been caused by many reasons, the
worldwide scandals that have occurred may be the most significant reason. 42
However, it should be mentioned here that the internal governance problems are not
the only reasons that cause the failure of companies, it could happen even if they are
well-managed due to factors from the outside business environment such as the socalled ‘domino effect’.43 The present financial crises all over the world, starting from
the mortgage situation in the USA followed by the collapse of Lehman Brothers, have
stressed the importance of corporate governance. Moreover, some writers have
attributed it to being the main cause of the collapses of Enron and Worldcom. 44 There
are other examples of the consequences of the failure of corporate governance in the
United Kingdom, such as the Northern Rock bank, which was founded in 1965. The
number of employees reached more than 4000 and in 2006 the income of the bank
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was around five billion pounds. However, the wave of the crises moved Northern
Rock from the FTSE 100 index to the FTSE 250 index in 2007. Moreover, the
Government’s efforts to rescue the Bank failed, which resulted in the bank being
nationalised in 2008. Therefore, as stated by Arora, the reputation of both the banking
sector and individual banks has been damaged due to the failings of corporate
governance.45 On the other side of the world, the East witnessed ‘the Asian financial
crises’ during the late 1990s. Some researchers believe that weak corporate
governance could be the one of the factors that led to the crises. Although weak
corporate governance might not have started the East Asian crises, corporate
governance practices might have made these countries more vulnerable to the crises
and may have aggravated it once it started.46
Therefore, the importance of corporate governance is reflected in many important
issues. Implementing the principles of corporate governance is essential, such as
transparency, accountability and responsibility to guarantee the supervision of
companies by improving accountability and disclosure and separating ownership from
the management. These mechanisms will create a balance between the companies and
the stakeholders. Likewise, ensuring an effective framework will lead to improving
both the business environment and companies’ efficiency.47
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Corporate governance is about safeguarding all parties’ rights. 48 Shareholders for
example, need to be protected especially with difficulty of exercising their power in
some forms of companies. Moreover, as a collective body, shareholders “are not
designed to be an effective organ for managerial decision-making”. 49 So, if corporate
governance does not provide protection for its real purposes, this could lead to many
risks and crises. To large extent, weaknesses and failures in corporate governance
arrangements are the reason behind the financial crisis in the view of Kirkpatrick.50
Despite the fact that corporate governance in every country has a different legal,
cultural and political context, with a variety of business forms, the need for extra
transparency and creating more confidence is the reason for the introduction of
corporate governance codes.51
Accordingly, there are many lessons that can be learned from the financial crises of
the last two decades. The fact that the annual report of any corporation may appear
good even if the reality is not means that collapses could occur, especially if there is
no effective corporate governance.52 On the other hand, good corporate governance
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may restore confidence and protect from collapse, which emphasises the importance
of the issue of corporate governance.53
Even though some developing countries are having huge financial increases in their
economies that are making them real players in today’s world, the profits are still out
of the reach of the poor people. It is a fact that there are many reasons and causes for
these problems. However, the lack of equitable distribution of wealth and chances
could be one of the most important reasons. From this viewpoint, the importance of
corporate governance is reflected in the essential link between corporate governance
on the one hand and development on the other. Moreover, corporate governance is a
possibly an effective solution to fixing many problems facing the world nowadays.54
India, for example, has carried out what may be described as major corporate
governance reforms by adopting Clause 49 of Listing Agreement. 55 Clause 49 has
provided provisions about many issues that the company must comply with, including
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board of directors issues such as composition of board, non executive directors’
compensation and disclosures, provisions as to board and committees and code of
conduct for all board members and senior management of the company. Clause 49 has
also dealt with issues of audit committee, subsidiary companies, disclosures,
CEO/CFO certification report on corporate governance and the issue of compliance.
Generally speaking, the reform is being reflected in the changes of share prices that
have occurred in the Indian case, even though large firms have benefited more than
small firms. Therefore, "properly designed mandatory corporate governance reforms
can increase share prices in an emerging market such as India."56
From a conventional point of view, in developing counties, corporate governance is
considered to be a subject for the big companies. However, the practice of corporate
governance over the past few decades has proven to be more than that. The
importance of corporate governance goes beyond being a matter that concerns
investors and CEO’s only. Therefore, corporate governance helps to clean up the
environment that is related to it and promotes the values of transparency and
accountability. The importance of corporate governance in this context can be seen by
exposing the relationships with people of influence. Furthermore, through the ability
to attract investments and create jobs, corporate governance could be a sustainable
solution used to reduce poverty, and an effective instrument for building a successful
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sector for small and medium size enterprises. 57 This means that just as corporate
governance is important in improving the internal issues of a company, it goes beyond
that to influence a wide range of issues in the external environment, including the
institutional development of a country, which is very important as well.
There are millions of households who have direct or indirect investments in capital
markets around the world nowadays. Moreover, there are more than 200 million jobs
that have been created by publicly listed companies. The right of participation needs
to be addressed for stakeholders who have the ability of wealth creation of corporate
companies. Therefore, there is a need for good corporate governance; however, it is
not the final goal, as companies aiming towards equity capital for long term
investment can achieve this with help to establish a business environment that is
characterised by confidence and business integrity. In fact, this is the true meaning of
good corporate governance as suggested by the OECD.58
The increasing attention that has been paid to corporate governance over the past two
decades could also be a result of the two tier crucial reform mechanism that has been
played out by corporate governance. The first tier is related to the prevention of
failure and collapse. However, the second type is important as well, and it can be
described as a proactive mechanism which is associated with the state's search for
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investment, the need for improved competitiveness and gaining access to both
regional and international markets.59
Chkolenkov and Wilson, think that the conventional view of corporate governance,
which is simply related to the separation between the ownership and the management
to prevent any conflict of interest, is described as a narrow view. They think that this
view will be beneficial only to large companies such as multinational companies
where there are a huge number of shareholders on the one hand and strong managers
on the other hand. Therefore, one of the most important aspects of corporate
governance is that it is applicable to a wide range of companies, including
multinationals companies that have shares in the biggest stock markets. However,
many corporate governance mechanisms could be effective for small, medium
enterprises and family businesses as well, by introducing transparency, accountability,
and responsibility inside the decision making mechanism within the company. 60
Indeed, the benefits of good corporate governance are going beyond that to be
important for the future social responsibility as well.61
According to the IFC, there are several benefits of good corporate governance, which
shows the importance of corporate governance not only in the context of the GCC and
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developing countries, as these benefits are crucial for the rest of the world as well.
First of all, good corporate governance gives more efficient operations to companies.
Secondly, another benefit is facilitating capital access. Thirdly, it will provide more
protection against mismanagement. Fourthly, good corporate governance will reduce
the risk. Fifthly, it raises the level of transparency and accountability. Sixthly, it will
calm the concerns of the stakeholder as it gives companies the tools to respond to
their questions. Moving to corporate governance’s benefits for development, there are
three benefits from good corporate governance practice as stated by the IFC. First of
all, by making the access to capital easier, good corporate governance will improve
the chances of new investment. Secondly, employment opportunities could also be
improved. Lastly, good corporate governance will boost economic growth. 62
To sum up, the importance of corporate governance can be seen very clearly in its
impact. First of all, corporate governance is key to bringing stability to the markets.
Secondly, it promotes the institutions of the country. Thirdly, the mechanisms of
corporate governance play a central role in preventing the risks from occurring.
Fourthly, it improves investment and reduces the cost of capital. Fifthly, effective
corporate governance could be a tool for weakening corruption. Sixthly, it promotes
lending and reforms the state’s own projects. The seventh point is promoting
successful privatisation.63 Eighth is enhancing the competitiveness for companies and
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economies. Ninth, good corporate governance builds transparent relationships
between the business community and the state. And finally, it helps to combat
poverty. 64 Putting some of the corporate officials’ failings under the microscope
shows the importance of corporate governance. These actions include reckless board
practices, unjustified remuneration for executives and insufficient risk management. It
is widely accepted that, the lack of good corporate governance is blamed as an
important contributor to the global financial crisis.65
2.2.1 The importance of corporate governance in the context of Saudi Arabia
Not only can the GCC countries’ corporate governance issues be seen in Saudi
Arabia, but many issues affecting Saudi Arabia could be taken to reflect the situation
across the GCC as a GCC representative. For example, Ramady states, “Often GCC
country risk was analyzed through the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia as representative for
GCC”.66 Thus, the following paragraphs will shed light on the Saudi Arabian example
to show the GCC situation in the context of the importance of corporate governance.
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Certainly, corporate governance is very important for any country in the world, and
Saudi Arabia is no exception to that. However, there could be other issues regarding
corporate governance in the context of Saudi Arabia which makes corporate
governance more important. Moreover, there are differences in corporate governance
between the emerging markets and developed markets that should be taken into
account; these differences are a result of the emerging developed markets’ financial
structures.67 From this point, Saudi Arabia as a developing country and emerging
market has more reasons to examine corporate governance as a tool, as it could be a
solution to some issues. Even though investing in emerging markets could generate
more reward than the typical domestic market, investing in emerging markets could
be more risky.68
2.2.2The importance for family businesses:
Needless to say, the importance of corporate governance in the context of family
businesses in Saudi Arabia is very clear. Moreover, family business has a profile
percentage of 80% of the business sector as some research shows. Moreover, some
researchers believe that the contribution of family businesses to the GDP- excluding
the oil industry- in Saudi Arabia is more than 90%; 69 whereas the UK for example
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has a percentage of 66% of small and medium sized enterprises. 70 Therefore, family
business in Saudi Arabia can be described as having a strong presence in the Saudi
economy. Needless to say, there is an important role for corporate governance in the
context of family business in GCC countries, including Saudi Arabia.
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2.3 Corporate Governance Definitions
Regardless of the fact that corporate governance was not a very well used term prior
to the last two decades, it is widely accepted that ‘corporate governance’ as a concept
is playing a crucial role nowadays in the business world. Moreover, the term
corporate governance, which originated in the United States, is not only nowadays
current issue- it goes back to the emergence of the ‘limited liability company’.
However, it can be seen very clearly that the issues of corporate governance are
scattered between company law and practice, especially financing, incorporation,
management and promotion, in the view of Keay. 71
Corporate governance has many definitions depending on the perspective; therefore, it
may be hard to find a certain definition for the term corporate governance. Moreover,
some researchers referring the lack of agreed definition to the multi-facet orientation
“due to its multi-facet orientation, a single unanimously agreed upon definition does
not exist as yet”.72 In the view of Parkinson, there is a range of meanings for the term
'corporate governance', and it can be divided into two meanings for the present
purposes: Firstly, with regard to the 'public interest' where the company itself is being
governed. This is attributed to the societal attempts to control the behaviour of the
company, which can be seen via the state's regulations including employment law,
consumer law and environmental law requirements. Secondly, the company-level
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governance that is described by Parkinson as the one that is familiar to company
lawyers.73 Claessens has divided the defintions on offer into two types as well. The
first one “concerns itself with a set of behavioural patterns” while the second one
“concerns itself with the normative framework”.
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Alternatively, corporate

governance definitions can be divided into a narrow view and broad view in the
opinion of Allen. The narrow view is typically used in the UK and the USA, which
takes the interests of shareholders as the priority by ensuring the operation of the firm
for their interests, with standard mechanisms such as the unitary board of directors
and executive compensation. The broad view, which is often stressed by Germany,
Japan and France, goes beyond the narrow view as it concerns corporate governance
ensuring society’s resources are used efficiently. 75 The following paragraphs will
provide examples of the meaning, definitions, and understanding of corporate
governance.76 Lowry and Reisberg, for example, think that corporate governance is
about alignment; ensuring the alignment between the interests of the managers and
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the shareholders. The alignment concerns the mechanisms or the legal system of
corporate governance.77
The Committee on the Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance, which is known
as the Cadbury Committee, defines corporate governance in its simplest form as:
“corporate governance is the system by which companies are directed and
controlled”78. The roles are split between the parties, for example, appointing auditors
and directors is the responsibility of the shareholders, whereas the board of directors'
role is to govern their companies.79 Monks and Minow define corporate governance in
more detail, as a “relationship among various participants in determining the direction
and performance of corporations"80. Parkinson has defined corporate governance as
“the process of supervision and control (of ‘governing’) intended to ensure that the
company’s management acts in accordance with the interests of the shareholders”.81
The OECD states that corporate governance “involves a set of relationships between
a company’s management, its board, its shareholders and other stakeholders” 82 . A
broadened OECD definition contains more detail, as it is defined broadly as follows:
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“refers to the private and public institutions, including laws, regulations and accepted
business practices, which together govern the relationship, in a market economy,
between corporate managers and entrepreneurs (“corporate insiders”) on one hand,
and those who invest resources in corporations, on the other”.83
The World Bank states that corporate governance “refers to the structures and
processes for the direction and control of companies. Corporate governance concerns
the relationships among the management, Board of Directors, controlling
shareholders, minority shareholders and other stakeholders” 84 ; whereas IFC has
defined the corporate governance as “the structures and processes by which
companies are directed and controlled”.85 As mentioned above, it may be difficult to
find a definition that can describe all aspects of corporate governance, as the different
perspectives cause variations among the definitions. 86 However, generally speaking,
all definitions agree on main themes: control and supervision of the company and/or
of management as stated by Law and Wong. 87 Omar think that the reason for not
finding an agreement upon one corporate governance definition is because of its
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multi-facet orientation.88 However, the OECD definition may be the most accepted
corporate governance definition.89
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2.4 Corporate governance international standards
Generally speaking, in the context of corporate governance and the GCC, there is a
need to shed light on the international organisations and supranational authorities that
are trying to provide a contribution and improvements to developed countries; and a
fortiori, to developing and less developed countries. These improvements include
many aspects, such as by providing benchmarks and recommendations for all issues
that need to be improved in these countries.90 Organisations such as the World Bank
and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development are expected to
play an effective role in order to provide improvements and stability, support
economic growth, and fight poverty. The motivation of such an organisations is social
worldwide well-being and promoting the economic.
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organisation’s mission, as stated on the official website, is to improve living standards
and economic success by promoting policies.92 The impact of these organisations is
going beyond that to the contribution of streamlining acceptable worldwide protocol
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for companies, which has led to what could be described as a corporate convergence
governance of policies.93
The race towards attracting the international investment has made the convergence of
corporate governance and the international standards more important. Moreover,
attracting international investment "has impacted on the way in which countries and
firms adopt regulation and governance practices, opting in many instances to
implement international standards of best practices". 94 So, there is a need for
evaluating of the current rules and regulations framework in the light of international
standards to make the business environment more attractive for both local and
international investors.
2.4.1 OECD
There is widespread acceptance of the OECD principles which have been crowned by
the adoption of some international organisations such as FSB, the World Bank Group
and Basel Committee on Banking Supervision as the OECD principles are treated as
an international reference point and implementation effective tool. The Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision has used the OECD principles as 'Guidelines on
corporate governance of banks' basis. The Financial Stability Board (FSB) has also
adopted OECD principles as one of the Key Standards for Sound Financial Systems
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serving the FSB. In addition, the World Bank Group has used OECD principles in
more than 60 country reviews around the world.95
Historically, the year 1961 witnessed the establishment of the OECD, which stands
for the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. However, the root
of this organisation goes back to the Organisation for European Economic
Cooperation (OEEC), which is made up of European countries only. The OECD was
officially established in 1961 after the member countries signed the new OECD
Convention. Nowadays, there are 34 countries participating as members of the OECD
from all over the world. The OECD is expected to play an important role, encouraged
by the success in Europe of the Organisation for European Economic Cooperation
(OEEC).96
The ministers of the OECD decided in 1996 to establish a Business Sector Advisory
Group on Corporate Governance in order to review worldwide corporate governance
matters.97 Then, the year 1999 witnessed the introduction of OECD key standards.
After that, a call for assessment was made by the OECD ministers, which resulted in a
review of the previous standards in light of the crises, and the involvement of some
companies around the world in certain scandals. The revised version of the OECD
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principles of corporate governance was published in 2004. 98 Corporate governance
principles provided by the OECD may be described as the first principle standards
that have wide international acceptance. The OECD principles have been used as
standards and utilised to issue codes by both developed and developing countries as
recognition of the importance of corporate governance and the principles of the
OECD.99
2.4.1.1 OECD Objectives
The OECD has many objectives. Definitely, one of the main objectives of the
organisation is to give member governments the chance for comparative political
experiences in order to produce answers to shared problems; identify good practices,
and coordinate domestic and international policies. Moreover, the non-binding laws
could provide motivation for these countries and may result sometimes in binding
laws. However, the main objective may be to support governments to strive for
financial stability and support economic growth in order to fight poverty and to foster
wealth in their countries; while keeping an eye on the economic, social and
environmental implications. The international organisations principles of corporate
governance such as the OECD and the national laws related to corporate governance
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are contributing toward “shaping the institutional environment in which a firm
operates".100
The mechanism of the OECD in achieving these objectives starts with the Secretary
collecting and analysing data, and then discussing policy with committees, before
decisions are made by the Council. The process ends with the implementation of the
recommendations by governments. The OECD, in committee-level discussions, could
result in negotiations about international co-operation rules which sometimes
culminate in formal agreements, arrangements, treatment, standards and models, or it
could result in guidelines such as corporate governance principles .
The OECD official website has an abundance of sources on many subjects across
several sections, such as the OECD iLibrary, OECD Online Bookshop and OECD
publications. Moreover, OECD publishing can be described as one of the largest
publishers of public affairs and economics, with more than 250 books, many
statistical databases, working papers and journal articles. Moving on to the academic
interest, there are some articles that have tried to shed light on the conventional
standards of corporate governance, such as the OECD on the one hand, and the
Islamic perspective of corporate governance on the other.101
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2.4.1.2 OECD and GCC
For the sake of supporting corporate governance reform, about 18 countries with up to
30 meetings have been held by the OECD in cooperation with the World Bank. The
geographical coverage of these meetings has stretched across five continents.
However, interestingly, there have been no Gulf countries participating in the
roundtables, including Saudi Arabia.102 Nowadays, GCC countries, including Saudi
Arabia, do not have membership of this organisation. However, there is cooperation
between some of the GCC countries and the OECD. Saudi Arabia, the United Arab
Emirates and Kuwait have been engaged in development co-operation for decades, as
they provide development assistance and are donors, for example as part of the OECD
Development Assistance Committee (DAC).103
It is a fact that the GCC countries, especially Saudi Arabia, as emerging economies,
vary considerably from the developed markets due to cultural factors and the national
context.104 Moreover, Almadi believes that the “unique characteristics in emerging
markets have an influence on past, and still current, and predicted to be affect future
corporate governance practices”.
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of corporate governance using roundtable dialogue with OECD and non OECD
members could possibly bridge the gap further. Moreover, as argued by Jesover and
Kirkpatrick the OECD Principles are highly relevant to non-OECD economies.106
Both OECD Member countries and G20 countries have been invited to participate in a
new review of the OECD principles, carried out under the auspices of the OECD
Corporate Governance Committee, as well as experts from international institutions
such as the World Bank and Basel Committee. This is in addition to online public
consultation; expert consultation and, notably, the participation of the Regional
Corporate Governance Roundtables in different parts of the world such as the Middle
East, Asia and North Africa.
2.4.1.3 Why OECD principles of corporate governance?
The OECD key standards were released in May 1999, and nowadays there are around
17 language texts- including Arabic- found on the official website of the OECD.
However, the official languages are English and French. The OECD principles were
published in 1999, then after the worldwide companies’ crises and scandals, the
ministers of the OECD called for an assessment of the principles in 2002, followed by
revised version released in 2004. The last version of the OECD principles was
released in September 2015.107
It is a fact that due to the adoption of the OECD principles by many countries all over
the world, the OECD principles can be described as sound and the most
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widespread.108 On the other hand, international organisations currently use the OECD
principles as a benchmark for the sake of corporate governance improvement in the
countries that cooperate with these organisations, such as the World Bank and the
Financial Stability Forum. Moreover, the Financial Stability Forum considers the
OECD corporate governance principles to be “one of the 12 key standards for sound
financial systems”.109
Since 1999, not only have policy makers been taking the OECD as an international
benchmark, corporations, investors, and other stakeholders have begun taking it as a
benchmark as well. This worldwide acceptance is the result of some of the
requirements that the OECD principles have set out. 110 First of all, whether the
country is a member of the OECD or not, the assistance of the OECD principles is
there for the improvement and evaluation of governmental corporate governance
efforts for regulatory frameworks, legislation and institutions. Secondly, and this
could be the most important reason, the OECD principles offer specific guidance for
regulatory initiatives and legislative purposes.111
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The fact that there is a global competition towards attracting international investment
has made the convergence of corporate governance more important.112Moreover, the
international need for accessible, concise and comprehensible corporate governance
principles has caused the OECD principles to become an important benchmark for the
worldwide community. However, the OECD principles are not intended by the OECD
as a substitute for developing best practice codes through the initiatives of both
governments and the private sector.
The contribution flowing from good corporate governance, such as the benefits to the
business environment, investment, financial market stability and economic growth,
have made the OECD principles very important. In particular, it could play a crucial
role in world business nowadays. There are many reasons behind that, for example the
2004 review of OECD principles has taken into account the latest developments and
recent experiences, not only of the OECD member states, but from countries around
the world.
It is clear that international standards and supranational authorities will face some
obstacles in attempting to provide a corporate governance benchmark, as laws and
legal traditions vary across the world. However, the OECD principles have benefited
from the roundtables that have taken place to bridge the gap between the
implementation and the various formal provisions.113
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Undoubtedly, the OECD corporate governance principles are not a magical recipe for
governments or firms to solve all the problems faced in the business environment, as
there are many issues surrounding this matter, especially in emerging economies and
developing countries. Thus, requiring companies to adopt the OECD corporate
governance principles “will not necessarily lead to better corporate governance.”114
2.4.1.4 OECD principles 115
The OECD principles are six in number, as stated in the 2004 OECD principles of
corporate governance: Firstly, ensuring the basis for an effective corporate
governance framework; the second principle is about the right of shareholders and
key ownership functions; thirdly, the equitable treatment of shareholders; fourthly, the
role of stakeholders in corporate governance; fifthly, disclosure and transparency, and
lastly, the responsibilities of the board. 116 However, generally speaking, four basic
principles have shaped the theme of the OECD principles according to Abu-Tapanjeh.
The first principle concerns the business ethics mechanism; whereas the second one is
about the decision making process. The third deals with disclosure and transparency.
Finally, there is the final principle relating to accounts and book keeping
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mechanism.117 Slahudin adds more as he thinks that the OECD principles seem to be
clearly aligned with Hakim.118
Despite the fact that the OECD principles concentrate on publicly traded companies,
non-traded companies, such as state owned and the privately held companies, could
benefit from the OECD principles in order to improve corporate enterprise “to the
extent that they are deemed applicable.”119 Moving to the foundation of the OECD
principles, the root goes back to the Cadbury, Greenbury and Hampel committees'
reports in the United Kingdom.120
With regard to the GCC countries, it is necessary in this context to shed light on the
importance of laws and regulations on the one hand, and enforceability and the
agencies that enforce the laws and regulations on the other hand. This is stated in the
first principle of the OECD principles. Therefore, failing to achieve this could lead to
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losing credibility in the business environment, which would have a direct impact on
growth prospects and minority shareholders’ abuse of majority shareholders. 121
2.4.1.5 G20/OECD Principles of Corporate Governance 2015
Both OECD Member countries and G20 countries have been invited to participate in a
new review of the OECD principles, carried out under the auspices of the OECD
Corporate Governance Committee, as well as experts from international institutions
such as the World Bank and Basel Committee. This is in addition to online public
consultation; expert consultation and, notably, the participation of the Regional
Corporate Governance Roundtables in different parts of the world such as the Middle
East, Asia and North Africa.
There are some changes to the 2004 version, including introducing new issues,
clarifying some issues and greater emphasis on other issues and recommendations
around raising the awareness of good corporate governance to include smaller and
unlisted companies by policymakers. However, it can be seen that the new version
could be described as an extension of the previous one. In other words, this means
there are more details on many issues added to the previous OECD Principles
versions 1999 and 2004. Moreover, many of the recommendations from the previous
OECD Principles versions have been maintained in the 2015 version, except for some
changes to certain principles, as the following paragraphs will illustrate.
Regarding the differences between the titles of the 2004 and 2015 versions of the
OECD principles, the titles of chapters have remained the same except for principle
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number two and number three. It can be seen that the 2004 version has the title of
'The rights of shareholders and key ownership functions' whereas the 2015 version
states 'The rights and equitable treatment of shareholders and key ownership
functions.’ Number three in the 2004 version had the general title of 'The Equitable
Treatment of Shareholders' whereas the new version for 2015 is: 'Institutional
investors, stock markets, and other intermediaries’, which could be a reflection of the
growing attention being paid towards this issue nowadays.122
The first principle of the 2015 version is about ensuring the basis for an effective
corporate governance framework, which is important in the context of this thesis.
OECD principles emphasise the developing of the legal and regulatory framework for
corporate governance to be aligned with the economic reality. Therefore, there is a
need, when establishing private contractual relations, to have a suitable business
environment that is protected by an effective corporate governance system. However,
there are specific elements that help to ensure the effectiveness of corporate
governance including the legal, regulatory and institutional framework that provides
protection to the market participants. Every country has its circumstances, history and
tradition of business practices that forms its corporate governance framework, besides
the legislation, regulations, self-regulatory arrangements, voluntary commitments, and
soft law elements, which complement that based on the “comply or explain” principle
in order to fit the individual companies and provide more flexibility. Due to the fact
that it is difficult to apply one set of regulations to fit every company, as a result of
different circumstances, there is a need to review and adjust the corporate governance
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framework to keep updated with the new surrounding circumstances. The result of
that will be reflected in the integrity of the market and the economic performance.
Secondly, the 2015 OECD principles have maintained the second principle to be the
same as the 2004 version: 'the rights and equitable treatment of shareholders and key
ownership functions'. It can be seen that the basic shareholder rights have been
identified in principle number two in both the 2015 and 2004 versions. For example,
concerning the key company decisions, the right of shareholders to have information
and participate in meetings has been maintained. Moreover, principle number two
deals with the issue of disclosure of controlled structures. However, there are several
issues that have been added to this chapter on OECD principles, such as use of
information technology, decisions on executive remuneration, and approval of related
party transactions.
Regarding the cross border listings -which is the listing of shares in a company on the
stock exchange of other country- and the importance of fair and effective price
discovery in stock markets, this new chapter of OECD 2015 principles also provides
new principles for dealing with these issues. 123 It can be seen that the topic of
institutional investors acting in a fiduciary capacity has been given more attention in
the 2015 version due to the fact that there has been significant growth in the role of
played by institutional investors such as mutual funds, pension funds, insurance
companies and hedge funds. Therefore, the OECD recommends the disclosure of
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institutional investors’ policies with respect to corporate governance, with regard to
their corporate governance and voting policies. Noticeably, OECD has mentioned the
importance and the growing attention paid toward “stewardship codes” like in the
UK, and the OECD suggests that institutional investors should sign up to this on a
voluntary basis.
Principle number four of the 2015 version remains the same as 2004 concerning
dealing with the role of stakeholders in corporate governance. Stakeholders’ access to
information on a timely and regular basis is supported as well by stakeholders’ right
to obtain redress for violations of their rights. The relationship between corporations
and stakeholders with active co-operation has been emphasised, along with the
recognition of stakeholders’ rights that are established by law or through mutual
agreement. Just like the 2004 version, the disclosure and transparency issue forms the
fifth principle of the 2015 version. This chapter on OECD principles deals with
disclosure and transparency, including the issue of remuneration; the objectives of the
company; the financial and operating results; the ownership of majority shares, and
board members. However, there are some new matters that the 2015 version contains,
such being on a voluntary basis, and recognising the recent trends with respect to
items of non-financial information that companies may include.
Finally, the sixth chapter deals with the board’s responsibilities by providing guidance
for the board of directors’ key functions, such as corporate strategy review and
selecting and compensating management. It can be seen that the role of the board of
directors in risk management has been introduced as a new issue into the 2015
version, as well as internal auditing and tax planning. Moreover, training and
evaluation of the board has been recommended as well as specialised board
65

committees’ establishment as a recommendation. These committees are recommended
to be established in a variety of areas, including risk management, remuneration and
audit.124
2.4.1.5 Conclusion
This section has discussed an important aspect of the background to the corporate
governance principles of the OECD. Although the section has shed light on how
important international standards and supranational authorities are to developing and
less developed countries, it is important to understand that the OECD principles of
corporate governance, and likewise the benchmarks, are not a magical cure for all
corporate governance issues in such countries. Consequently, it is essential to
understand that there is a need to bridge the gaps in the basic requirements of the
institutional and legal and regulatory framework in order to improve corporate
governance efficiency, which is described by Jesover and Kirkpatrick as an integral
part of the Principles.125
The gap between the previous version of the OECD principles was ten years before
the 2015 edition; therefore, the fact that the world nowadays is experiencing rapid
change, means that any regulations, including the OECD principles, should be
reviewed regularly as a result of the changes circumstances. Since 1999, these
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principles have become an international benchmark; however, the recent crises may
have increased the need for the OECD to review these principles.126
2.4.2 Center for International Private Enterprise
Since 1983, with market oriented reform and private enterprise, the Center for
International Private Enterprise (CIPE) has many objectives and activities. In regard
to corporate governance, the CIPE has an objective to improve corporate governance
in both the public and private sector through transparency and accountability. 127
Surprisingly, although the CIPE has many partners around the world including in the
Middle East Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan and Algeria, but there are no GCC member
partners. However, the successful CIPE corporate governance projects have made the
CIPE an internationally known centre for promoting the adoption of corporate
governance standards.128 For example, the Saudi Arabian Capital Market Authority
has had some cooperation with the CIPE such as the request from the CMA to have
access to CIPE information and resources to support the CMA project in the
establishment and development of the Institute of Directors.129
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2.4.3 MEPI
The US State Department established in 2002 the Middle East Partnership Initiative.
The MEPI is aiming to create partnerships with civil society organisations in the
Middle East including the Arabian Peninsula region.130 MEPI is working in several
countries in the Middle East including with some GCC members such as Saudi Arabia
and Bahrain. There are many goals of the MEPI including supporting economic
growth through some projects, and improving the legal and regulatory transparency in
order to strengthen the global competitiveness of countries in the region.131 One of the
examples of how MEPI impacts on corporate governance in Saudi Arabia can be seen
through raising the awareness of corporate governance. For example, the website on
Corporate Governance in the MENA region provides conference materials, articles
and information about corporate governance, and was sponsored by the MEBI. This
website has had visitors from all over the Arab world, although most of them are from
Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Lebanon.132
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2.4.4 International Finance Corporation
The International Finance Corporation ‘IFC’ is one of the members of the World
Bank group which aims to create opportunities for people to escape poverty and
improve their living conditions through several projects. The IFC, which was
established in 1956, could be described as the largest global development institution
that focuses exclusively on the private sector in developing countries. The importance
of the IFC in the context of this thesis is very clear, as the IFC has an important role
in promoting corporate governance in many parts of the world including the Middle
East and North Africa. Moreover, the last decade has witnessed successful projects
creating a solid foundation for corporate governance in the region through many
efforts, such as developing some institutes, launching codes and regulations, and
raising the awareness of corporate governance.133
2.4.5 Cadbury report
Whilst the Cadbury Committee will be covered in detail in chapter three, a brief
mention should be made here as the Cadbury report has become a model for other
internationally recognized governance code.134 A series of business scandals such as
Polly Peck and Maxwell, during the 1980’s in the UK pointed to corporate
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governance failures. 135 For this reason, a panel of experts chaired by Sir Adrian
Cadbury examined the main issues of corporate governance, including boards of
directors and boards, executives, auditors and shareholders’ relationships. The
Cadbury Committee was set up in the interests of the private sector, including the
London Stock Exchange, the Financial Reporting Council and the accountancy
profession in May 1991.136 The first draft of the report was produced in the middle of
1992. Therefore, a public debate in the UK was created as a result of the Cadbury
Committee’s report on ensuring ethical conduct and monitoring company executives
and directors’ activities.137
Through balancing between power and authority, the Cadbury Committee introduced
best practice principles in order to encourage companies, whether listed or not listed
on the stock exchange in London. Therefore, the Cadbury Committee included
findings and recommendations, including accountability, integrity and openness, and
regarding boards of directors and their liability. In addition, the Committee included
the company and shareholders’ role in the audit committees’ establishment.
Moreover, the Cadbury Committee introduced what may be described as a 'code of
conduct for companies' in the words of Blowfield and Murray.138 The importance of
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the Cadbury report goes beyond being a local report to being recognised as an
international corporate governance code.
2.4.6 Hawkamah institute
There are many objectives for Hawkamah and it has a crucial role to play. However,
the attempts at resolving the Islamic corporate governance issues might be one of the
most important efforts in this context as a local institute of corporate governance
based in one of the GCC countries- the UAE. Hawkamah institute’s approach is
towards resolving internal and external corporate governance issues, for example,
encouraging disclosure and raising awareness of the protection of minority
shareholders by introducing new corporate governance plans. On the other hand,
regarding external issues, there is an example that can be seen from the involvement
of Hawkamah in new regulatory frameworks development based on the Islamic
Finance Board guidelines and acceptable to IIFS. Moreover, market discipline selfregulatory initiatives involvement is also a good example of the efforts of
Hawkamah.139
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2.5 Corporate governance theoretical framework
Due to the variety of academic research that deals with corporate governance on the
one hand, and the different corporate forms that need economic solutions to their
problems and to search for new economic opportunities on the other hand, there are
several corporate governance theoretical frameworks. 140 Thus, the evolution of
several diverse theoretical frameworks is a result of corporate governance explanation
and analysing. The variety of views, disciplines, perspectives and the terminologies of
corporate governance, as well as the legal influences, have resulted in different
frameworks approaches. 141 However, the theoretical frameworks overlap and share
significant commonalities, as they are tackling similar problems from different
perspectives, as observed by Solomon.142
Adam Smith could be described as the father of the modern economics. 143 The
argument of Adam Smith regarding the separation between the company’s ownership
and the management is very important in this context. Actually, the argument is not
new as it was introduced early on in 1776 by Smith; he argued that “The directors of
such joint-stock companies, however, being the managers rather of other people’s
money than of their own, it cannot well be expected, that they should watch over it
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with the same anxious vigilance with which the partners in a private co-partnery
frequently watch over their own. Like the stewards of a rich man, they are apt to
consider attention to small matters as not for their master’s honour, and very easily
give themselves a dispensation from having it. Negligence and profusion, therefore,
must always prevail, more or less, in the management of the affairs of such a
company”.144
In the view of Parkinson, the contractual analysis of the corporation dominated the
theoretical work on company law in the 1990s, and most writers accepted that
maximising the wealth of shareholders is the company's function, which means the
structure of corporate governance should be designed with this exclusive purpose in
view. The late 1980s witnessed the emergence of 'non-shareholder constituency' in the
USA, which facilitated the way for taking interest groups other than shareholders into
account, such as employees.145
Therefore, there is a need to have an effective alignment between the interests of the
organisation's managers and the owners. The separation has resulted in plenty of
arguments and discussions around this issue. 146 The following paragraphs are an
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attempt to shed light briefly on the main theoretical frameworks of corporate
governance.
2.5.1 Agency theory
First of all, the root of agency theory goes back to the economic theory expounded in
1972 by Alchian and Demsetz. Moreover, the works of Jensen and Meckling in 1976
and Feman and Jensen in 1983 are very important in this context as well in the view
of Millan.147 The importance of agency theory is as a theoretical base for most of
corporate governance research according to Dalton, who claims that to large extent,
the theoretical foundation of corporate governance research is provided by the agency
theory.148
Agency theory clarifies the agency relationship- in the corporate context- as the
delegation of work from one party 'the owner' as 'the principal'- to the other party 'the
Director' as 'the agent'. 149 Moreover, all parties’ actions are based on the goal of
maximising their profits. However, the objectives are not always compatible with
each other, and might to some extent have some conflict of interests. However,
regardless of the conflict of interests and the variety of goals, both parties need to
maintain the relationship between them. The agent needs to have some
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decentralisation and power to act and make decisions, whereas the owner 'the
principal' needs to have a contract that binds the agent to act in accordance with the
interests of the agency parties and prevent the agent from acting in a way that could
harm the 'the principal's’ interests.
So, do the fact that there are a diversity of goals between the agent and the principal,
the agency theory predict that possible conflicts of interest could arise, not between
the agent and the principal, but beyond that to all the related parties? While they have
a network of relations and they know the information and news earlier than the others,
which enables them to use it in accordance to their own benefits, some managers plan
strategies and make decisions in order to protect their own rights and to achieve their
personal goals. On the other hand, to prevent the agent's behaviour causing an
infringement to the company’s articles, the shareholders as 'the principal' are going to
use an approach that protects their rights and interests, and monitor the managers’
actions by issuing a corporate governance system. This system will facilitate
monitoring the internal organs of the company such as the management, as well as by
external bodies, such as monitoring of the capital market.
Therefore, agency theory pays more attention to the behaviour of the company's
management and how to provide mechanisms and regulations that encourage effective
management and prevent the possible side effects that could emerge due to the wide
powers and making the management act as the owner of the company. It is clear that
there are problems that could emerge from the separation between the ownership and
the management. Therefore, it could be argued that the object of corporate
governance regulations is to in reduce or minimise the problems that could arise as a
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result of the separation of ownership and management. The theoretical model of
corporate governance in the Anglo American view is based on agency theory. 150
2.5.2 Stewardship theory
Stewardship theory is rooted in psychology and sociology.151 As an alternative view
to agency theory, according to stewardship theory, the managers will work
responsibly as stewards if they left on their own. The motivation for the steward’s
performance has been explained by Davis, Schoorman and Donaldson as follows: “A
steward protects and maximises shareholders’ wealth through firm performance,
because by so doing, the steward’s utility functions are maximised”.152
Stewardship theory has certain mechanisms such as executive compensation, levels of
benefits and rewarding managers with incentive plans. These incentive schemes to
improve the performance of the executives include giving them shares to ensure that
their financial interests are in alignment with the company's interests. Moreover,
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financial rewards ensure loss reduction. 153 Stewardship theory is at the heart of
corporate governance from a legal perspective in the view of Tricker. 154
2.5.3 Stakeholder theory
In agency theory, the systems and mechanisms of corporate governance are related to
the protection of the shareholders’ rights as the main goal of the company to
maximise the profits and generate more wealth to the shareholders. So, while agency
theory focuses on the separation between the management and the ownership
perspective, there are additional perspectives that consider other responsibilities such
as social responsibility. Thus, this perspective describes the relationship between the
parties that have a direct relationship with the company, which means the company
needs to form a positive relationship with all stakeholders in order to generate
sustainable economic wealth.
CEOs play a central role in the management of the relationships between all the
stakeholders; the goal is to maximise wealth through these relationships. However,
this will be accomplished via a company's social commitment, and social and
environmental responsibility, which shows the difference to agency theory, where the
central role is that of the shareholders.
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Carroll has explained the social responsibilities of the company and believes that the
company must work in accordance with legal, ethical, philanthropic and economic
responsibilities, as the following paragraphs will show in more detail. First of all,
economic responsibilities may be described as the first and the most important
responsibility, as the company must work to provide goods and services to society
and to maximise profits- be profitable. Secondly, concerning legal responsibilities,
society expects that the company is not working to generate money and profits onlythe company must show compliance with the law, regulations and the legal
framework of the country. Thirdly, ethical responsibilities: although this could be
included under legal and economic responsibilities, society expects the company to
comply with the cultural standards of the society. Fourthly, there are philanthropic
responsibilities, and although this point could be an optional responsibility, society
expects the business to act as a good corporate citizen, to contribute towards the
welfare of society. 155 Corporate governance in this context is the mechanism that
ensures the responsibility of the organisation to steer its actions towards a fair system
for all parties involved.
Being more descriptive has attracted some researchers’ attention towards certain
criticisms, as stakeholder theory describes what the company’s actions are on the
basis of ethical philosophy. The company in this context has the goal of maximising
the sustainable economic wealth to all stakeholders including shareholders,
employees, customers and all the parties who have rights in this company. Some
companies could have success as a business, but could fail in the context of social
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responsibility at the same time. However, it is not possible, generally speaking, vice
versa.156 To some extent, it could be said that agency theory is more relevant to the
Saudi context. On the other hand, the stakeholder model most closely resembles
Corporate Governance from an Islamic perspective as stated by Kasri.157

2.6 Conclusion
Due to the fact that there are several systems that are related to corporate governance,
such as the political and economic systems, the rules, regulations and the legal context
of corporate governance will remain the safest factor to ensure effective corporate
governance. From this viewpoint, the importance of corporate governance regulations
is revealed through three factors as stated by Khader: First of all, ensuring
commitment from all related parties; secondly, by ensuring the efficiency of the
market, and thirdly, it will result in the fulfillment of all parties’ rights. 158
In order to reduce the risk, encourage domestic savings in the capital market, and to
facilitate funding for the expansion of projects and the establishment of new
investments, there is a need to promote the corporate governance system in many
Arab countries. However, in the view of Abdulsabour, this cannot be done without
recognising the importance of corporate governance through a clear understanding of
board of directors’ duties, the separation between the job of the CEO and the job of
the Chairman of the Board of Directors, and developing strategy plans for decision
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making and evaluation.159 Khader stated that, the importance of corporate governance
can be seen through the successful results that have been achieved in the commercial
sector, taking into account that corporate governance is a new concept in
nowadays. 160 To sum up, “Corporate governance remains the bedrock of business
sustainability and sound stewardship, serving the long-term interests of investors and
societies” as stated by the IFC.161
Both developed and developing countries have benefited from the contribution and
improvements provided by international organisations and supranational authorities
such as the World Bank and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development. These contributions and improvements include providing benchmarks,
recommendations, stability, support of economic growth, and fighting poverty. One
OECD mission, for example, is to improve living standards and economic success by
promoting policies. 162 On the other hand, corporate governance theories can be
described as being in a state of "never-ending evolution" as can be seen throughout
the history of corporate governance.163 As a result, in order to have effective corporate
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governance, a combination of various theories is suggested, rather than a single
corporate governance theory approach.164
The previous chapter has shown the importance of international standards and
supranational organisations such as the OECD and IFC in the context of the GCC and
Saudi Arabian corporate governance for several reasons. This chapter illustrates the
benefits, contribution and recommendations of international organisations and
supranational authorities for developed countries, which developing countries can
learn from as they are more likely and more vulnerable to suffering from the lack of
effective corporate governance frameworks and its consequences. Therefore, the fact
that Saudi Arabia is a developing country and an emerging economy indicates more
the importance of benefitting from international standards. The roundtable dialogue
with OECD and non OECD members could possibly bridge the gap between the
variety of cultural factors and the national contexts, and the participation of Saudi
Arabia in the last version of the OECD principles is a significant step towards the
right path. From this point, the next chapter will deal with the main issues related to
UK corporate governance as an example that shows the main differences between the
Saudi legal system and other world legal systems. The various levels of regulations
that shape the framework of corporate governance in the UK, including common law
and statutory rules, alongside the internal measures and structures, will be examined
in order to take lessons and examine the ability of the Saudi legal system to be
improved and its capability of adapting to emerging concepts.
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3.

Chapter

three:

The

United

Kingdom

corporate

governance system: the legal and regulatory framework
3.1 Introduction
Nowadays, Western concepts dominate the business world and, clearly, corporate
governance is a good example of this.165 On the other hand, the Saudi Arabian legal
system has a different approach which has been described as being ‘complex’ by
some researchers, a fact which should be taken into account in this context. 166
Moreover, history, culture, tradition and society are important factors that contribute
towards shaping the law as well, when considering corporate governance frameworks,
which may be explained by path dependency theory.167 However, some researchers
predict that 'convergence theory' will impact on corporate governance, as all the
systems of corporate governance will converge to meet the Anglo-American
shareholder model, despite divergences in tradition, culture or systems, as the AngloAmerican shareholder model is seen as the "optimal means of ensuring high
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standards". 168 Generally speaking, developing countries such as Saudi Arabia have
different arrangements and systems as Almadi stated, “emerging markets economies,
governments, businesses and societies have unique characteristics that differ
significantly from their advanced counterparts”.169 Thus, the differences between the
Saudi legal system, and other world legal systems, provide the motivation to shed
light on the key aspects of a developed and different system in order to take lessons
and examine the ability of the Saudi legal system to absorb and adapt to emerging
concepts. Thus, the effectiveness of the legal and regulatory frameworks should be
examined to assess its strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, the question of adaptation
and legal transplantation reveals the importance of this chapter in the context of Saudi
Arabia.170
In this context, there is an important question to be asked: is there convergence in
Western corporate governance? Generally speaking, there are two main corporate
governance systems that can be found in the contemporary literature on corporate
governance. The first one is the ‘unique outsider’ Anglo American system which can
be found in the United Kingdom and the United States. On the other hand, the second
system of corporate governance in Germany and the rest of the European countries is
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the ‘insider system’.171 The differences between the three systems in the UK, US and
Germany can be attributed to the wars and the economic crises as the major catalysts
“The UK and US victories has led to more governmental influence on corporate
behavior and minimize the role of state in defeated Germany.”172
There is no doubt that jurisdictions which have investment frameworks that serve the
interests of shareholders will take the lead in the race to gain the trust of investors;
otherwise, it would be like betting on the wrong horse. In fact, the global competition
to attract capital and gain the trust of foreign investors is causing adjustments to local
norms to make the local markets more attractive, and this seen as a matter of priority.
Hence, corporate governance plays a crucial role in this context. So Cheffins notes,
the attractiveness of a certain region will depend on its corporate governance
system. 173 Therefore, the race towards attracting the international investment has
made the convergence of corporate governance more important. Moreover, the
Anglo-American model could be described as dominating the attention of both
countries and firms when considering adopting and implementing international
standards of best practices "The effect of competition has thus meant that governance
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practices worldwide are becoming incredibly similar, particularly in relation to
disclosure and transparency rules".174
Therefore, the outstanding UK approach towards corporate governance has attracted
the attention of researchers from many parts of the world. Moreover, the framework
of corporate governance in the UK has been described as highly developed and
stringent, not only in comparison with the UK’s European neighbours’ markets, but
also many parts of the world. Again, Cheffins states: “The work which has been done
in the United Kingdom has spurred reviews of corporate governance in markets
around the world and has provided a yardstick against which investment frameworks
in other countries are measured.” 175 Moreover, the Cadbury report has a proven
record for providing the true foundations of corporate governance, and the Cadbury
report has played a crucial role in the UK and on a worldwide level as well.176 For
example, in comparison with the US approach, Barnard has described British
companies’ attitudes towards governance problems as having a distinctive and
appealing character: "the process of corporate-governance reform in Britain seems
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very different from, and more sensible than, the lawyer-driven approach to corporate
governance we have become accustomed to in the US." 177
There are various levels of regulations that shape the framework of corporate
governance in the UK, including common law and statutory rules, alongside the
internal measures and structures. However, as stated by Keay, for listed companies,
the UK Corporate Governance Code is the main pillar of the regulations that form the
UK framework of corporate governance, because "as far as listed companies are
concerned it is based on the UK Corporate Governance Code".178 In relation to the
key aspects of corporate governance, such as board leadership, the relationships with
shareholders, issues of remuneration, and accountability, it is obvious that the
function of the UK Corporate Governance Code is to set out standards of good
practice. It is very important to take the UK as an example in the Saudi Arabian
context, which is due to several reasons. The UK’s long history of business
environment framework regulations, as well as the ‘well-developed market’ with a
variety of shareholders forms is one of the main reasons as stated by Mallin. 179
Furthermore, the UK’s history of corporate governance, as well as several
international key players, has impacted on the development of corporate governance,
and its codes add more importance; for example, the OECD, the World Bank,
International Corporate Governance Network ‘ICGN’, Global Corporate Governance
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Forum ‘GCGF’ and the Commonwealth Association for Corporate Governance
‘CACG’.180 The importance of the UK corporate governance approach in the context
of this thesis can be seen in the widespread acceptance of the UK corporate
governance code, which goes beyond the EU’s endorsement to be emulated by other
jurisdictions. 181 Moreover, Arcot and others believed that the Combined Code of
Corporate Governance is seen as an international benchmark for good corporate
governance practice to large extent.182
To sum up, it can be seen from the previous discussion that this chapter will take the
UK system of corporate governance into consideration to evaluate the current Saudi
system. As mentioned earlier, the long history of corporate governance in the UK in
comparison to Saudi Arabia, with its series of committees, ongoing workshops and
provision of benchmarks, makes the UK system of corporate governance a good basis
for evaluating the current Saudi system. Moreover, the influence of the UK system in
various parts of the World, including some Gulf states, and the Westernisation of
some aspects of Company Law in Saudi Arabia, as well as the UK initiative to
advance the Islamic finance sector, all provide a solid rationale for choosing the UK
in the context of this research. Therefore, the next sections will shed light on the
various levels of regulations and institutions in the UK with regard to the evaluation
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of the current rules and regulations’ framework of corporate governance in Saudi
Arabia in order to discover ways to improve it.

3.2 The Legal and Regulatory Framework of UK Corporate
Governance
3.2.1 The development of corporate governance in the UK
The UK corporate governance system is a result of what may be described as a rich
history that has developed over many years. In fact, corporate governance is not
something strange to the United Kingdom. Moreover, the ‘Joint Stock Companies Act
1844’ could be described as the root of Companies Law in essence. However, the
1990s witnessed the beginning of dealing with corporate governance as a specific
issue with a series of committees, starting with the watershed Cadbury Committee.183
However, the motivation that started the reform of UK listed companies were the
successive shocks of the late 1980’s scandals and the recession in the opinion of
Dignam and Lowry.184 These reports mainly linked with the financial scandals at the
Bank of Credit and Commerce International (BCCI) and closures of companies linked
to Robert Maxwell as stated by Yeoh.185 Therefore, it is not a secret that the impetus
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behind developing effective corporate governance was the collapse of corporations
and financial scandals.186
Therefore, the development of corporate governance in the UK initially began just
prior to the 1990s in the shadow of several corporate scandals, such as Maxwell and
BCCI. Noticeably, the weaknesses in the UK’s corporate governance system were
one of the main motivations for setting up corporate governance committees,
including the Cadbury and Greenbury Committees. 187 The need for increasing and
restoring confidence in not only existing investors, but potential investors as well,
alongside transparency and accountability, was the motivation behind introducing
corporate governance codes in the opinion of Mallin. 188 In fact, the work of
committees is not the only factor that has contributed to the development of corporate
governance in the UK. It must be mentioned in this respect the work of the UK
scholars and researchers who have enriched the academic field concerning this
important issue. Scholars and researchers’ efforts at raising the profile of corporate
governance issues in the UK have accompanied the work of the committees, which
has resulted in the current UK corporate governance regulations.189
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Generally speaking, the development of corporate governance in the UK has been
influenced by four broad areas since 1998. First of all, the reports that have tackled
issues of corporate governance, such as: internal controls by the Turnbull Report;
institutional investment by Myners; and the role of non-executive directors in the
Higgs Review. The second broad area that influenced the first UK Stewardship Code
2010 is the Institutional Shareholders’ Committee (ISC), through the institutional
shareholders responsibilities statement. Thirdly, the Company Law Review, the
Walker review for HM Treasury and the FSA review have influenced the corporate
governance regulatory framework. Finally, external influences have come from the
EU and the USA, for example, Sarbanes-Oxley Act, the EU Corporate Governance
Framework and EU review of company law.190
Thus, there is a need for a brief introduction to the committees’ work in order to
further

understand

the

United

Kingdom’s

approach

to

corporate

governance. 191 Therefore, the following paragraphs are an attempt to show the
important historical chain of the key aspects of developments in the UK, which have
contributed towards shaping current UK corporate governance.
3.2.1.1 The Cadbury Committee192
Whilst the Cadbury Committee has been covered briefly in chapter one, mention
should be made here as well, as the Cadbury Committee may be described as the
cornerstone to current UK corporate governance. The corporate failures in May 1990,
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such as the Maxwell Empire, BCCI and Polly Peck in the United Kingdom, indicated
the need for greater examination of corporate governance and improving the standards
of corporate governance. May 1990 witnessed the establishment of the Committee on
the Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance, which later became known as the
Cadbury Committee, and this was set up by the Financial Reporting Council, the
London Stock Exchange and the accountancy profession. For 18 months, the
Committee on the Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance, led by Sir Adrian
Cadbury, examined aspects of corporate governance. 193 One of the findings of
Cadbury Committee was the “massive incidences of lack of essential corporate
disclosures in both as well as others in the corporate UK sector”. 194
Listed companies incorporated in the UK are ordered to 'comply or explain' according
to the Cadbury Code, so new Listing Rules were introduced by the London Stock
Exchange.195 The outline of the Cadbury Committee was published in 1992, including
important recommendations for the separation between the CEO and chairman; the
board's balanced composition; non-executive directors selection processes; financial
reports transparency, and internal controls.196 To sum up, the Code of Best Practice of
the Cadbury Committee has introduced four important principles in order to
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improve corporate behaviour in the view of Shaw. First of all, to ensure the balance
between authority and power, at the head of the company, there must be a clear
division of responsibilities. Secondly, a sufficient number and calibre of nonexecutive directors should be included in the board in order to make important
decisions. Thirdly, a positive interest in the composition of boards of directors should
be taken by institutional investors. Lastly, clear recognition should be ensured by the
board structure with help of an Audit Committee to secure the significance of the
function of the finance.197 Briefly, the Cadbury Committee is all about the freedom of
boards to work and compete in favour of their companies, while ensuring that the
work is carried out within the accountability framework.198 It is fact that the influence
of Cadbury Report has spread to cover many parts of the world.199
3.2.1.2 The Greenbury Committee
Despite the fact that the Cadbury Committee had dealt with the issue of executive
directors’ remuneration, the establishment of the Greenbury Committee in January
1995 was because of this specific reason, according to the initiative of the Council for
British Industry (CBI). Obviously, the excessive remuneration packages were still a
concern, despite the fact that the Cadbury Committee had tackled this issue. The
Greenbury Committee prepared a Code of Best Practice on directors’ remuneration,
which was published in July 1995. Moreover, the Listing Rules’ requirement of
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confirming whether there has been compliance by the companies with section A of
the Best Practice Provisions was introduced after the Greenbury Committee’s report.
Indeed, corporate governance disclosures requirement was one of the main impacts of
both the Cadbury and Greenbury committees.200
In short, the main recommendations of the Greenbury Committee include: Firstly, a
independent remuneration committee consisting non-executive directors to determine
the directors’ remuneration; secondly, information about the named directors’ salaries
with full disclosure; thirdly, the requirement of disclosure and explanation if the
period of the directors’ service contracts are more than one year; fourthly, directors
are encouraged to hold onto shares, and shares should not be vested; fifthly, instead
of capital gains on disposal, it recommends the taxation of executive share option
gains as income.201 In fact, Greenbury Committee went further in comparison with
Cadbury by advocating that “the three mentioned committees should be made up of
independent directors”.202
3.2.1.3-The Hampel Committee
Following the Cadbury and Greenbury committees, and recommended by them, there
was a need for a new Committee to review and revise the findings, and check the
implementation of their recommendations, which was the reason for establishing the
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Committee on Corporate Governance. The committee, known as the Hampel
Committee, was established in November 1995, and was followed by the Hampel
report two years later. The committee was chaired by Sir Ronald Hampel who was
appointed by the Department of Trade and Industry. 203 Unlike Cadbury and
Greenbury, the establishment of the Hampel Committee contained several players in
terms of initiative, which were the chairman of the Financial Reporting Council and
six sponsors: the LSE, the CBI, the Institute of Directors, the Consultative Committee
of Accountancy Bodies, the Association of British Insurers, and the National
Association of Pension Funds. There was an obvious difference between Hampel and
the previous Committees, as the Hampel Committee shifted from the restricted remits
of ‘Cadbury and Greenbury’ to cover the whole field of corporate governance.204
The Hampel Committee published its report with a large endorsement of the Cadbury
and Greenbury committees’ conclusions. Moreover, the Hampel Committee’s
endorsement of the previous committees’ conclusions about the remuneration of the
directors to be put to a shareholder vote at the annual general meeting, could be
described as controversial at the time.205 Moulton and Higgs contend that there are
two very significant conclusions from the Hampel Committee. First of all, instead of
explicit rules, good corporate governance is a matter of behaviour and an issue of
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principles that aim to ease the regulatory burden on companies with flexibility that
should meet the company's specific needs. Secondly, there was a concern that, in the
work of the previous committees, the emphasis on accountability had neglected, to
some extent, the major responsibility of the board regarding the issue of acting in the
best interests of the shareholders. Moreover, the Hampel Report promotes the
involvement of the shareholder in issues of governance. Remarkably, the principle of
stakeholders who have an interest in the company's success, such as governments,
local communities, customers, suppliers and employees, was later put into a statutory
footing in the Companies Act 2006.206
Unlike Cadbury and Greenbury, Hampel goes beyond being entirely focused on the
UK to be distinguished by having experts’ advice in corporate governance practice
from the United States and Germany as well. However, it may be important in the
context of the adaptation of a new system, in comparison with the ‘adopted Saudi
Arabian corporate governance’, to note that the Hampel Committee does “not
recommend the adoption of a whole system developed elsewhere”.207 The importance
of the previous three Committees, Cadbury, Greenbury and Hampel, is due to the fact
that the Combined Code is based on their reports and the Cadbury Committee's Code
of Best Practice.208
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3.2.1.4 The Turnbull Report
One of the requirements of the Combined Codes of 1998 and 2003 from companies is
to provide a statement on their application process for the Code Principles and Code
Provisions in regard to internal control in their annual reports; therefore, there is the
need for companies to know the approach that should be taken. Thus, the Institute of
Chartered Accountants in England and Wales established the Turnbull Committee in
1998, chaired by Nigel Turnbull. In September 1999, the Guidance for Directors on
the Combined Code was published, and then the FRC updated this to a new version in
2005 and then again in 2014.209
3.2.1.5 The Higgs Report
Chaired by Derek Higgs, the review of the role and effectiveness of non-executive
directors was published in 2003. The conclusions of the Higgs Report have been
incorporated into the 2003 Code’s revised version. These recommendations cover
several issues, such as the composition of the board, remuneration policy matters, the
evaluation of performance, accountability, and the issue of responsibilities of
directors. One of the recommendations of the Higgs Report has been to tackle the
issue of establishing a nomination committee, as Higgs recommended the
establishment of a nomination committee in all listed companies that are chaired by
an independent non-executive director, with an independent non-executive directors'
majority. 210
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3.2.2 The Combined Code and its revisions
On the 25 June 1998, the publication of the Combined Code of Corporate Governance
followed the Hampel Report. So, from 31 December 1998, all listed companies have
been subject to the 1998 Principles of Good Governance and Code of Best Practice.
The importance of the Combined Code is that it followed the work of three important
committees- Cadbury, Greenbury and Hampel- covering the main elements of
corporate governance. Generally speaking, the Combined Code covers many issues,
with a mix of principles and provisions regarding the board's structure and operations,
for example the remuneration of directors; accountability, and the issue of
institutional shareholders in regard to its relations and its responsibilities. To date, the
Combined Code has witnessed a series of revisions, in 2003, 2006, 2008, 2010, 2012
and 2014, and the FRC is anticipating an update of the Combined Code every two
years. 211 In 2010, the UK Corporate Governance Code was published as the new
name for the Combined Code while retaining its principles to a large extent. Since the
start of the Combined Code in 1992, ‘comply or explain’ has gained the support of
both shareholders and companies. It is fact that the scope of corporate governance
code covers listed companies; however, private and unlisted companies are still
encouraged to adopt the code’s principles. 212 Unlike hard law, there are several
advantages to the Corporate Governance Code being a soft law, including flexibility,
the ability of fast modification, the ability to adapt according to the company’s
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circumstances, and lastly, it is less costly.213 In relation to the corporate management
performance, it can be seen nowadays that the courts when handing down judgment
they are progressively referring to corporate governance practices.214 Therefore, the
following paragraphs are an attempt to shed light on the development of the
Combined Code since 1998, with more focus on the latest UK corporate governance
code.
To start with, the Combined Code 1998 operates on the basis of the well-known
concept of ‘comply or explain’, as mentioned earlier. There are two main sections that
aim at covering two issues- companies and institutional investors. The Combined
Code 1998 could be described as the Cadbury, Greenbury and Hampel reports
combined. In 2003, the new revision of the Combined Code was published with the
incorporation of the Higgs 2003 and Smith 2003 reviews. The chairman and the
senior independent director’s role are clarified in the 2003 code, and independent nonexecutive directors must make up at least half of the larger listed companies boards.
Three years later, the Combined Code’s new revision was published in June 2006,
with three central changes, including, the allowance of the chairman of the company
to serve only on the remuneration committee- not to chair- where is he or she is
considered as independent, providing the option of ‘vote withheld’, and publishing the
recommendation of proxies lodged at general meetings on the company’s websites.
Two years later, the new revised Combined Code was published in June 2008
following the FRC’s review of the impact of Combined Code. The 2007 FRC review
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found that there was general support from the 2006 Combined Code and the FRC
would focus on practical application. The FRC published the UK Corporate
Governance Code 2010, retaining the well-known ‘comply or explain’ approach and
incorporating some of the Walker recommendations, as well as following the
effectiveness of the combined code progress report of 2009. Notably, in the 2010
revision, ‘the Combined Code’ became ‘the Code’ thereafter.215 Two years later, a
revised version of the UK Corporate Governance Code was issued in 2012, which
included changes to section B.2.4 and B6.216
Moving to the current version of the UK corporate governance code which was issued
in September 2014; like the 2012 version, the last version has the same five main
sections, including: leadership, effectiveness, accountability, remuneration and
relations with shareholders.217 First of all, the FRC has adopted changes to some of
the Code’s provisions, such as the requirement of making two separate statements,
including the going concern statement ‘Provision C.1.3’ and a viability statement
‘Provision C.2.2’.218 Thus, companies should make a statement about whether they
take into account the appropriateness of adopting the going concern basis of
accounting. Concerning risk management, the Code assures the risk assessment of the
company's principal risks and explains how they deal with it or mitigate it, as well as
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stating whether the company believes it has the ability to continue working and
achieve their liabilities under the main risks and current position; moreover, a
minimum of one review of the company’s effectiveness annually and reporting it in
the annual report. In terms of remuneration, the key change was about adding more
emphasis to ensuring the company's long-term success by designing remuneration
policies, which is the remuneration committee’s responsibility. Furthermore,
arrangements should be made to enable the recovery or withholding of variable pay
when needed. Moving on to shareholder engagement, in the case of a significant
percentage of shareholders having voted against any resolution, during the publishing
of the general meeting results, the company should explain the way in which it is
intending to engage with shareholders.219
3.2.3 Common Law
Unlike Scotland, English Law is based on common-law principles and applies in
England, Wales and Northern Ireland. Common Law is derived from custom and
judicial precedent. On the other hand, based on civil law principles, Scottish Law can
be described as a pluralistic system combining civil law principles and elements of
common law. Noticeably, some laws in England and Wales have recently become
more like civil law, as a result in part of EU membership. The UK corporate
governance regulations could be a reflection of the common law system, generally
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speaking, and how the UK has dealt with it. 220 Noticeably, taking the corporate
managers duties- including fiduciary duties- into consideration will lead to there being
a crucial influence from the Common law rules on corporate governance
development. The good faith and honesty fiduciary duty, alongside the care and skill
duties, are obligations of companies’ directors under the rules of common law’s
basis.221
In fact, common law has played a crucial role in the context of corporate governance
standards’ development, as this section has shown. The fiduciary duties, duty of care
in negligence, as well as giving judicial recognition to corporate governance codes are
examples of what common law has done to develop corporate governance in the
UK.222 Some of the steps have been codified later on, such as what can be found in
section 172 of the Companies Act 2006, which will be discussed in a later section.
3.2.4 Statutes
Corporate governance in the UK also consists of rules derived from statutes: the CA
1985, the CA 1989 and CA 2006 regarding directors’ administrative duties such as
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issues in regard to vote counting meetings being held.

223

Perhaps the UK

government’s approach towards the corporate governance of listed companies can be
described as a minimal standard approach. Accordingly, the Companies Acts and
related legislative instruments may be described as being in alignment with the
authorities' future view of the UK.224
In the context of statutes, there are other laws that need to be mentioned here, such as
the Insolvency Act 1986, the Company Directors Disqualification Act of 1986
(“CDDA”) and the Financial Services and Market Act 2000. Firstly, the Insolvency
Act 1986, contains an important issue with regard to the liabilities of directors of
insolvent companies. Thus, criminal and civil liabilities will be imposed if the director
of the company knew, or ought to have known, about insolvent liquidation that could
not be avoided and still operates the company's business at the same time. The second
Act is the Company Directors Disqualification Act 1986, which is intended to protect
future generations of both shareholders and companies from the misconduct of
managers. Gross incompetence, commercial morality standards violation, or even
negligence, are examples of reasons for disqualifying managers. Therefore, the
CDDA 1986 Act imposes penalties on disqualified managers who continue to act
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after the disqualification. Finally, FSMA 2000 serves the financial services industry
by establishing a self-regulation structure.225
3.2.4.1 Companies Act 2006
A brief introduction to the Companies Act 2006 in this context is important to show
the principal issues related to the legal and regulatory framework. Therefore, the
following paragraphs will shed light on the main issues. The Company Law Reform
Bill was published by the Government in November 2005 following the need for a
revision of Corporate Law. Therefore, late 2006 witnessed the issuance of the
Companies Act 2006, which to some extent has updated the previous legalisation and
added some important new provisions. 226 The Companies Act 2006 has many
important features, such as the codification of directors’ duties, the increasing usage
of electronic communication with shareholders, and the limitation on directors’ duties
being agreed by shareholders. Moreover, proxy right enhancement will ease the
process for shareholders in appointing others to attend general meetings and vote. In
the context of institutional investors, the Companies Act 2006 provides the power to
require them to disclose how they have used their vote, which has responded to the
call over a number of years for institutional investors’ voting disclosure. Thus, from
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the previous points, it can be seen very clearly that shareholders’ rights have been
improved in several ways by the Companies Act 2006. 227
3.2.4.2 Section 172
Prior to the introduction of section 172, the directors of companies were subjected to
the requirements of common law and fiduciary duties. One of the main fiduciary duty
requirements concerns the directors exercising their powers in the best interests of the
company; however, the evaluation of how the best interests of a company can best be
served "is left to the business judgment of its directors and the courts are not prepared
to review decisions which have been reached in the appropriate way".228
It may be said that section 172 of the Companies Act 2006 could be described as the
'successor' to some common law and fiduciary duties. Keay stated that, section 172
“has been the most controversial and challenging duty that has been introduced in the
Act, and the one that has given lawyers, companies and their directors the most
concern”.229 Clearly, section 172 has shifted directors’ duties into a codified statutory
statement: “A director of a company must act in the way he considers, in good faith,
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would be most likely to promote the success of the company for the benefit of its
members as a whole”.230
Moreover, it states six matters that directors have to consider. Firstly, the long term
likely consequences of a decision, as it is possible to say that section 172 requires
directors to make their ‘decision-making’ more inclusive by imposing this duty on
them; 231 secondly, the consideration of the interests of the employees; thirdly,
enhancing the business relationships of the company with others, such as suppliers
and customers; fourthly, taking into account the community and the environment;
fifthly, maintaining the reputation of the company through high standards of business
conduct, and lastly, recognising the necessity of acting fairly between members of the
company. 232 However, it has been argued that section 172 could have more of an
educational Impact rather than making a change. Again Keay states that section 172
“is not likely to make a lot of difference as far as the corporate governance issues that
were problematic in the period leading up to the credit crunch and financial meltdown
were concerned”. 233 From the above discussion, it appears that section 172 has
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importance and could be described as relevant to a large extent, taking into account
some related cases such as Re HLC Environmental Projects Ltd, which have tackled
the concern of the issue of enforcement. 234 However, the fact that it still may be
difficult to prove the breach under section 172 makes it merely encourage box ticking
at board meetings for now. In fact, section 172 is not a magical solution for making
the directors consider the other stakeholders immediately, which means section 172
would promote good governance in the long term by bringing about a healthier debate
about English law in the context of promoting enlightened shareholder value. 235
3.2.5 Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015
The Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015 provisions cover the
responsibilities of many departments, including the Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills, the Cabinet Office, HM Treasury, HM Revenue & Customs
and the Insolvency Service. There are many motivations behind the introduction of
the Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015. However, it is crucial for
the UK to maintain worldwide recognition as an innovative and competitive oasis for
small businesses, with opportunities and trust, and a fair environment in which to do
business. Thus, the new Act ought to strengthen the current system, by introducing
new rules to increase trust by obtaining and holding information about the company’s
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owners and controllers; moreover, by providing new powers to the Treasury in order
to cure possible directors’ misconduct and unfair employment practices. Finally, for
small businesses, there is a greater reduction in the burden, and for the issuing of
administrative insolvencies, the new Act ensures a strong regulatory regime. 236
The Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015 has made important
changes and amendments to different core elements of the Companies Act 2006. 237 It
can be seen very clearly from section 87 that all company directors are required to be
natural persons. Whereas, section 155 of the Companies Act 2006 used to require
“companies required to have at least one director who is a natural person”.238 The
importance of this amendment in the context of corporate governance arises from the
requirement of all company directors to be a natural person- not a legal person- which
will make all the directors accountable, and they could be prosecuted personally. And
so, this could prevent some of the company members from acting against the
shareholders’ interests.
3.2.6 Institutional investors
During the last half century, the balance of the market’s dominant forces has changed
due to the crucial changes to the securities’ market circumstances. Institutional
investors, such as pension fund and insurance companies, held about 34% of UK
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equities in 1969. 239 On the other hand, the last five decades has witnessed the
decreasing of physical persons’ direct ownership of public equity from 54% to 11%
only.240 Institutional investors have taken the place of individual shareholders. 241 In
terms of the recognition of the role and influence of institutional investors in the UK,
this was identified in the early 1990s by the Cadbury Committee. 242 The Cadbury
Committee requested institutional investors, as they hold a significant collective stake
in ensuring “the companies in which they have invested comply with the Code”.243
The impact of the institutional investors are clear and can be seen through the power
of challenging the management of the companies, which sometimes reaches the level
of forcing the CEO to leave his or her post. This could be as a result of the
institutional investors' attention being paid towards the company’s performance in its
portfolio. Institutional investors could show their fury in the case of unpopular
decisions being taken by management, or unsatisfactory performance by the
company. Having a large bundle of stock makes institutional investors willing to work
more as corporate monitors, as the liquidity of investment is more difficult. In other
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words, "illiquid investors are “trapped” in the company" which creates concerns about
the company's performance as an act of self-interest.

244

Parkinson believed that:

“institutions in many cases are locked into their portfolio companies and therefore
have an incentive to play an active supervisory role, rather than merely selling, if they
become dissatisfied with company performance.”245
Obviously, the directors of companies should understand the fact that institutional
investors nowadays are monitoring their performance. It should be mentioned in this
context, in the capital market, that the share prices of a company could be the
'barometer' that shows the efficiency of the management in achieving the
stakeholders’ goals. Therefore, if the company's price is lower than it should be, if the
management was more talented, that would make the company more likely to be
attractive for takeover. From this point of view, the 'market for corporate control' term
refers to the transferring process of ownership and control from one group of
investors and managers to another, as stated in the OECD glossary of statistical
terms.246 So, to have the right to vote on a new board of directors, there is the need to
buy enough shares in order to replace the current ineffectual management so that the
share prices of the company could rise due to corporate performance. The benefit of
this is reflected in many things, such as market discipline for the managers, as well as
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the capital markets, robust competition, market discipline and labour markets.247 In
the context of institutional investors, who are described as ‘a new class of
professional shareholders’, they have the opportunity in the 'market for corporate
control' to carry out the functions of corporate governance: “the best people to carry
out or at least to supervise the functions of corporate governance”.248 However, the
market for corporate control may not always be the best solution, especially for
emerging economies and developing countries, for example in the case of India which
"is a poor avenue through which institutional investors may attempt to hold the
company's controllers accountable."249
On the other hand, “in large companies small shareholders are too disorganised and
powerless to impose their will”. 250 Thus, the individual shareholders’ traditional
problem with inter-shareholder communication deficiencies and free riding is being
overcome by the institutional investors who monitor their ability to collectively
organise in order to impose pressure on the company’s management. The way of
institutional investors achieving this power is by forming a majority voice, which is as
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a result of co-ordinating their responses.251 By bringing about the concentration of
ownership, institutional shareholder ownership could be the indirect solution to the
'free rider' problem when shareholders are not active and are 'taking a backseat' and
gaining benefits from other active shareholders’ work.252
Regarding the UK Stewardship Codes which were issued in 2010 as the first iteration,
followed by a second issue in 2012, the aim is to promote the long term success of
companies, as stated in the 2010 version, and to help the shareholders’ long-term
returns improvement and governance exercises’ efficiency by enhancing the quality
of engagement between institutional investors and companies, as mentioned in the
2012 UK Stewardship Code. Obviously, the UK Stewardship Code is seem as being
complementary to the UK Corporate Governance Code, and shares the 'comply or
explain' basis as well. Moreover, the FRC has included many areas of good practice in
the 2012 UK Stewardship Code for institutional investors. However, in the view of
Cheffins, "the Code is unlikely to foster substantially greater shareholder involvement
in UK corporate governance."253
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3.3 The United Kingdom corporate governance institutional
framework
3.3.1 Financial Conduct Authority
Another important player in the corporate governance institutional framework in the
UK is the Financial Conduct Authority. However, there is a relationship between the
FCA and the FSA that should be mentioned briefly in the context of the Financial
Conduct Authority. The FSA was an independent non-governmental body funded by
the firms that are regulated by it, and accountable to Treasury Ministers and
Parliament. Under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA), the
Financial Services Authority (FSA) had statutory powers. However, these powers
have been replaced by the introduction of the FCA, as the FSA –which has been in
operation since the 1997- became two separate regulatory authorities in 2013.
Sections 3-6 of FSMA 2000, which was amended by the FSA 2010, has illustrated its
regulatory objectives, including market confidence, financial stability, consumer
protection and reduction of financial crime, as well as "Contributing to the protection
and enhancement of the stability of the UK financial system".254 Generally speaking,
in terms of supervising and managing the financial services industry and banking, 'a
new regulatory framework' has been created through the introduction of the Financial
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Services Act 2012.255 So, one of the FSA tasks was overseeing the compliance with
2006 Code.256
In terms of admitting securities to listings as well as making the Listing Rules and
supervising compliance, the competent authority in the UK was the LSE until May
2000. However, the Financial Services Act 1986 has been replaced by the issuance of
the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. Thus, the Listing Authority has been
passed to the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 as stated in section 72, and
remained so for around 13 years, ending with the introduction of the Financial
Services Act 2012. In fact, the introduction of the Financial Services Act 2012 could
be a reflection of the regulatory reforms that followed the start of the financial crisis
in 2007. Therefore, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) and Prudential Regulation
Authority (PRA) are the new two regulatory bodies which were previously the
FSA.257 The Financial Conduct Authority has inherited the responsibility of the UK
Listing Authority.258
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Moving on to the FCA, the impact of an institution like the FCA will be reflected in
the financial markets and the business environment, as the goal of the FCA is to make
sure that a fair deal will be available to consumers. The FCA’s approach to achieving
this is by ensuring the good working of the financial markets. First of all, this involves
ensuring the integrity of firms in the financial industry; secondly, supplying
consumers with suitable services and products, and finally, increasing the trust that
firms are working in the best interest of consumers.259 More than 70,000 businesses
are currently regulated by the FCA, including many of them being under
consideration of whether they meet prudential standards, in order to decrease the
chance of potential harm being caused if they fail, for both consumers and the
industry.
In order of giving authorisation, the first step taken by the FCA is to assess the firm or
individual, and whether they will meet the expectations of the FCA, and the risk that
will be posed to the objectives of the FCA. Therefore, if the firm or individual does
not meet the standards of the FCA, they will be prevented from entering the market.
Practically, the FCA’s early intervention, when poor behaviour has occurred in the
firm or by an individual under the FCA’s supervision, would prevent the harm from
reaching consumers and markets. One of the FCA’s objectives is to make sure
"consumers are at the heart of a firm’s business".260 The FCA enforcement powers are
used to prevent firms and individuals who do not follow the FCA rules from reaching
the stage where damage could occur to confidence in the financial markets, consumer
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interests, or the integrity of financial markets.261 In the context of the linkage between
corporate governance and the business environment, the FCA plays a crucial role in
enhancing the market’s integrity in order to have transparent and open markets in
which consumers can place their trust. The FCA does that by supporting the financial
system, which can be described as successful and healthy.262 It is not one of the FCA
roles to assess the companies’ responses to corporate governance code. However,
while it could be difficult to assess the occurrence of contravention, FCA could
“penalise a failure to comply or explain on the basis that it would be a contravention
of the Listing Rules”. 263
The influence of the FCA goes beyond being local to the UK only, to involving not
only European countries, but also on the international level. The fact that the financial
markets of the UK, in terms of integrity, rely on the European and international
financial systems’ security and activity, makes its involvement in this influence of
international policy important. Given that, European policy developments play a
crucial role in some of the UK markets and wholesale regulations. 264 There are
several examples of the FCA’s contribution towards multilateral forums and policy
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making processes, for example the Financial Stability Board (FSB), the International
Organisation of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), and the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision (Basel).265 In fact, there is an important issue with regard to the
FCA being an independent body (in comparison to the Saudi institutional
framework).266 Being a completely independent body means the FCA is not funded by
the Government; the FCA instead receives funding from the fees of the firms that are
regulated by the FCA by performing the firms’ financial activities. However, the FCA
is accountable to the Treasury. 267
3.3.3 Financial Reporting Council
One of the factors that contribute towards the economy's health and growth is the
capital markets. Accordingly, establishing an institution that helps to give more
confidence to investors, such as the Financial Reporting Council, is a matter of
urgency. So for that reason the Financial Reporting Council has established and
“officially took over the role of reviewing and updating the UK Corporate
Governance Code”.268 However, reaching this reasonable confidence should have a
solid basis of four elements, according to the FRC, including: 1- effective boards with
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good communication 2- reporting, accounting, actuarial standards and auditing
accompanied with effectiveness and robustness 3- assurance reports, annual reports
and accounts with reliability 4- accountancy and actuarial professions that are
regulated perfectly.269
Needless to say, the issue of fostering investment and the business environment is
crucial in corporate governance and one of its important goals. Therefore, it is very
important in this context to shed light on the UK’s independent regulator 'The
Financial Reporting Council' who has the responsibility of fostering investment by
promoting high quality corporate governance and reporting. And of course, the UK
Corporate Governance Code is the instrument that is used by the FRC to foster high
standards of corporate governance. It is not only responsible for setting standards for
auditing and corporate reporting, but one of the key functions of the FRC is to
supervise the regulatory activities of the actuarial profession alongside professional
accountancy bodies. Also, for public interest cases involving accountants and
actuaries, the FRC operates independent disciplinary arrangements, according to the
FRC’s official website. 270 However, assessing the responses of companies to the
provisions of the corporate governance code is not the Financial Reporting Council or
any other UK regulatory body role.271
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The FRC approach to fostering investment is by promoting high quality corporate
governance and reporting, which requires eight steps to accomplish: First of all, in
order to improve the way of running companies, which has a direct impact on
fostering trust, there is the Corporate Governance and Stewardship codes'
maintenance. Secondly, as promoting understandable, balanced, fair, clear and
concise reports is a very important issue, one of the FRC’s roles concerns corporate
governance standards- their implementation and monitoring. Thirdly, is the goal of
enhancing confidence in the audit's value and quality by developing standards and
behaviour. Fourthly, the FRC supervises standards that support high quality actuarial
practice, along with competency, transparency and the integrity of the actuarial
profession. Fifthly, operating an investigative organisation that is independent,
proportionate and effective, as well as disciplinary procedures and monitoring in
order to protect accountants, and the integrity of auditors and actuaries. Sixthly, both
in the UK and internationally, the FRC influences key developments in issues that
have an impact on stakeholders. The seventh point is that the FRC ensures
responsiveness to stakeholders’ needs through continuous engagement at each stage
of the process. Finally, the FRC has its own Financial Reporting Lab that operates to
promote improvements to reporting through the collaboration between companies and
investors together.272
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3.4 Conclusion
It is generally accepted that, just like legal systems vary from one country to another,
the variety of corporate governance approaches are a result of various factors, such as
the history, culture, politics and traditions of a country. Generally speaking, path
dependency theory could aid an explanation in this context.273 There is no doubt that,
in the GCC countries and especially Saudi Arabia, religion may be the principal
influence. However, there are other important factors that could explain the
Westernisation of some aspects of Company Law. Facchini has described this as a
“double institutional dependence path”, and he believes that the economic freedom of
the GCC is more of a British influence.274 Even so, it is widely accepted that there is
the need for an effective and consistent corporate governance system across borders.
The demand for this is motivated by two important factors: Firstly, the fact that
investment and business are of a growing international nature nowadays; secondly,
the corporate scandals’ regulatory responses. Therefore, comparability and
harmonisation of standards could be an important solution to reducing the possibility
of confusion and complications. However, it is a fact that a unified corporate
governance system will not be suitable for all countries across the world, taking into
account legal and cultural differences. Yet this fact is not an obstacle to the
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“opportunities for commonly accepted practices to encourage more efficient global
capital markets”.275
Therefore, the United Kingdom’s evolving jurisprudence, with over 10 centuries of
legal evolution, has resulted in what could be described as a unique legal system. It
can be seen very clearly through the last annual report of Developments in Corporate
Governance and Stewardship 2014, which was issued in January 2015, that: "The UK
is a market which attracts capital as a result of confidence in a sound governance
framework and associated practices, combined with flexibility and the ability to
innovate".276 This chapter has shown that UK corporate governance has attracted the
attention of researchers in many parts of the world as a result of the outstanding UK
approach. It has been described as highly developed and stringent, not only in
comparison with the UK’s European neighbours’ markets, but also to many parts of
the world. In the opinion of Cheffins, “the work which has been done in the United
Kingdom has spurred reviews of corporate governance in markets around the world
and has provided a yardstick against which investment frameworks in other countries
are measured.”277 Therefore, the importance of taking the UK as an example is very
clear in this context. However, it is true that a good unified corporate governance
system is not a magical solution that can be applied to all countries across the world
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due to several reasons, such as the legal and cultural differences between one country
and another. But, this fact is not an obstacle to the “opportunities for commonly
accepted practices to encourage more efficient global capital markets”.278
This chapter has shown how the framework of UK corporate governance is shaped by
different levels of regulations, such as common law and statutory rules, alongside
internal measures and structures. The rich developmental process of the corporate
governance code in the UK has added to its effectiveness and value, starting with the
well-known Cadbury Committee to passing revisions to the code, and the importance
of this is clear in the context of this thesis. The series of corporate governance
committees, reports and reviews provide an example of the non-stop effort paid
toward this important issue, which could reflect the impact on many aspects of life,
including the business environment. However, some researchers think that adopting
the UK approach to corporate governance is narrow and focuses more on the
company’s internal structure with the main goal of the shareholders and their profit
maximisation “One limitation of corporate governance in the UK is the arguably
narrow perspective that has been adopted”.279
This chapter has also identified the main regulatory bodies such as Parliament, and
the institutional framework such as the Financial Reporting Council and the Financial
Conduct Authority. Also, the Small Business, Enterprise and Employment Act 2015,
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and the role of institutional investors, and their power to challenge the management of
the companies has been covered in order to evaluate and draw lessons to improve the
current rules and regulations framework of corporate governance in Saudi Arabia.
Having pointed out in this chapter that Western style law is very important for the
evaluation of the current rules and regulations framework of corporate governance in
Saudi Arabia, some aspects of the comparison may be quite broad.280
Sharia is the supreme law in Saudi Arabia, and the influence of Sharia goes beyond
being a supreme law to impact on many aspects of life in Saudi Arabia in particular,
and the rest of the GCC countries as well, with different levels of influence.
Furthermore, there is growing attention being paid towards the Sharia economic
system, which to a large extent has overlapping issues with the concept of corporate
governance in general. From this point, the next chapter will attempt to illustrate the
concept of corporate governance from an Islamic perspective and the Sharia business
principles and ethical frameworks. Moreover, the next chapter will discuss the issue
of Sharia- as a supreme law of Saudi Arabia- and the potential to adopt new concepts
such as corporate governance; also, if there any areas of conflicts, how these will have
an impact on the Saudi legal system if found.
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4. Chapter four: Sharia and corporate governance
4.1 Introduction
It is accepted that there is increasing attention being paid towards the Sharia economic
system. This growing interest goes beyond Islamic countries, and is found throughout
many parts of the world. Recently, the United Kingdom was the first country, outside
the Muslim world, to host the World Islamic Economic Forum which known as the
Islamic Davos.281 The UK Government is aiming to boost the Islamic finance sector
by new moves, such as offering products and services which are compatible with the
principles of Islamic finance, for example issuing Islamic bonds (‘sukuk’). Moreover,
the announcement of a new Islamic index by the London Stock Exchange Group, in
addition to the previous reforms, is making London the Islamic finance foremost
Western centre.282 This reflects the important role played by Islamic economic ideas
in the international banking and finance system nowadays, which could be explained
by the huge geographical area stretching to cover about 75 countries, with around 600
Islamic financial institutions at the end of 2012.283
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It is fact that not all Islamic countries (including some Gulf Cooperation Council
countries) are implementing Islamic law as the law of the state. However, many
Islamic countries are implementing aspects of Sharia and are influenced by the Sharia
in many walks of life.284 Sharia in some Islamic countries could be described as the
legal root that shapes the legal framework of the law. Consequently, these points
illustrate the importance of this chapter for the analysis and the discussion of Sharia
and its relation with corporate governance in one hand, and the corporate governance
in the context of Saudi Arabia and GCC in general.
Historically, nearly all Islamic countries were applying Sharia until the middle of the
nineteenth century with regard to obligations and contract law. 285 However, it is
important to mention that, in the view of Saleh, Islamic law in this regard is a
combination of revealed law, different sects’ and schools’ teachings, customary
practice and “an inevitable measure of foreign influence and alterations impelled by
performance and the passage of time.”286 After that, Western law came to influence
some aspects of law in some Muslim countries such as India and the Ottoman empire,
which caused a composite legal system that is still in the process of adaptation until
now. This composite legal system, according to Saleh, may be described as not
always being systematic.287
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Some argue that Sharia has lost - in some legal aspects, such as business law- its
sovereignty in some parts of the Islamic world, including the Gulf States nowadays.
For example, Qatar, the UAE, Kuwait and Bahrain could be described as supporting
‘dual commercial tracks’. Moreover, in Saudi Arabia- where Sharia is the law of the
state- and Oman the situation is described as “curtailing the Shari'a's ascendancy
significantly”. 288
However, despite some breaches and various critiques by some researchers289, it may
be argued that countries like Saudi Arabia are evidence to deny this argument, as the
fundamental legislative text has stated that any article of the law “must not prejudice
against the requirements of Shariah” or must be “in accordance with Sharia” in many
of the royal decrees and laws issued, such as the Company law. The question of
adapting will be discussed in further sections290.
It is clear that not all business transactions and industrial economic sectors are
included in ‘traditional’ Sharia. In the context of the GCC in particular, and the Arab
world in general, there is a real need for new rules and regulations; therefore, they
have adopted many rules and regulations from either French or English law.291 It is,
however, important to note that in the case of Saudi Arabia the legislators have also
adopted new rules and regulations from other countries such as Egypt, or from other
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Western countries. The distinguishing point here is that the Sharia remains as the
supreme law in Saudi Arabia, and the legislators’ work is always in accordance with
Sharia principles ; this means the rules must not “contravene the spirit of Islamic
law”292. It is important, however, not to assume the applicability of Sharia in all cases
in Saudi Arabia.
There is, however, a further point to be considered. Puig and Al-Haddab, claim that
for religious reasons and to avoid its secular connotations, the term "law" in Saudi
Arabia may be seen as problematic, so using Sharia is more appropriate for these
reasons in such a country.293
Academic interest in corporate governance over the last three decades has also
witnessed rapid growth. 294 Corporate governance has attracted the attention of the
GCC countries, and Saudi Arabia in particular - where Sharia is the law of the state as in many other parts of the world. The relationship between corporate governance
and Sharia in this rapidly changing world needs to be addressed as a matter urgency.
This chapter attempts to shed light on the concept of corporate governance in Sharia.
This chapter is divided into eight sections. The first section is an introduction to show
the importance of this chapter in this thesis. Then, it may be best to start discussing
corporate governance from an Islamic perspective, to examine if there is an accepted
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definition of this new concept in Sharia, by focusing on Sharia business principles and
ethical frameworks.
Needless to say, efficiency in the adaption of law and legal systems for contracting
needs is essential; therefore, another point to mention about Sharia law is the potential
to adapt. Thus, the third section will deal with the possibility, if at all, of Sharia to
adapt to new concepts, using 14th century sources- the holy Quran, Sunnah, and ‘Fiqh’
(Jurisprudence). The Islamic fiqh, which was established in the light of the Sharia
sources through the effort of the Sharia scholars, can be divided into four main
schools.295
Sharia has its own type of sharikah which means, in its simplest form, a sharing
between two or more parties. Section four of this chapter is an attempt to explore the
sharikah rules, regulations and types, such as alamlak and aloqoud on the one hand,
and the prohibited financial transactions, such as riba, gharar and maisir on the other
hand.
Understanding the influences of Sharia and religion on directors and management in
general is very important as a “Moslem administrator is more likely to be influenced
in his thinking, behaviour, and lifestyle by his religious beliefs”.296 Management from
a Sharia point of view includes the concept of shura ‘consultation’ and this chapter
will examine the gap between the theory of this concept and current practice.
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Responsibility from a Sharia point of view, and its legal root in Sharia and the
jurisprudential rules, will be discussed in the fifth section; including issues such as
alwakalah and aldhman, taking into account the Saudi Arabian case where the Sharia
is the law of the state.
The issues of reward and delegation also are a significant topic, which indicates the
need to understand them in the context of Sharia and corporate governance. Section
six is an attempt to address the reward and delegation from a Sharia point of view.
The acceptable limits of directors’ rewards and remuneration in Sharia will be
explained. On the other hand, nowadays, companies vary in terms of their shareholder
profiles and in terms of the type of company. Indeed, this issue and the basic types of
sharikah in sharia indicate the need to understand if there is room in Sharia to cope
with the new types of company. So, from this point, the delegation in Sharia will be
examined in this section, taking into account the Saudi Arabian case.
The importance of this chapter ‘Sharia and corporate governance’ is clear, since one
of the research questions of this thesis is an attempt to analyse the legal and regulatory
frameworks of the Saudi Arabia, which have a direct effect on the business
environment of Saudi Arabia and the rest of the GCC countries. Interestingly, the
GCC Countries in general, and Saudi Arabia in particular, have a business
environment that may be described as one of the most attractive in the world. On the
other hand, the legal and regulatory system can be seen as very important in the
context of corporate governance framework, and as mentioned above, Sharia has
influenced all of life’s aspects and the legal framework of the law in many Islamic
countries including GCC countries. Furthermore, Sharia is the law of the state of
Saudi Arabia- the biggest among the GCC countries.
128

Finally, as the scope of Sharia is very wide, this chapter cannot provide a
comprehensive review of all Sharia aspects. However, it is an attempt to shed light on
the main issues that should be covered in the context of corporate governance from a
Sharia perspective.
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4.2 The Sharia perspective of corporate governance
First of all, it is important to understand that, in Sharia, there is latitude for
governments to produce rules to regulate human activity, even though certain Sharia
rules and principles exist already. However, these rules or principles must not violate
the Islamic legislation that has been “established by Muslim scholars in light of the
Holy Quran and the Sunna”297.
Protecting the rights of all parties is one of the most significant targets of corporate
governance, and Islam supports every procedure that aims to achieve this, providing it
does not violate Islamic law. Thus, concerning corporate governance, “the concept is
not essentially strange to Islam.” 298 The importance of the Islamic business
perspective is clear, as there is increasing attention being paid towards Islamic
banking. Moreover, there are many Islamic countries around the world which
implement aspects of Sharia. Even for the rest of the Islamic countries where Sharia
is not used as law for business or other aspects, the influence of Islam is very clear in
all of life’s aspects.299
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4.2.1 Corporate governance - a definition from an Islamic perspective
Corporate governance has many definitions depending on the perspective, although in
general it is about safeguarding all parties’ rights. The definition of corporate
governance at its simplest can be described as: “corporate governance is the system
by which companies are directed and controlled”300. Furthermore, the conventional
definition does not differ much from the Islamic perspective of corporate governance
as a concept.301
There are two aspects which shape Islamic corporate governance’s nature in the view
of Lewis. The first one is the sovereignty of sharia over all aspects of life- civil
jurisdiction and criminal aspects - along with ethical and social aspects as well. The
second one is financial and Islamic economic principles like the prohibition of riba
(usury) and the imposition of zakat, which directly affects the policies and practices
of companies in addition to the ensuring of business ethics.302
Consistent with Alkhodiry, administrative work based on elements of Islamic doctrine
provides restrictions and limitations, and forms a path which controls the leader’s
conduct; the organisation, and the employees. This system is based on the Islamic
faith controlling their relationships with each other, and their relationship with the
community. Therefore, the comprehensive message of administration from an Islamic
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view uses an integrated framework containing transactions, ethics and worship, which
are impossible to be separated from each other.303
The previous definition could be used for corporate governance as it focuses on the
relationships between all parties and the processes for controlling these to avoid any
conflict of interest, taking into account the role of Islamic principles, which are:
justice, responsibility, accountability and transparency, to ensure the effectiveness of
this system.304
4.2.2 Sharia business principles
One of the five basic human interests which are protected by Sharia law is property,
and from the main sources, there are many verses in the Quran and many sayings of
the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) that deal with the Islamic view towards money.
Accordingly, muslim jurists developed a commercial law system which could be
described as a sophisticated system of commercial law in the words of Foster.305
Islam as a religion goes beyond simply religious rituals, as it deals with all of life’s
aspects. Business, for example, must be conducted in accordance with Sharia, and
some business transactions are prohibited; riba for instance.306 Verse number 29 of
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Surat An-Nisa is translated as: “Eat not up your property among yourselves unjustly
except it be a trade amongst you, by mutual consent”, and verse number five from
Surat An-Nisa is translated as: “And give not unto the foolish your property which
Allâh has made a means of support for you” 307 which indicates the importance of
money management and that it should be assigned to someone qualified.
Sharia business principles involve “calling for the development of an economic
system based on profit and loss sharing”308. Despite the fact that the Islamic economy
and conventional economy perform mostly similar functions "there is always a
distinct unique form of differences between both the principles they implement" 309.
Islamic corporate governance pays more attention to moral and ethical issues, which
can be seen very clearly in the text of the Quran and Sunnah. Miles and Goulding
think that, there is concern about the lack of a moral dimension in today’s business
conduct, which may be one of the reasons for the growing attention towards Islamic
business principles. 310 During the peak of Islamic civilization, the Islamic financial
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system was at the height of prosperity, and the principles of corporate governance
may not have been alien to the Islamic financial system.311
4.2.3 Corporate governance from a Sharia perspective
An Islamic ethical framework contributes towards the well-being of society, as well
as an efficient business environment, by emphasising moral aspects such as justice,
trustworthiness, truthfulness and brotherhood. 312 To begin with, justice could be
described as one of the fundamental pillars of contracts in Sharia, even in the case of
dealing with enemies, and there are some verses and ahadith about this principle. For
example “Stand out firmly for justice”313 and “And whenever you give your word (i.e.
judge between men or give evidence), say the truth even if a near relative is
concerned”314.
In addition to justice, responsibility is very important aspect as well. Indeed,
determining the responsibilities of each party has to be done with honesty and
sincerity. The scope of responsibility in Sharia is wider, as it goes beyond the
contracted parties to include responsibility in front of God. As stated by Alkhodiry,
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responsibility in the Islamic view “is extended, comprehensive, integrated and
personal at the same time”315. Responsibility and trustworthiness are mentioned in
some Quranic verses, for example, “O you who believe! Betray not Allâh and His
Messenger, nor betray knowingly your Amânât (things entrusted to you, and all the
duties which Allâh has ordained for you)”316. Responsibility will be addressed with
more detail in the next section.
Moving to accountability, all transaction contracts in Sharia have the fundamental
aspect of accountability to ensure that every party is committed to the performance of
its obligations towards the contract. Moreover, Sharia establishes penalties, not only
judicial and administrative, but goes further to include accountability in front of
God. 317

Hadith states that: “every one of you is a shepherd and everyone is

answerable with regard to his flock. The Caliph is a shepherd over the people and
shall be questioned about his subjects (as to how he conducted their affairs)”.318 In
fact, in Islam all human beings are accountable for their actions, and this
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accountability is not only for worldly reasons, but because the hereafter depends on
the actions taken while on this earth.319
Finally, transparency is one of the foundations of an Islamic economy. The concept of
transparency is made clear in the following verse: “O you who believe! When you
contract a debt for a fixed period, write it down. Let a scribe write it down in justice
between you. Let not the scribe refuse to write as Allâh has taught him, so let him
write. Let him (the debtor) who incurs the liability dictate, and he must fear Allâh, his
Lord, and diminish not anything of what he owes.”320

4.2.4 Decision-making
Lewis argues that there are three corporate governance decision-making dimensions:
‘by whom’, ‘for whom’ and ‘with what , to whom’ Firstly, by whom- in the Quran
there is a Surah called Alshura which can be translated as ‘Consultation’, which is the
key word of this Surah. 321 Verse number 38 states that “and who (conduct) their
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affairs by mutual consultation, and who spend of what We have bestowed on
them.”322
The second is, for whom? As with every business in Islam, business and economics
should not contradict the goal of the business with regard to Islamic Sharia law, and
the means must also be compatible with Sharia. For example, since the early days of
Islam, there has been ‘Hisba’, which is an institution for ensuring compliance with
Sharia. Hisba and Shura are considered to represent the Islamic corporate
governance’s core elements to some extent.323
Lastly, with what and to whom?: the religious supervision is there to make sure that
all contracts and operations in companies are in accordance with Islamic law. The
religious auditors’ functions are threefold: firstly, to advise the board about new
products and the contractual arrangements of the firm to ensure that they are
acceptable to religious rules and standards. The second function is dealing with
shareholders by providing an independent report about the management’s compliancy
with Islamic principles. Thirdly, is to ensure the assessment of zakah is correct and
distributed and administered appropriately by performing an audit. These religious
auditors’ functions can be clearly seen in Islamic financial institutions.324
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4.2.5 The Islamic Corporate Governance Model
There are a number of theories of corporate governance, as there are differences in the
management of companies, with varying degrees of control and ownership, cultural
factors, and regulatory frameworks. The stakeholder model most closely resembles
the Islamic Corporate Governance perspective, in the view of Kasri. However, the
Islamic perspective is more comprehensive and related more to the Islamic ethical
values.325
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4.3 Sharia and adaptation
It is a fact that, nowadays, the world is characterized by many new features. The rapid
change in all of life’s aspects is one of them. So the emergence of new transactions
and issues could be a logical result of these rapid changes. As a result, there are many
more issues and problems that need to be solved on the one hand, and new regulations
and laws are required to control these new economic transactions on the other hand.
From a Sharia point of view, these issues raise many questions that need to be
answered, and definitely one of them is about the potential of Sharia law to adapt.
Thus, to what extent, if at all, can Sharia adapt to new concepts such as corporate
governance? Although Sharia adaptation is an important issue: in the words of Foster
“the possibility of adapting the shari’a to the modern world was not considered until
very recently”326. The following paragraphs will attempt to answer this question.
The ability of the law to adapt to changes is one of the most important determinants of
financial development. Hence, in order to foster the economic system, the efficiency
of the adaption of law and legal systems for contracting needs is essential. In the view
of Ahmed “Adaptability underscores the formalism of laws and the ability of legal
traditions to evolve”.327
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4.3.1 Sharia scope
It is very important to answer the question of coverage of Sharia, in other words, what
are the aspects that are covered by Sharia? The importance of this question in this
context is to understand the roots of Islamic law on the one hand, and the capacity of
Sharia for adaption to the modern world on the other. Consequently, the most
significant question is to what extent does Sharia have the ability to absorb new
concepts?
First of all, in Foster’s opinion, Sharia’s scope is wider than the Western view of law.
Sharia includes all aspects of life, which start from worshipping, morals and ethics, to
the government, transactions and the law. Sharia provides a comprehensive way of
life for the person.328 There are many examples of verses from the Quran and Ahadith
(Prophet’s sayings) which organise various aspects of life, and interestingly, the
longest verse in the Quran is verse number 282 from surat Albaqarah which deals
with transactions. This verse regulates the contract of debt for a fixed period between
the parties, addresses the registration and certain exceptions.329
The way for Sharia to cope and keep up with this rapidly changing modern world in
all of life’s aspects is through the Fiqh, by using the 14th century’s sources including
the Sharia rules and principles which are described by Ali as a “complex system of
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jurisprudence”.330 Therefore, the next paragraph is an attempt to shed light on Fiqh jurisprudence.
4.3.2 Sharia sources
There is no doubt that there are main sources for Sharia, which are the holy Quran and
the Sunnah and there is a third one which is “Ejmae” (consensus). Furthermore,
Sharia scholars can deduce from them, which is referred to as other sources such as
“Qiyas” (analogy). In other words, “Islamic law consists of primary and secondary
sources”.

331

As the Quran and Sunnah are holy sources, they are used as

comprehensive sources and they are able to be used at all times and in all places.
Hence, there are comprehensives rules and legitimacy, and there is a space for
qualified scholars to derive rulings.
Taking corporate governance as an example could show the adaption of a new
concept, as can be seen in the previous section. ‘Corporate governance’ could be
described as a new term as it emerged at the 1980s.332 Moreover, there is no corporate
governance concept in Sharia’s main sources; however, there are many verses and
hadiths which support justice, responsibility, accountability and transparency. These
texts from the main sources can be taken as the root, as stated previously. Foster
states, “there has to be a return to basic principles in the Koran and the Sunna and an
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application of those principles to present needs, using modern adaptation
techniques.”333
4.3.3 Islamic jurisprudence (Fiqh)
Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) depends on the sources of Sharia, which are the holy
Quran and Sunnah and Ejma. However, Islamic jurisprudence can be derived from
other secondary sources, within which the scholars of fiqh have diverse views among
themselves.334 Unlike the Quran and Sunnah, Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh) is a work
or product of Muslim scholars which is deduced from the main sources.335
In the Quran there is a verse that explains how to deal with issues, it states: “if only
they had referred it to the Messenger or to those charged with authority among them,
the proper investigators would have understood it from them (directly).”336
There is another text from the Sunnah that deals with the procedure for the judge if
an issue is not addressed in the main sources of Quran and Sunnah. This procedure is
included in Hadith when the Prophet (pbuh) appointed one of his companions as a
judge and sent him to Yemen. The judge must work first according to Quran then
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Sunnah then Ijtihad.337In the case of issues where there is no answer provided by the
Quran and Sunnah, the consensus of jurists (Ijma’) after the death of the Prophet
(pbuh) is one of the sources used for the consideration of some rules.
Qias (or analogy) is considered to be the fourth source of Sharia. If there is a case
where there is no specific information found in the main sources, the Mujtahid can
take the rule from a similar original case which is contained in previous sources and
adapt it to the new case which "has the same effective cause as the original one".338

4.3.3.1 Sharia objectives (Almaqasid alshari’ah)
In the word of Ahmed “The question of adaptability of the law to changing
circumstances is vital to the development of Islamic financial system.”339 Thus, it is
extremely important to understand the nature of Sharia and Islamic law, and from
where the Sharia provisions and rules could be deduced or formulated.
In general, in an Islamic economy, rules can be divided into two sets or provisions.
These rules or provisions are characterised first by fixed rules, for example the
prohibition of riba (usury) as there is a text in the holy Quran: “whereas Allâh has
permitted trading and forbidden Riba (usury).”340
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On the other hand, the second set of rules and provisions are changeable provisions.
This kind of rule is characterised by being proven by presumptive evidence. These
provisions are subject to 'ijtihad' and could be changed due to some circumstances and
for the sake of benefit and advantages. Scholars who practice ijtihad can choose the
best provision for specific new concepts and matters according to the authenticity of
‘Almaqasid alshariah.’341

4.3.3.2 Islamic schools
In terms of jurisprudence, Sharia scholars follow four main schools of thought342,
which are Hanafi, Maliki, Shafi'i and Hanbali, and those schools have some minor
differences. However, in all four schools, “Shari'a principles remain the same.”343
Historically, Hanafi and Maliki appeared in the second Islamic century, whereas
Shafi'i and Hanbali appeared in the third century, therefore, the four schools started
with Abo Hanifah who died in 767 and ended with Ahmed bin Hanbal who died in
855. Geographically, Hanafi jurisprudence arose in Iraq, followed by Maliki
jurisprudence which appeared in Madinah in the Arabic peninsula, then Shafi'i in Iraq
and Egypt, and then lastly, Hanbali in Iraq.
Firstly, the Hanafi Islamic school is attributed to Abo Hanifah Alnoaman bin Thabit
(died 767); secondly, Maliki has its roots with Imam Malik bin Anas (died 795);
thirdly, Shafi’i from Mohammed bin Adrees Alshafei (died 820); lastly, Hanbali is
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attributed to Imam Ahmed bin Hanbal Alshaibani (died 855). These scholars can be
described as mujtahideen (those who practiced ijtihad).344 The four madhabs depend
on their understanding of the Quran and Sunnah and they derive rulings from them by
using specific rules and usul al-fiqh - the roots of fiqh. Consequently, decisions
depend on the interpretation of the rules used and the knowledge of the prophet's
Hadeeth; therefore, the four schools sometimes differ and the scholars "validly
disagree with one another on the interpretation of the same matter."345
Taking Al-maqasid into account, the main difference between these four schools
(madhahib) is in some secondary sources, as in general, the scholars agree on Ijma'
and Qiyas as secondary sources as stated by Oba. There are some examples of
differences among these four schools, for example some schools use ‘public interest’
which is called ‘Istihsan’ as a secondary source; whereas some of them use ‘alMasalih Mursalih’ or ‘Istislah’ which takes the best of general interest as a base for
the preferred juristic decision.346
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4.3.4 The role of Sharia groups in the adaptation of modern concepts
Nowadays, in order to make sure that transactions are compatible with Sharia, some
organisations in Muslim countries have a dedication section for Sharia compliance.
Islamic Banks for instance have a department called Alhai’ahalshari’ah (Sharia
group) or (Sharia board) which has many functions. These functions are considered
very important and mean this section plays a crucial role, thus it could be described as
a fundamental pillar for the organisation. Furthermore, developing products in the
light of Islamic Sharia may be one of the most important functions. It can be seen
that Sharia boards have a very important role to play and a great deal of influence
because of their position in the institution, and it is worth noting that Sharia boards
usually include a Sharia scholar. Consequently, analysing the influence of religious
scholars in this context is very important. It is no surprise that religious scholars have
a very important role, and their influence may be described as profound; Vogel and
Hayes explain: “there is no equivalent in other religious cultures.".347
As an example the Sharia group in Alrajhi Bank - which is one of the earliest banks to
establish a department for Sharia- aims to shift Jurisprudence from being traditional to
being modern through the revival of Jurisprudence in the light of Sharia. Adoption of
financial tools derived from Islamic jurisprudence, and the development and revision
of traditional tools and rationales commensurate with Sharia rules have been carried
out. 348 It is a fact that there is lack of unified principles, which is due in part to
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jurisprudence in terms of the multiplicity of schools of thought. This may cause a
diversity of fatwa between organisations as “sharia scholars decide on the religious
compliance of new products” 349 . This could cause a rise in the importance of
establishing centers such as Saleh Kamel Centre of Islamic Economics (SKCIE) at
Al-Azhar, where scholars can discuss and issue new decisions for the new concepts in
modern law and business.
Generally speaking, the Sharia board in Islamic banks is characterised by being
completely independent and its decisions are binding. In terms of services and
products, they must be approved by the Sharia board before launching. Furthermore,
in order to make sure about the implementation of its decisions, Sharia boards
monitor the banks’ actions.350
In the context of a Western view of corporate governance, if the management of the
Islamic organisation remains independent, in general, a Sharia board does not clash
with the European understanding of Corporate Governance. Germany, for example, is
soon to establish the first fully Sharia compliant banks, as the German Federal
Financial Supervisory Authority is expected to make a decision about this soon. 351
There are many examples in this context about cases that show the Sharia board role
and influence in Al Rajhi Bank. To begin with, first case is the decisions made by the
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Sharia boards number 32, 46, 47, and 226 which approved the use of credit cards such
as Visa and MasterCard with some terms, conditions and restrictions implemented.
Moreover, many decisions about modern transactions have been made, for instance
302, 464, 467 and 673 which deal with credit cards transactions, and number 12, 95
and 714 which deal with lease purchases.352 Finally, although Sharia adaption is an
important issue, Foster does note that the possibility of adapting was not considered
until very recently.353
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4.4 Sharikah in Sharia
It is a fact that trade is an important element in everyone’s life in order to obtain
essential needs and to exchange goods and to make profits. Consequently, to maintain
markets and to guarantee the rights of all the parties involved in trade, there is the
need for rules and regulations. Sharia as a system has many provisions, laws, rules
and regulations that appear either in the Quran and Sunnah, or in the fiqh heritage
Islamic books from the Islamic libraries which were started from the seventh century.
Historically, the early days of the life of Prophet Muhammad peace be upon him
(pbuh) show the importance of trade in Sharia. Furthermore, trade trips were made by
the Prophet (pbuh), starting with him accompanying his uncle, and then the trade trip
when he was hired by the woman that became his wife, Khadijah. Thus, commerce
has a positive image in Sharia; moreover, the Prophet himself was a “highly respected
trader and arbitrator”.354
4.4.1 Sharia: financial transactions
Generally speaking, the principle of financial transactions in Islam is according to
permissibility; however, there are some prohibited financial transactions such as riba.
Morality and ethics could be described as a fundamental part of Islamic finance as the
finance principles are derived from the holy Quran and Sunnah. Therefore, there are
many reasons from a Sharia perspective to prevent these transactions, and protecting
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all the parties may be one of them. Generally, there are four main prohibited
transactions in Islamic finance: riba, gharar, misir and the selling or production of the
forbidden. The following paragraphs show some of the prohibited transactions.355
Firstly, Riba which is one of the prohibited transactions in Sharia, as it has been
mentioned in the holy Quran several times. Surat Albaqarah for example contains
some of the verses which deal with riba: “That is because they say: ‘Trading is only
like Ribâ (usury),’

whereas

forbidden Ribâ (usury)”

356

Allâh

has

permitted

trading

and

and Surat Alimran: “O you who believe! Eat

not Ribâ (usury) doubled and multiplied, but fear Allâh that you may be
successful”357.
Riba (usury) is of various types such as riba alfadhl and riba alnase’ah. As explained
by Ali, as the holy Quran has prohibited riba clearly but without details, which has
allowed some debate on the forbidden riba definition.358 Finally, Rethela explains that
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riba is “unjustified increase; narrowly interpreted as the paying or receiving of
interest”.359
Secondly, gharar which is other prohibited transactions in Sharia. Gharar has been
defined by Elshurafa as “the sale of probable items whose existence or characteristics
are uncertain or speculative” 360 , whereas Rethela has defined it more simply as
“making profit from uncertainty”.361 Ayub has added detail as he refers to gharar as
“the sale of a thing which is not present at hand or the sale of a thing whose “Aqibah”
(consequence) is not known or a sale involving hazard in which one does not know
whether it will come to be or not”.362
Usually, classical fiqh books provide examples of algharar transactions. For example,
selling fruit before it is ripe or selling birds in the air. The aim of the prohibition of
gharar is to protect the weaker party. Al-Rimawi thinks that the development of the
gharar concept under Sharia is for the sake of the weaker party’s protection “in
Islamic contractual obligations from ghubn (or injury) due to jahel (want of
knowledge)”363 . There are many Quranic verses and Ahadith of the Prophet (pbuh)
about gharar. However, the interpretation of gharar is more difficult than the
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interpretation of riba among the Muslim jurists.364 There are many cases where the
Administrative Court of Diwan Almathalim regarding ‘gharar’ transaction. For
example, Case number 5534/1/G/Year 1429. Due to the fact that the contract is
containing a prohibited transaction, the court decision was that the contract is void,
which means the consequences of the contract are void as well.365
The third prohibited transactions is maisir. Generally speaking, maisir meaning
‘gambling’ and maisir mentioned many times in the main sources of Sharia- the holy
Quran and Sunah. Muhammed stated that the prohibition of maisir initially was as
part of the cleansing commerce of unconscionable practices.366 Maisir means “easily
available wealth or acquisition of wealth by chance, whether or not it deprives the
other’s right”.367
There are many reported legal cases concerning prohibited transactions. One of them
is the case from the Board of Grievances Administrative Court (Diwan Almathalim)
Case no 167/3/G/Year 2006. In the case, the judge dealt with a contract containing
riba (usury). The plaintiff claimed that the consequences of the contract were sale on
credit, but the defendant stated that the contract was a fictitious, sham contract. From
the evidence, it shows that there is an intention to circumvent riba (usury) and it
contains gharar. The court decision was that the contract is void and its consequences
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are void. The regulations that the court used are the Commercial Court Law 1931,
Cabinet decision no 241 dated 2002 and no 261 dated 1986.368
In a Saudi Arabian context, there is a Sharia board within some companies and
banks.369 The role of this board depends on many factors. Moreover, a Sharia board’s
functions vary from one company to another. However, the main role of the Sharia
board is to make sure that the company or the bank is moving toward legitimate
products under Islamic law. Furthermore, the Sharia board determines the consistency
of any products with the constants of Sharia and makes sure that the products are free
of prohibited transactions such as riba, gharar, misir and the selling or production of
the forbidden.
Although Sharia boards play a significant role, there are criticisms. First of all, a
member of this board could participate in an unlimited number of institutions, which
can be seen very clear in banks nowadays. This is due to the fact that there are no
regulations for controlling the number of boards he or she can be a member of. On the
other hand, article 12 of corporate governance regulations is very clear about
members of the board of directors’ participation in joint stock companies. It states in
paragraph H: ‘A member of the Board of Directors shall not act as a member of the
Board of Directors of more than five joint stock companies at the same time’.370
It is a fact that the Sharia view of business is not the only one based on religious and
ethical principles, and undoubtedly, there are additional perspectives on business
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whether among Western law and corporate governance regulations, or beyond the
Anglo American model. For example, we note the Quakers group, which describes
itself as ‘The Religious Society of Friends of the Truth’. Quaker families have played
a pivotal role in some of the UK’s most high profile firms, for example, Cadbury, Fry,
Rowntree and Terry. Noticeably, these all these are Quaker firms in their origin and
have monopolised the chocolate and confectionery business in the UK for long time.
The Quaker view of business, for example, has five business principles including:
truth and integrity, justice, equality and community, simplicity, peace and the light
within.371 These principles to some extent are similar to Sharia business principles.
4.4.2 Zakah
Due to the financial conditions of Islamic companies and banks, there may be a need
to shed a light on other items such as zakah, according to an Islamic perspective of
corporate governance. One of the obligations of companies within Sharia is zakah,
therefore it is important to examine zakah in this context. 372 The importance of Zakah
is very clear in Islamic law as it is the third pillar of Islam, so it can be described as an
essential obligation within Sharia. There are many objectives of zakah from an
Islamic perspective; however, one of the main aims is the protection of the socioeconomic welfare of needy people in society.373 Unlike a taxation system, zakah not
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only plays an important role in law and finance , but it provides a contribution
towards the welfare of society as zakah goes to the people in need as the first category
of people eligible to receive it 374.
Zakah is an annual obligation for all Muslims who have ‘nisab’ which is the financial
means. However, the assets which meet the conditions of nisab must be continuously
owned over the year to be subject to zakah collection. The amount of zakah depends
on the type of assets the individual possesses and the wealth of the individual. For
capital assets, for example money, the amount of zakah is 2.5%. Other goods such as
agricultural items and metals vary depending on the type of goods.
Generally, zakah is an obligation on all individuals with a certain amount of wealth.
However, the question to be asked in this context is what about companies, and how
does zakah apply to companies? Primarily, the obligation of zakah in the case of a
joint stock company, for example, is the shareholders’ responsibility. However, the
company management pays zakah on behalf of the shareholders in four cases stated
by the International Islamic Fiqh Academy, which is part of the Organisation of the
Islamic Conference. The decision states that this applies: Firstly, if it is stated in the
company’s articles of association. Secondly, if there is a resolution by the general
assembly. Thirdly, if the law of the country binds companies to pay zakah – Saudi
Arabia for example-. Finally, through authorisation from the shareholders for the
company to pay zakah on behalf of him or her. The management of a company should
treat all shareholders' shares as one person’s money, and then pay the zakah taking
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into account the normal person’s terms and conditions of zakah as mentioned in the
previous paragraphs.375
Saudi Arabia has a system for zakah which may be described as unique system. The
department of zakat and income tax is responsible for collecting zakah from
companies and individuals who are engaged in business under the business records or
licenses. However, individuals such as employees who have no commercial activities
can pay their zakah directly to recipients who qualify to receive zakat funds. It may be
important in this context to mention that there is a taxation system for the income tax
of non-Saudi persons who are subject to taxation, such as the resident capital
company, with respect to shares of non-Saudi partners.376
The legal background of collecting zakat in the Saudi legal system is the Royal
Decree which was published and became effective on the 8th of August 1956. Article
one of this Royal Decree states that: “Zakat duty shall be collected in full in
accordance with the provisions of Islamic law (Shariah) from all Saudi persons,
shareholders of Saudi companies whose shareholders are all Saudi, and Saudi
shareholders of joint companies whose shareholders are Saudi and non-Saudi
nationals.”377
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The Ministry of Corporate Affairs in India recently published the new Companies Act
on the 29th of August 2013. Section 135 of this Act states that every company which
is obligated under subsection (1) to constitute a Corporate Social Responsibility
Committee “shall ensure that the company spends, in every financial year, at least two
per cent of the average net profits of the company made during the three immediately
preceding financial years, in pursuance of its Corporate Social Responsibility
Policy”378. However, this is not entirely similar to the Saudi Arabian example, as in
the Saudi example, this obligation is called zakah and it is due to religious obligation,
and ‘Saudi’ companies do not pay tax. Finally, unlike CSR, zakah must be paid to
eight types of people who are eligible only as stated in the Quran.379
4.4.3 Sharikah in Sharia
Sharikah is an Arabic word is basically means sharing. Legally, sharikah’s root in
Islamic Jurisprudence (Fiqh) is in a return to the main sources as it is mentioned in the
holy Quran and the sayings of the Prophet (pbuh). Moreover, there is consensus
(Ijma) among Sharia scholars about the permissibility of the concept of sharikah
(sharikah). However, there are some opinions and differences between scholars on
certain types of sharikah. The current types of ‘Company’ with its legal personality
and limited liability has been recognised to be compatible with Sharia types of
sharikah by the decision 130 (4/14) by the International Islamic Fiqh Academy.380
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The Islamic concept of the company has several definitions depending on the school
of Fiqh. One of them is that the company must prove the right to something for two
parties or more.381
4.4.4 Sharikah types
The types of Sharikah vary according to different scholars’ views. However, in
general, sharikah types can be divided into two main categories- property partnership
or (sharikat almulk) and contractual partnerships (sharikat alaqoud). However, some
jurists have added a third one, which is sharikat aibaha, and this can be described as
individuals’ common right to collect and own free commodities. This section attempts
to shed light on the main types of companies in Islamic Jurisprudence (Fiqh).
4.4.4.1 sharikat almulk or alamlak
Sharikat almulk can be described as a property partnership which refers to joint
ownership without joint exploitation. 382 The ownership of real estate because of
inheritance for example. This type can be divided into two types- compulsive and
optional (amlak).
4.4.4.2 sharikat alaoqoud
The second type of sharikah in Islamic jurisprudence (Fiqh) is sharikat alaqoud,
which may be called contractual partnerships. Sharikat alaqoud has three types in
general: sharikat alamwal where the money is the main investment (finance
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partnership); sharikat ala’mal, where the skill of the partners is the main investment
(labour partnership), and sharikat alowjoh (credit partnership). 383 Moreover, these
three types may be extended to be five or six types according to the jurists’ schools
and opinions, as the following paragraphs show.
First of all, sharikat alenan is a partnership between two or more in capital and
effort or labour, so it could be called a finance partnership. As an example, joint stock
companies could be one of the modern applications of sharikat alenan in the Saudi
Arabian Company laws.384
Capital shares, and the control and the profits in this kind of company do not have to
be equal between parties, so this depends on the agreement decided between them. 385
Sharikat alabdan or ala’amal is the second type of sharikah. In this version, the
association between partners is in services rather than capital. This type of company
could be described as a labour partnership. Thus, the partners are working then
sharing what they have earned according to the contract they have agreed.
Thirdly, sharikat alwujoh, which is based on reputation. In sharikat alwujoh, there
is no capital at the beginning. For example, in this type, the company partners can
loan capital and then share the profit according to the contract agreed between them.
Sharikat almudharabah is the fourth type of sharikah in Fiqh. Despite the fact that
some jurists consider mudharabah to be an independent sharikah type, the Hanbali
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School sees it as a contractual partnership (sharikat alaoqoud). Almudarabah in
general is a partnership where one partner provides the capital, whereas the second
one is the ‘mudharib’ or entrepreneur. The role of the entrepreneur (mudharib) is to
generate a profit using the capital provided by the first party. The liability of any loses
in sharikat almudharabah is with the investor, the first party, who provided the capital.
On the other hand, the profit will be distributed according to the agreement between
the partners. The fifth type is sharikat almofawadah, which is very similar to
sharikat alenan, exept both partners provide authorisation and agency for each
other.386
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4.4.5 Profit and loss distribution
As the capital does not necessarily need to be equal, the profit and loss can be unequal
as well. However, two schools of fiqh stipulate that “the ratio of distribution of profit
must be agreed upon at the time of execution of the agreement, otherwise the contract
will not be valid”.387
4.4.6 The liability of the partners in sharikah
Turning to the liability of the partners in all the sharikah types, there are many details
about this contained in the fiqh sources. However, in general, the liability of the
partner in sharikah is according to the proportion or the amount of his or her share of
the whole investment.388 So, except for proven of negligence, misconduct or contract
breaching situations, there is no liability of one of the partners in sharikah.389
4.4.7 The termination of sharikah
There are many conditions whereby the company reaches the point of termination,
whether it is optional termination or not, as a sharikah contract could be described as
a non-binding contract. Thus, the sharikah will be terminated if one of the following
situations is reached:
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The withdrawal (alensihab) is the first situation. Except if there is a time limit for the
company or if the termination will cause damage that could harm the other partners,
there is the right to withdraw and then the company will terminate.
Prevention of one of the partners (hajr) is the second situation. If exercising the legal
power of one of the partners is prevented or prohibited with regard to his or her
property because of reasons such as bankruptcy or insanity, this will cause the
termination of the sharikah. This may be referred to as the absence of legal capacity.
The third situation is the case of death of one of the partners. When one of the
partners of the company dies, the company is terminated. Therefore, the other partners
do not have the right to act without the permission of the heirs.390
Expiration of the company contract is the fourth situation. So, if the sharikah is for a
limited time, or in case of the company being for a specific purpose, the purpose of
the sharikah has been achieved and therefore it expires. 391
The loss of company capital is the fifth situation. So, in the case of the sharikah
capital being exhausted- all the capital or the most of it- this will cause the
termination of the sharikah.
Lastly, deposing of one of the partners (alazl). In cases where one of the partners is
considered to be inexpedient or inappropriate because of his or her misconduct or
mismanagement, the partners have the right to depose them. If the sharikah is between
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two partners, it will be terminated, and if there are more than two partners, the rest of
them could carry on with a new contract.
4.4.8 Sharikah rules and regulations
The rules and regulation of the company depend on the company (sharikah) type.
However, there are some general regulations and rules of the sharikah. To begin with,
the first rule is about the partners of the company. Any company to be constituted
must have partners (muta’qidyn). Consequently, in order to sign the contract, the
partners of the company (sharikah) must have what is called (alahlyah). In order to
sign the contract of the company with free consent, the maturity and sanity of the
company partners are required. Accordingly, alahlyah- the legal capacity of the
partners- is one of the rules and regulations of the company.392
For the capital rules, unlike Hanafi, the other three schools of fiqh Hanbali, Maliki
and Shafie, stipulate that the partners must provide liquid assets as capital and the
value must not be ambiguous. In sharikah, the partners are agents of one another in
the contractual partnership, as the partners have equality of rights and will. 393

4.5 Management and responsibility from a Sharia perspective
As one of the most important aspects in life, money, is protected by Sharia. Moreover,
conserving money is considered one of the five necessities for the human being in
Sharia. This explains the verses from the Quran and ahadith from the Sunnah, which
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mention money and transactions within the realm of the topic of money. For example,
verse number 182 of Surat Albaqarah: “And eat up not one another’s property
unjustly (in any illegal way e.g. stealing, robbing, deceiving, etc.), nor give bribery to
the rulers (judges before presenting your cases) that you may knowingly eat up a part
of the property of others sinfully”.394
There is no doubt that Sharia has a direct impact on the management of the GCC
countries. Moreover, Abuznaid states “a Moslem administrator is more likely to be
influenced in his thinking, behaviour, and lifestyle by his religious beliefs”.395 So, it
may be necessary to understand such the influences upon management from a Sharia
perspective.
Responsibility, on the other hand, is another important issue which plays a crucial role
in corporate governance. The second section will deal with the legal root of
responsibility from an Islamic prospective.
4.5.1 Management from a Sharia perspective
There is no doubt that human behaviour and social relations are impacted upon by
religion. Hence, managers’ behaviour in Muslim countries definitely will be subject to
direct influence from the religion - from the Sharia and fiqh, to be more specific.
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Therefore, understanding the view of management in Islam could be very important in
the context of corporate governance.
Undoubtedly, there is no comprehensive theory in Sharia about management.
However, it can be seen very clearly that there are general guidelines which can be
found in the main sources of Sharia: "one can cite certain Islamic perceptions and
guidelines that could well be applied to management".396
4.5.1.1 Shura ‘consultation’
The meaning of shura in Sharia refers to exchanging views in order to draw the
correct opinion and the most effective solutions and good decisions. 397 Shura
‘consultation’ can be described as playing an important role in Sharia, as the holy
Quran mentions and deals with consultation in the context of describing some of its
good characterstics. Furthermore, the Prophet (pbuh) practiced consultation in his life
by consulting his companions. The Caliphs that followed after him did so by
practicing shura in their issues. However, there is no binding shura specific system as
it left to ‘Ijtihad’.398
Interestingly, the name of chapter number 42 in the holy Quran is called Surat
Alshura (The Consultation). Moreover, verse number 38 of the same Surah states that
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“and who (conduct) their affairs by mutual consultation”.399 Likewise, verse number
159 of Surat Al-Imran also mentions consultation as it states: “and consult them in the
affairs. Then when you have taken a decision, put your trust in Allâh, certainly, Allâh
loves those who put their trust (in Him)”.400
From the above, it can be seen that there is a gap between theory and practice of shura
in the Islamic countries nowadays. However, there are some examples across Islamic
countries of practicing shura, regardless of the level of this practice. Taking Saudi
Arabia as an example, there is what is called ‘Majlis Alshura’, which is the Shura
Council that started from 1924 until the present day.
Practically, the corporate governance code of Saudi Arabia mentions shura in the
corporate governance regulations Article 16, which deals with the meetings of the
board, as it states in number 3: “When preparing a specified agenda to be presented to
the Board, the Chairman should consult the other members of the Board and the
CEO”.401
4.5.2 Responsibility:
It is first necessary to explain the legal root of responsibility in Sharia. There are some
texts that are stated as the main sources of Sharia which draw up a framework for
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responsibility in fiqh, and this may be described as one of the roots of responsibility
in Sharia.
Indeed, one of the shorter texts from the Prophet (pbuh) states: “There should be
neither harming ‘dharar’ nor reciprocating harm ‘dhiraar.”. However, responsibility
was not taken as a general theory in the early days of fiqh. The reason behind this is
that ‘alqawa'id alfiqhiyah’ or ‘Jurisprudential Rules’ had not yet been viewed as an
independent topic in the early days by fiqh scholars. Subsequently, the issues of
responsibility are treated individually according to the specific incident. 402
The responsibility issues in the early days of fiqh are very wide, with consideration of
the owner’s right starting from the rights towards Allah and then the rights of the
person. The first set of rights is subsequently divided into two categories according to
the punishment. So, if the punishment will be in the hereafter – after the day of
judgment- it could be considered as a moral responsibility; whereas if the punishment
is to be meted out in lifetime and the hereafter, it could be described as criminal
responsibility.
Secondly, there is the right of the person, which generally speaking is also divided
into two rights. The first one is the financial right, such as the rights due under
contracts. Secondly, there is personal right such as harming the person, which has two
types according to whether it causes intentional or non-intentional harm.403 Moreover,
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Alkhodiry stated that responsibility in the Islamic view “is extended, comprehensive,
integrated and personal at the same time”404
There are many texts from the main sources of Sharia on this topic. However, the
Prophet’s hadith narrated by Albukhari contains some of the main aspects of
responsibility, for example: “Everyone of you is a guardian and everyone of you is
responsible (for his wards). A ruler is a guardian and is responsible (for his subjects).”
This hadith mentions the responsibility of some people, such as the man towards his
family, then finishes with general responsibility: “Beware! All of you are guardians
and are responsible (for your wards).”405
4.5.2.1 Jurisprudential rules (alqawa'id alfiqhiyah) and responsibility
The fact is that the early generations of Sharia scholars, such as the Prophet’s
companions and the next generation, did not need al- Qawa'id al-Fiqhiyah
(Jurisprudential rules), due to the knowledge they had and because the Arabic
language was still in its pure state which made it easy to understand the main sources
of Sharia texts.
This has caused the provisions on responsibility to be sporadic in the books written by
these scholars. However, following that, some fiqh scholars noticed the importance of
collecting and improving alqawa'id alfiqhiyah (Jurisprudential rules). In the view of
Yaqub, the emergence of Alqwaed alfiqhiah (Jurisprudential Rules) as a separate
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subject made the responsibility issues clearer due to the focus paid by the scholars of
alqawa'id alfiqhiyah.406
4.5.2.2 Alwakalah
Wakalah in Sharia is a contract between two persons where the principal is hiring
someone as an agent to act on his or her behalf in the discharge of a certain duty. The
contract of wakalah in Sharia, in order to be valid, must meet certain terms and
conditions. These terms and conditions are for the wakalah in general.
The first set of terms and conditions of wakalah is about the ‘principal’ or the money
owner: firstly, the capacity to act, for example with the money or shares and so on;
secondly, the contentment, and so if the principal is forced to sign the contract of the
wakalah, the contract is not valid.
The Second set, like the first set of rules, the first terms and conditions for the wakeel
‘agent’ is their legal capacity. The second condition is that the agent must know about
the contract of the wakalah. Lastly, the wakeel must be indicated, as the contract of
wakalah will not be valid if the wakeel is unknown.
The Third set, this set is for the object - money or shares for example. Firstly, at the
time of the contract, the owner must own the thing, money or shares for example.
Secondly, in general, most of the conduct of the wakeel must be known to the money
owner in order to protect all the parties from disputes in the future.407
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4.5.2.3 Aldhman
In Sharia 'aldhman' is very close to the concept of responsibility. Moreover, 'aldhman'
in some of its definitions reflects the concept of responsibility.408 There is no doubt
that Sharia stresses the importance of protecting and conserving the five necessities
for the human being. Certainly, one of them is money, by preventing anyone from
taking another’s money without their permission.409
4.5.2.4 The limit of the responsibility of the board of directors
From a Sharia point of view, the board of directors could be considered as a wakeel.
Consequently, as a result of being wakeel, the limit of the responsibility of the board
of directors depends on whether there has been negligence or encroachment by the
board of directors or not. If so, generally speaking, the board of directors in this
situation is ‘dhamen’- they are responsible. In other words, there are two conditions to
be met by the wakeel: First of all, adherence to the contract of the wakalah; secondly,
treating the issues of the company as if they own it (such as the money or the shares).
So if the board of directors is committed to these conditions there will be no
dhaman.410
There are some cases of negligence and infringement mentioned by Sharia scholars
which could be important examples. One of the infringement (or encroachment) cases
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is non-compliance with the limits stated in the contract. Another example is if the
wakeel uses something belonging to the company for his or her own personal interest,
like using the company car for his or her family. Lateness in selling or to purchase
something for the company is also an issue; buying goods or shares, for example, at
much more than the market price or selling at less than the market price.411
4.5.2.5 The Saudi Arabian example
The responsibility of the board of directors in Saudi Arabia will be addressed in
chapter five. However, the next two paragraphs are just an attempt to shed some
preliminary light on the relationship between companies law in Saudi Arabia and
Sharia, as “Saudi Arabia, where the shari’a is the law, but even there it is
supplemented by numerous ‘regulations’ enacted by the government”.412
As a rule, in the case of Saudi Arabia, there is no conflict between companies
legislation and Sharia, as there is a very clear relationship between them. As an
example, the Companies Law mentions ‘Without prejudice to the requirements of
Shariah’ in the Companies Law 1965, such as in Articles 2, 229 and 230 and ‘in
accordance with Sharia principles’ such as in Article 11, 121 of Companies Law
2015.413
The Saudi Arabian government has set up and adopted some regulations and rules that
do not normally clash with Sharia. However, Aljabr argues that, the role of Sharia in
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Saudi Arabia goes beyond rejecting the regulations which clash with Sharia law to the
role of completing the provisions of the law in case of the absence of the texts of the
law and to fill the gap in the legislation.414
In summary, this section has dealt with the perspective of Sharia concerning
management in order to understand how Sharia influences managers in the countries
of the GCC, as the religion is more likely to have an impact on their conduct.415 Shura
is very important in this context, not only at the level of companies and corporate
governance, as shura is one of the principals of ruling in Islam.
On the other hand, responsibility from the Sharia perspective is very important, so it
is necessary to shed light on it in this context, in order to understand the legal root of
responsibility in Sharia. Moreover, the relationship between the shareholders and the
board of directors may be described as a wakalah in Sharia, which has a direct impact
on the conduct of the board of directors and shareholders at the same time.

4.6 Reward and Delegation from a Sharia Perspective
Maximising profit for the benefit of shareholders is usually the most important goal
for companies, and this can be achieved by using resources in the right way,
according to the targets that the company has set. Moreover, there is a link between
company profits and managerial reward, which could appear in the behaviour of the
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managers in terms of the financial and interpersonal priorities.416 The issue of rewards
for board members could be described as a contentious and complicated issue due to
its relation to the question of conflict of interests.417
Therefore, the two sides need to be balanced, as it is in the interests of the company to
attract top executives and provide rewards and incentives on the one hand, while
protecting the rights and the interests of shareholders on the other hand.
Moreover, one of the most important issues is protecting all parties’ rights by
applying a set of rules and regulations; taking into account the moral dimension,
which plays a crucial role in Sharia law.418
The shortage in the connection between pay policies on the one hand and the strategy
and performance of the company on the other hand results in three economic costs:
diminished shareholder returns; weakened corporate governance, and reduced
confidence in the corporate sector, according to the Impact Assessment BIS 0341.419
Moving to the case of the United Kingdom, the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform
Act 2013 gained Royal Assent on 25 April 2013. 420 The Shareholder Votes on
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Directors’ Remuneration policy in this Act aims to provide shareholders “with the
enhanced tools they need to challenge companies on directors’ pay”.421 The largest
listed companies in the United Kingdom have witnessed a quadrupling in CEO
payments over the last decade. This is despite the fact that there is little proof
concerning the connection between high payments to CEOs and shareholder returns,
or whether the payment to the CEO is as a consequence of improved performance.422
The Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 has inserted new sections into the
Companies Act 2006 such as section 439A. Historically, prior to this Act, the 2002
Directors’ Remuneration Regulation Report had introduced what had been described
as the 'first extensive provision on directors’ pay' to the Companies Act 1985
including the shareholders’ non-binding vote. However, the outcome of the provisions
that were incorporated later on to a large extent in the Companies Act 2006 was not as
expected.423 The Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 has strengthened these
provisions, including section 439A of the Companies Act 2006 in which "vested
shareholders with voting rights to vote on the remuneration report in the annual
general meeting." 424 Some researchers believe that the Enterprise and Regulatory
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Reform Act has shifted from simply an advisory vote to a binding vote. Inserting
Section 439A to the Companies Act 2006 "creates a new binding vote on pay policy;
however, the non-policy elements of the directors' remuneration report remain subject
to an advisory vote" will create some complications such as creating two types of
shareholder votes: binding policy votes and advisory non-policy votes.425
4.6.1 Rewards from a Sharia Perspective:
4.6.1.1 Board of Directors’ Rewards
The treatment of rewards from a Sharia point of view depend on the type of rewards,
which through an analysis proffered by Albuqumy are divided into four cases. The
first case is whether the reward is a salary or recompense for attending meetings for
example; in this case, the member of the Board of Directors is considered to be a
‘Wakeel bel ajr’ which means he or she is applicable for the ‘Ijarah’ contract.
Consequently, The rewards in this case are considered to be valid and legal from the
perspective of Sharia. 426
Secondly, if the rewards involve concrete advantages, such as housing Board
members in apartments or houses, or if the rewards are something that is known,
disciplined and free of obscurity, this is also considered to be an ‘Ijarah’ contract;
which allows a wage, whether cash, concrete goods or a benefit. The question that
needs to be asked in this context is what if the rewards are a percentage of the
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earnings, which is the third case. The Fiqh ruling considers this case to be acceptable
if this percentage is from the reserve.427
The fourth case is where the reward is a mixture of the three previous cases. In this
instance, it is acceptable if it is a mix of salary, recompense for attending meetings or
concrete advantages. However, the reward of a percentage of earnings should not be
mixed with other rewards cases. The reason for that is the first cases are considered
to be an ‘Ejaarh’ contract , whereas the reward of a percentage of the earnings is
considered to be a ‘Mudharabah’ contract which means mixing them is mixing
between ‘Ejaarh’ and ‘Mudharabah’. 428
4.6.1.2 Saudi Arabian situation, compatibility or conflict?
Like any part of the world, there is the need to regulate the relationship between
stakeholders, and there is the possibility of a conflict of interest and practically, there
is no guarantee that everyone behaves ethically in the Islamic commercial
environment.429 The issue of directors’ rewards in many countries is described as a
contentious issue, including those applying Sharia as law, whether completely or
partly.430 The corporate law of Saudi Arabia recognises the importance of protecting
all the parties in the company. In order to provide an example of the relationship
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between companies law in Saudi Arabia and Sharia, the next paragraphs are an
attempt to briefly address the relationship in this context.
Article 74 of Saudi Companies Law 1965 and Article 76 of Companies Law 2015
have clarified the issue of rewards in detail. The law allows rewards to be given to the
members of the Board of Directors. These rewards include: specified salary, a fee for
attending the meetings, in take benefits, a certain percentage of the profits. 431
However, companies law allows the mixing of two or more of these rewards, which
requires more detail, as mentioned above in the fourth case, to be acceptable from a
Fiqh stance.432 However, the Companies law mentions that this must not prejudice
against the requirements of Shariah, which places this issue under criticism.
Two articles in the corporate governance regulations of Saudi Arabia deal with
remuneration. One of them is article 15 which is about the ‘Nomination and
Remuneration Committee’; this became mandatory on all companies listed on the
Exchange at the beginning of 2011, after the resolution issued by The Board of the
Capital Market Authority. The other one is article 17, which deals with
‘Remuneration and Indemnification of Board Members’. Moreover, article 17 of the
corporate governance regulations in Saudi Arabia states the same article as in the
companies law: “The Articles of Association of the company shall set forth the
manner of remunerating the Board members; such remuneration may take the form of
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a lump sum amount, attendance allowance, rights in rem or a certain percentage of the
profits. Any two or more of these privileges may be conjoined”.433

4.6.2 Delegation
4.6.2.1 Delegation from a Sharia point of view
Undoubtedly, unless prejudiced by the requirements of Sharia, the Sharia perspective
is not to prevent any regulations that contribute towards regulating any aspects of life,
including company management. Moreover, as Almdani has indicated, Sharia rules
and principles “does not mean that there is no space for governments to regulate
human activity whenever there is a public interest in doing so”.434
First of all, it is important to understand that managing the company is one of the
rights of all the partners in most types of companies in Sharia, except ‘sharikat al
mudharaba’. However, it is acceptable if the partners delegate the management to
some of them or to another party. The reason behind the right to manage the company
for all partners is that the Fiqh scholars consider ‘sharikah’ to be a ‘wakalah contract’
in most of the Islamic schools.435
Indeed, nowadays, companies vary in terms of the number of shareholders and
implementing the basic contract of sharikah in Islamic jurisprudence. Consequently,
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the question to be asked in this context is: is there room and capacity for Sharia and
Islamic jurisprudence to absorb these types of companies?
Therefore, due to the huge numbers of partners in some companies nowadays, it is not
acceptable to say that all the partners have the right to manage and direct the
company, and the shareholders give their right to the Board of Directors’ members by
appointing them to direct the company. Sharikat al mudharabah in Islamic law is
similar to the modern corporation nowadays and the notion of separation of
ownership and control can be found in al mudharabah principles also. 436
It is a fact that, except for ‘sharikat al mudharaba’, Sharia and Islamic jurisprudence
do not mention the system required to appoint a manager or Board of Directors for a
company. However, the Hanbali School of Islamic jurisprudence accepts mixing
‘mudharabah’ and ‘enan’ sharikah, which is applicable if the Board of Directors are
shareholders in the company. On the other hand, if the Board of Directors’ members
are not shareholders, the Board of Directors is considered to be ‘wakeel’. 437
To sum up, delegation as a concept is close to ‘wakalah’ in general. So generally
speaking, delegation is acceptable in Sharia concerning the right to appoint a ‘wakeel’
to work on behalf of him or her.
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4.6.2.2 The Saudi Arabian case
Corporate governance regulations issued in 2006 mention delegation in article 11
which deals with the responsibilities of the Board:
Part (a): “Without prejudice to the competences of the General Assembly, the
company’s Board of Directors shall assume all the necessary powers for the
company’s management. The ultimate responsibility for the company rests with the
Board even if it sets up committees or delegates some of its powers to a third party.
The Board of Directors shall avoid issuing general or indefinite power of attorney”.
Part (e): “The Board of Directors shall determine the powers to be delegated to the
executive management and the procedures for taking any action and the validity of
such delegation. It shall also determine matters reserved for decision by the Board of
Directors. The executive management shall submit to the Board of Directors periodic
reports on the exercise of the delegated powers”.438
Moreover, the Saudi Arabian Companies Law which was issued in 1965 deals with
delegation in article 73 and the new 2015 Companies Law in Article 75.439 Delegation
in Saudi Arabian Companies Law is compatible with Fiqh in general.440
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4.6.4 Conclusion
To sum up, this section has attempted to shed light on two important subjects, which
are rewards and delegation from the perspective of Islamic law and Fiqh. As can be
seen above, there is the possibility and capacity within Sharia law to adapt to modern
concepts. The prospective of Sharia in this context is important to understand the
influence of Sharia on all parties involved , taking Saudi Arabia as a case as the sharia
is the law.441
The relationship between pay policies and the strategy and performance of the
company is very important, as shortfalls between them could result in economic costs,
as well as weakened corporate governance and reduced confidence in the corporate
sector. Practically, as can be seen above, the Companies Law and corporate
governance regulations in Saudi Arabia provide details of reward and delegation.
However, it cannot be assumed that all cases presented are compatible with the Sharia
point of view, which has resulted in criticisms being levelled towards this approach.
With regard to Sharia, it is fair to say that the 2015 Companies Law has some aspects
that have been amended in order to be more compatible with Sharia. It can be seen
very clearly that all debt securities issuances are required to be compatible with
Sharia. Article 121 of the new law has stated that the company must bear in mind
Sharia provisions of debt when issuing debt securities.442 Moving on to the issue of
remuneration, article 76 of Companies Law 2015 clarifies the issue of rewards in
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details. The new feature is that the new companies law states in article 76 that the
directors’ annual compensation (including attendance fee and salary) must not exceed
500,000 SAR. However, Companies Law 2015 has the same article as the 1965
version regarding the issue of mixing two types or more of rewards443, but in the view
of Albuqumy, the reward of a percentage of earnings should not be mixed with other
rewards to be compatible with Sharia.444
From the previous discussion, it could be fair to say that the 2015 Companies Law has
solved some of the conflicts with Sharia in the 1965 such as Article 9 of 1965
regarding the partner’s share in the profits or losses which has been replaced with
Article 11 of 2015 law to be compatible with Sharia. Moreover, the 2015 Companies
Law has stated more than once the phrase of ‘in accordance with Sharia principles’
such as in Article 11, 121 which indicate the intention of making the new law more
compatible with Sharia principles. However, one issue is that the 2015 Companies
Law has excluded the Sharia sharikah types from the new law unless it has the form
of any of the new law company types as stated in Article 3.445
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4.7 Waqf and corporate governance
The previous sections have discussed some crucial issues that are related to Sharia in
the context of corporate governance, including the Sharia perspective of corporate
governance; Sharia and adaptation, and Sharikah types in Sharia. Likewise,
management, responsibility, reward and delegation from a Sharia perspective have
been covered as well in order to examine the Saudi legal system which has Sharia as
the supreme law of the state. From this point, the following section is an attempt to
find out if there is an example from Sharia heritage that can be used to show how
Sharia deals and governs the issues of relationships between the parties involved in
issues that to some extent are similar to the relationship between parties involved in
corporate governance and companies nowadays.
Issues in waqf like managers’ obligations, accountability and responsibility, will be
examined to discover some relationships and links between Sharia and corporate
governance in terms of some of the shared principles and mechanisms, and what the
views of Sharia scholars are on this important matter. For example, regarding the
issue of separate legal personality, the Salomon v Salomon & Co Ltd could be
described as the first case that confirmed the separate legal personality principle in
English law.446 But others suggest that it merely confirmed an idea that was widely
understood. Interestingly, there is an argument that the issue of separate legal entity
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was recognised by scholars of Sharia in waqf years before the Salomon .447 Although
there is no principle of ‘separate legal entity’ similar to what can be found in
Common law, Sharia scholars have treated the institution of waqf as what is known
nowadays as a 'separate legal entity', as the waqf institution itself could own a
property. So, if the waqf money has been used to buy property, the property will be
owned by the waqf institution and not become part of the waqf directly. 448
It is a fact that the waqf foundations have over the past years witnessed the
development and growth of capital, and the income of some waqf indicate the
importance of supervision and governance mechanisms. The efforts of Sharia scholars
to develop the waqf system, include developing its principles, the control system, and
the power distribution between the waqf parties. The increasing number of wealthy
Muslim countries, in parallel with the background of philanthropy in these countries,
has increased the importance of waqf and its structure, with "increased resources
being held on terms that seek to comply with the requirements of Islamic law"449. So,
the following section will attempt to shed light on waqf -in brief- in the context of
Sharia, in order to discover some relationships and links between Sharia and corporate
governance in terms of some of the shared principles and mechanisms.450
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4.7.1 Overview and definition of waqf
The definition of waqf in Islamic law (Sharia) can be described as the detention of the
property of origin, and the profit of this property to be used for a charitable
purpose.451 In other words, waqf in Sharia has been defined as “The detention of the
corpus from the ownership of any person, and the gift of its property or usufruct either
presently or in the future to some charitable purpose.”452
In the Quran, Verse 92 of Surat Albaqrah mentions the root of Waqf in Sharia, as it
states: “By no means shall you attain Al-Birr (piety, righteousness - here it means
Allâh’s Reward, i.e. Paradise), unless you spend (in Allâh’s Cause) of that which you
love; and whatever of good you spend, Allâh knows it well”453. On the other hand,
there are also some hadiths that could be used as that basis of waqf, as they urge
people to do something that will last during the life of the person, and afterwards, as
an ongoing charity. One such hadith is narrated by Muslim in his Sahih: “When a man
dies, his acts come to an end, but three: recurring charity, or knowledge (by which
people) benefit, or a pious son who prays for him (for the deceased).”454
Moving on to the purpose of the waqf, there are many reasons and aims for it in the
scope of it becoming bigger over the years. Stibbard, Russell and Bromley suggest
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that, there are many aims of waqf in Islamic law such as religious aims; education;
helping the poor, needy and orphans; providing for persons in prison, and improving
health services.455
4.7.2 The importance of waqf
Waqf plays a crucial role due to the advantages which will be gained by society if it is
controlled and managed in the right way and for the purposes of the establishment of
it. There are many examples of waqf from the early days of Sharia until now, starting
from the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) and some of his companions, followed by Umar
bin Alkhatab who was the second Caliph after the Prophet (pbuh).456The importance
of the waqf is to meet the essential needs of society. There are many examples of
waqf, such as funding health care, education, libraries, research and constructing
roads.457
Historically, some historians have suggested that there is a link between the
emergence of charitable trusts and the concept of waqf. Waqf can be described as
being more similar to a charitable trust than a charitable company in many respects,
according to Thomson. However, the reasons for using ‘charitable company’ by some
Islamic organisations in the UK are because of the attractive proposition of benefiting
from being a legally recognised entity, and the executive body has limited liability.
However, the structure of a ‘charitable company’ makes the administration more
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complicated due to the fact that the organisation will be subjected to both charity law
and company law requirements.458
4.7.3 Legal perspective of waqf
The legal root of waqf in Sharia is not only founded in the two main sources of Islamthe Quran and Sunnah- as there is “Ejmae” (consensus) about the waqf and “Qiyas”
(analogy). Legally, in Sharia through waqf, the founder no longer has ownership of
the property, and generally, the property which is transferred to a waqf involves an
irrevocable transfer. Whereas in the common law trusts, the right to revoke is reserved
for settlors, which means a greater flexibility. 459 On the other hand, from a Sharia
viewpoint, there are some terms and conditions for the waqf to be valid. Next
paragraph attempts to set out some of the terms and conditions of waqf in Islamic law.
First of all, the legal capacity of the owner is essential, and the fact that the
‘endowment’ must be from the owner him/herself. The waqf must be for an unlimited
time, so if it is for a specific period of time, it cannot be described as a ‘waqf’.
Moreover, for the waqf to be valid, it must involve profitable property in order to
achieve the purpose of it.460
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4.7.4 Governance of waqf
The system of waqf was developed throughout the early three centuries of Islam and
gained the interest of the scholars, as the Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) could be
described as the first to practice waqf. The following paragraphs are an attempt to
show some of the elements of waqf, taking into account the principles of corporate
governance.
First of all, it is important in the context of the Waqf governance to understand the
power level of the waqf owner. So, in terms of appointing the beneficiaries, the waqf
owner, the 'waqif', could be described as having a "wide degree of discretion" besides
the power to control the waqf manager such as appointing and removing him. 461
An equally significant aspect of the waqf governance is the manager of the waqf.
Islamic jurisprudence gives the manager of waqf (Nather alwaqf) the very important
duty of care. The manager of the waqf here could be described as the trustee and his
role is “very similar to that of a trustee under UK law”462. Fiqh during past centuries
established some rules and conditions to be met by the person who will become a
trustee or manager of the waqf; therefore, there are some obligations and tasks that
must be done by the manager as well as there being limitations placed on his or her
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acts. Moreover, there is the limitation of the liability of the waqf manager.
Furthermore, the salary of the manager of the waqf is also discussed in the fiqh. 463
To start with, generally, there are four terms required for the manager to have this
position, including being sane, an adult, honest and having the ability required for this
kind of work. Thus, the manager of a waqf (Nather alwaqf) must have the legal
capacity to manage the waqf and deal with its affairs correctly.464
Another, significant factor in the governance of the waqf is the Waqf manager’s
obligations. Clearly, for the sake of maintaining the waqf, the waqf’s manager has to
do everything in order to maintain the waqf and take care of its issues. The next
paragraph is an attempt to shed light on some of the obligations of the waqf manager.
Firstly, the implementation of the terms and conditions is very important, as the
manager must comply with the terms and conditions set out by the waqf owner.
Therefore, none of the terms or condition can be neglected or violated, except in some
circumstances which will be clarified in a later part of this section.465
The waqf manager must stand on the rights of the waqf during any judicial litigation.
Also, the waqf manager has an obligation to maintain the waqf, including the
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restoration and maintenance to keep the waqf in good condition in order to maximise
the benefit of the waqf. The payment of the debt of the waqf is more important than
the payment to the waqf's objectives, such as the poor people, so the waqf manager
must use the profit of the waqf to pay any debts. Consequently, the manager of the
waqf must operate the waqf and use its benefits for the appointed objectives unless
there are debts, or if there is a need for real maintenance of the waqf. 466
Obviously, the actions of the waqf manager must be for the sake and for the benefit of
both the waqf and the waqf's beneficiaries, taking into account the terms of the waqf’s
owner. There are some acts which are prohibited for the waqf manager, such as
favouritism; therefore, the waqf manager must not lease the waqf to him/herself or to
his or her relatives, as this act could put him or her in a position of suspicion.
Likewise, for the sake of the waqf, the manager must not take a loan and pay back the
debt from the waqf- except in case of necessity- as this action could lead to putting
the waqf’s profits at risk for the creditor’s interests. The act of placing the waqf as a
mortgage could put the waqf at risk of loss of the waqf. Moreover, the prices of the
waqf's products must be at the same price as in the market for the same product.
Finally, except for the beneficiaries, loaning the waqf is prohibited.467
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4.7.4.1 Accountability and the Responsibility of the waqf manager
Due to the fact that usually the waqf manager is one person and working alone in
most of the waqfs, it is generally accepted that not everybody has good conduct, and
not everyone has the skills required for management. Consequently, it is necessary to
follow up and supervise the work of the waqf manager. The waqf manager must be
honest and faithful concerning the waqf. On the other hand, he or she is responsible
for dereliction according to the general principles of this responsibility. Moreover, the
waqf manager must provide an annual statement for the judiciary.
Thus, the logical question is: who should supervise the waqf manager’s work and
actions? In Sharia, the fiqh scholars stated the Judge to be the supervisor, whether
alone or by appointing a trust supervisor. Appointing a trust supervisor by the Judge is
allowed in three cases, which are founded in Sharia Jurisprudence. In short, the first
case is where the waqf manager is a weak manager, which causes the waqf
management to reach an unsatisfactory situation. The judge in this case should
appoint a trust supervisor. Secondly, in the case of a waqf manager coming under
suspicion, but where there is no evidence, appointing a trust supervisor by the Judge
is also advised. Finally, if the waqf’s owner has appointed an eligible manager who
fulfilled the full terms and conditions on being the waqf manager, but then lost some
of them later, the judge in this case must appoint a supervisor to protect the rights of
both the owner of the waqf and the waqf. 468
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Moving to the accountability levels, there are two tiers of accountability in a waqf.
The first tier is from the judge to the owner, and the second tier is from the
beneficiaries the nather of waqf if they are the appointees of the waqf owner.
Moving to one of the major issues in this context, the salary of the waqf manager.
Indeed, the salary of the manager should be given the right priority in order to avoid
corruption and to provide more transparency. There is no doubt about this if the waqf
owner has determined a salary for the waqf manager. However, if there is no salary
mentioned, the judge should give the waqf manager a salary equal to a similar job, as
giving more could infringe upon and breach the rights of the waqf’s beneficiaries. 469
Dismissing the manager of the waqf is also an important issue to be considered in this
context. It is the waqf owner’s right to appoint or to dismiss the manager of the waqf.
The judge also has the right to dismiss the waqf manager in some cases, such as due
to betrayal or dishonesty. For example, if the waqf manager acts in way that leads to
some loss of the waqf, or uses the waqf for his or her own benefit, or does not follow
the terms of the waqf owner. On the other hand, there are some reasons for the
dismissal of the manager of waqf manager which are beyond the will of all parties.
For example, if the waqf manager is unable to do his or her job for reasons such as
mental health problems or due to death.470
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4.7.4.2 Is there a capacity to develop a governance mechanism?
Finally, this section has illustrated waqf within the framework of Sharia in order to
examine the links between Islamic law and the principles of corporate governance.
Therefore, it may be possible to understand from the waqf example, the capacity of
Islamic law to develop a regime for governance as “scholars developed jurisprudence
with

respect

to

the creation,

management,

and

administration

of

waqf

progressively” 471 . Like corporate governance, the waqf system has provided a
mechanism to protect the rights of all parties involved in the waqf institution; these
arrangements contain mechanisms of disclosure and transparency. If the waqf
institution has a board of directors, or even one manager, the system of waqf shows
the ability of issuing mechanisms that illustrate the functions and responsibilities of
the manager or the board, as well as audit roles. As mentioned earlier, scholars have
treated the institution of waqf as what is known nowadays as a 'separate legal entity'.
Regarding liability, nather alwaqf has a limited liability as negligence is the basis of
liability. Moreover, in waqf, at the time of a conflict of interests, the priority is the
waqf’s interests. From the previous sections it is fair to say that the efforts of Sharia
jurists have led to developing a system, rules and regulations that govern an
institution, and that generate and maximise profits.
There are other examples from Western jurisdictions that represent some aspects that
are similar to some extent to the waqf approach in Sharia jurisdiction. Benefit
corporations in the USA provide an example of a legal entity with accountability and
transparency, more so than the other entities. Benefit corporations are subject to
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additional requirements compared to standard companies, with more consideration
given to stakeholders than investors. In this kind of company, not only is maximising
the shareholders’ value the goal, as it is a new approach that has seen growing interest
from investors who seek to balance profits with societal benefits. In other words,
benefit corporations provide a solution for shareholders who have the purpose of
maximising their profits without losing control of their mission of addressing social
and environmental concerns.472

4.8 Conclusion
This chapter has discussed some important aspects of Sharia in relation to corporate
governance, and it has been made clear that corporate governance as a concept is not
essentially strange to Sharia.473 It has been explained in section two how, although
certain rules and principles of Sharia already exist, there is room to produce new rules
and regulations as long as they do not breach the Sharia, corporate governance
regulations for example. Moreover, providing for this does not violate Sharia- Sharia
supports procedures that protect the rights of all parties, which is one of the most
important aims of corporate governance. This chapter has shown that, although the
closest model of corporate governance to Sharia is the stakeholder model, it is a more
comprehensive view due to the ethical values involved.474
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There are some theories of business that are based on religious and ethical principles
such as Quaker theory.475 The nature of corporate governance from an Islamic point
of view is shaped by two aspects. One of them is that all of life’s aspects are covered
by the sovereignty of Sharia, and the Islamic principles of finance and economic
issues. 476 This chapter has identified justice, responsibility, accountability and
transparency as principles of Sharia in the context of corporate governance. The fact
that business ethics and morals are paid great attention in Sharia may explain the
increasing trend towards Sharia business systems nowadays.477 Moreover, the number
of customers who are keen to have business transactions that are compatible with
Sharia is an increasing trend. Harsani, points out that the demand for Islamiccompliant finance is increasing as a result of Muslim population increases in Western
countries. 478 This, accompanied with the globalisation of the business world
nowadays, makes attracting customers from all over the world another motivation and
marketing strategy. Finally the Sharia approach with the prohibition of certain
transactions such as riba, gharar and maisir has attracted the attention of some
researchers in the shadow of the crises that the world is witnessing nowadays. Sharia
finance could contribute to the prevention of such crises. In the view of Buiter,
nowadays, the business world is characterised by being risky, but fixed financial
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commitments debt could be a bad financing choice, which makes the application of
Islamic finance principles a solution: "in particular a strong preference for profit-,
loss- and risk-sharing arrangements and a rejection of ‘riba’ or interest-bearing debt
instruments."479
The chapter has covered the scope of Sharia, its sources, Islamic jurisprudence and
objectives, in order to explore the ability of Sharia to adapt and absorb new concepts.
The ability to adapt to new concepts such as corporate governance is very important
for the law. However, it has been argued that in the case of Sharia this has not been
considered until recent times.480 This chapter has shown that sharikah in Sharia has
two main types, which are Sharikat alamlak and sharikat alaqoud, and both of them
are divided into several types of sharikah. Therefore, understanding the Sharia point
of view concerning sharikah is crucial in order to analyse the relationship between all
parties involved in the company.
It is a fact that Saudi companies law includes several types of companies which differ
in name from the Sharikah types mentioned in Sharia. The Companies Law 1965
states in article two section A the names of these companies, including general
partnership; limited partnership; joint venture; joint-stock corporation; partnership
limited by shares; limited liability partnership; company with variable capital; and
cooperative company. On the other hand, the Companies Law 2015 has edited down
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the types of companies by deleting the cooperative company, Partnership limited by
shares and company with variable capital. However, the new law has added Holding
Company and one person Limited liability Company. However, regarding the
argument that Saudi Arabia’s Companies law does not contain the Islamic law names
of sharikah, this may be responded to by two answers. First of all, all of these
companies that are included in companies law do not conflict with Islamic sharikah
types, and all of them can be adapted; also, the origin of each can be found in one of
the Islamic law’s sharikah types. Moreover, the Companies Law states in article two:
“Without prejudice to such companies known in Islamic jurisprudence.” 481
Sharia may impose constraints upon corporate governance in ways not found in the
West. Riba, gharar and maisir are prohibited transactions in Sharia, and this chapter
has addressed them in brief in the context of Sharia. Despite the fact that there are
some prohibited transactions with regard to Sharia in companies and banks within the
GCC countries including Saudi Arabia, all Islamic banks and institutions, and nearly
all the conventional banks, have Sharia groups or Sharia supervisory boards. The
results of this chapter indicate the importance of these boards remaining independent.
This chapter has also shown that Sharia groups do not clash with the standards of
corporate governance if the management of the Islamic organisation remains
independent.482
The relationship between the Board of Directors and the shareholders from a Sharia
perspective is significant due to the fact that, practically, there is no guarantee that
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everyone will display ethical behaviour in any cultural context, including the Islamic
business environment. 483 This chapter has addressed the issues of reward and
delegation from a Sharia point of view, which is also very important in this context.
Consequently, section five illustrates the rewards of Board of Directors from a Sharia
perspective, and illustrates that this case depends on the type of rewards, which are
divided into four cases. This section has shown that the reward of a percentage of
earnings should not be mixed with other reward cases in Sharia. However, Saudi
Arabian Companies Law and corporate governance regulations allow the mixing of
these cases, which places this issue under criticism.
This chapter has also shown that treating the contract between the director and
shareholders as a ‘wakalah’ contract is important in order to distinguish the
acceptable cases of reward and delegation. It is clear that modern companies have
more complicated issues compared with companies back in the 14th century. One
implication of this chapter is the possibility that Sharia jurisprudence is able to absorb
these types of companies. To sum up, it is clear that the principles of corporate
governance are not strange to Sharia, as they are included separately in the sources of
Sharia. Moreover, Abu-Tapanjeh contends that “the call for principles of corporate
governance is not something new and alien to Islam”.484
And so, this chapter has found that in general there is no clash between Sharia and the
new concept of corporate governance, which means the Saudi issuance of corporate
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governance regulations in 2006 was a correct step in the right path as there is a room
for the Saudi Arabian legal system for adaptation. Having covered the main issues of
Sharia that related to corporate governance in general make it an important issue to
examine the Saudi Arabian legal and institutional framework of corporate governance
in order to promote an attractive business environment. So, Chapter five will now
move on to consider the issue of the Saudi Arabian legal system. The discussion will
cover some important issues in the context of corporate governance laws and
regulation frameworks, including the legal institutions and authorities’ role, such as
executive and legislative authorities and the judicial authority. These issues, alongside
the recent legal system reforms have a direct impact on the business environment of
Saudi

Arabia

and

the

GCC

in

general.

.
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5. Chapter five: Saudi Arabian corporate governance: the
legal and regulatory framework
5.1 Background of Saudi Arabian legal system
Corporate governance is a relatively new challenge in a relatively new state. The first
official regulations issued in Saudi Arabia occurred only ten years ago, and the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was only founded in 1932. It is a crucial requirement to
have a regime for the establishment and operation of companies, which is significant
for economic development and for promoting an attractive business environment.
There are several factors that play crucial roles and impact on the business
environment and economic development. Examining the authority of the state and the
legislative tools are very important for an evaluation of the current rules and
regulatory framework of corporate governance in Saudi Arabia. Also, the power of
the courts to impose sanctions and enforce laws is a critical issue. Moreover, the
current position in Saudi Arabia is interesting and characterised as witnessing a
crucial changing of roles between the judicial authorities. There is no doubt that the
new laws and the rapid changing of roles on the legal scene will cast a shadow over
the current rules and regulatory frameworks of corporate governance in Saudi Arabia,
which therefore will impact on the business environment. For example, recently, the
Supreme Council of Judicial and the Diwan Al Madhalim 'Board of Grievances'
signed a document for moving the commercial courts from the Administrative
judiciary to the General judiciary. Resolving this document involved a process of
around a year, which could indicate the speed of decision making. Moreover, in 2014,
the jurisdiction of investigation and prosecution of Article 31, 49 and 50 moved from
201

the Capital Market Authority to the Bureau of Investigation and Public Prosecution.
Furthermore, the legislative process or the court system plays a crucial role in this
context, which will be reflected in the business environment. Courts play a major role
in the context of corporate governance, so needless to say, the institutional framework
such as an independent judicial system that works efficiently is a safeguard for
applying the concept of corporate governance in order to be effective.485
Jurisdictions that have investment frameworks that serve the interests of shareholders
will take the lead in the race to gain the trust of investors.486 Consequently, investors
need a clear vision of the judicial authority in order to increase confidence in safe
investment. Thus, an effective institutional framework will contribute towards
effective corporate governance, which therefore will attract both local and foreign
investors. There is a need for a clear vision of the judiciary, whether it is a general
court or administrative court or quasi-judicial committees. There is also a need to
shed light on the quasi-judicial committees, which specialise in the capital market,
and to differentiate between them and the other jurisdictions
5.1.1 Overview of Saudi Arabia
The year 1938 witnessed a remarkable new event, which changed the face of Saudi
Arabia and the Gulf states forever. On the fourth of March of that year, Well Number
Seven (which is located in Dammam) unveiled the largest source of crude oil in the
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world. 487 A few years before that, in 1932, King Abdulaziz issued a royal decree
concerning the announcement of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s creation, after the
completion of the uniting of the main regions of the Arabian Peninsula. These regions
include Najd, the central region where the capital city Riyadh is located; Al Hijaz, the
western region where the two Holy cities of Mecca and Madinah are and where the
Islam was revealed early in the Seventh century; and the Eastern region where crude
oil was found later on.
In fact, this new country 'Saudi Arabia' could be described as the third Saudi state, as
some historians have mentioned. The first Saudi state ruled from 1744 until 1818 as it
was destroyed by the Ottoman Empire. The second state started around 1824 and
lasted until the beginning of the final decade of the nineteenth century when the father
of King Abdulaziz was forced to move with his family to Kuwait between 1891 and
1892.
The question to be asked here is what is the importance of this historical overview in
the context of corporate governance’s legal and regulatory framework in Saudi Arabia
and the GCC states? This historical overview is very significant in order to shed light
on and to recognise the religious and legal background of Saudi Arabia - the largest
economy and country within the GCC members. Therefore, the first Saudi State
(1744-1818) was established after the agreement between Mohammed Bin Saud (the
founder of Saudi State) and Sheikh Mohammed Bin Abdulwahab, who was an Islamic
religious scholar. Remarkably, there are many articles and books that have been
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written about Mohammed Bin Abdulwahab and his Islamic point of view.488 From
this point, the historical deal between Imam Muhammed bin Saud and Sheikh
Mohammed bin Abdulwahhab could be described as the cornerstone to Sharia
becoming the law of the state and forming the legal framework of the first Saudi state,
and this is reflects in the second and current state, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
It is a fact that Islam as a religion and Islamic Sharia emerged in the Arabian
peninsula many centuries before the existence of any of the current GCC countries
nowadays, including Saudi Arabia. However, this could be disputed, as some opinions
claim that Sharia lost its sovereignty during certain periods in some parts of the
Muslim world, including some parts of the Arabian Peninsula before Muhammed bin
Abdulwahab. 489 Moreover, Muhammed bin Abdulwahab has been described as a
‘reformer’ by some researchers.490 The lowest depth of decrepitude that the Muslim
world sunk to was in the eighteenth century, which was followed by Mohammed bin
Abdulwahhab’s movement in what could be described as the beginning of a great
revival according to Lothrop Stoddard.491 This summary of the historical background
illustrates the relationship between Sharia and Saudi Arabia that is reflected in many
of life’s aspects nowadays, including the legal and regulatory frameworks of
corporate governance and the business environment.
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Moreover, the importance of this chapter in the context of this thesis is reflected in
several significant issues. In order to examine the corporate governance regulations in
a country such as Saudi Arabia, there is a need to shed light on the main aspects of the
corporate governance regulations frameworks such as religion, society, the legal
system, and related authorities and institutions. There are several factors that
contribute and have an impact on the corporate governance regulations in such a
developing country. For example, the government system - democratic or absolute
monarchy- will absolutely influence the environment. On the other hand, the judicial
authorities and court system also have a direct impact when handling issues related to
companies and corporate governance. Also, the regulatory tools that are used for the
issuance of corporate governance regulations and to deal with other related issues are
very important to be examined in this context, such as Royal orders, Royal decrees
and Subsidiary Regulations. Institutions that have regulating powers are quite
different to Western style institutions and also need to be observed in order to show
the current regulating powers that are related to corporate governance. Finally the new
courts’ structure and reform is a very important issue that contributes to corporate
governance enforcement on the one hand and the business environment on the other.
5.1.2 The complexity of Saudi society and culture
Definitely, there are many reasons that explain the need for corporate governance
regulations, and there are many causes of ‘corruption’ for example appearing in any
country. However, the situation of weak institutions as well as economic rents
generated by government policies, can be described as providing a situation where
corruption can flourish. The World Bank has explained the reasons for corruption are
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permanently contextual, which includes the social history of a country, political
developments, bureaucratic traditions and the policies of the country.492
Certainly, some of these causes can be seen very clearly in the context of the GCC
states. However, the complexity of the GCC and Saudi culture could define some of
the previous causes, as well as another point of view, as a result of using different
standards and having a different culture. The differences between standards from a
Western viewpoint and the GCC states in terms of culture, could play a crucial role in
the legal and regulatory framework of corporate governance. For example, Saudi
Arabian culture takes the family or in-group ideas as the basis for loyalty, whereas the
United States is macro-level based on cultural ideas.493
Generally speaking, values in the GCCs in particular, and Arab countries in general,
are influenced by four factors in the view Hickson and Pugh, including Islam, tribal
traditions, the Western quest for oil, and foreign rule. However, these influences vary
depending on the country, especially in the GCC countries’ case. Furthermore, these
changes create variations in cultures and ethics between these countries, and a
capacity for convergence and divergence.494
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It may be clear to the observer that the complexity of Saudi culture will definitely
have an impact on the business environment on the one hand and the rules and
regulations framework on the other hand. It is very important to shed light on the
tribal and extended families system of the Gulf States, especially when dealing with
corporate governance regulations and the business environment. Furthermore,
personal relationships may go beyond natural relationships to become an obstacle in
the way of law enforcement.495
Therefore, personal relationships could be described as playing a crucial role in Saudi
society. Moreover, rather than thinking in institutional terms, generally speaking,
Saudi people focus on the officials of the institutions when dealing with the
institutions that have an impact on their lives. 496 Moreover, infringement of the law
could occur if some people are able to escape from the consequences of their acts.
The situation of Saudi Arabian society with its high degree of business
interconnections, and the tribal relationships that are characterised by high standards
of strength, have been discussed above. So for these reasons, and for other reasons
such as the high attention that is paid by the government to the possible reaction of
the society when setting new rules and regulations, it may be difficult for the agencies
of the Government such as the Capital Market Authority 'CMA' to enforce the law
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and regulations that are related to the business environment in general, as well as
other aspects of law enforcement in the country in general, by taking quick steps.497
Taking an example from Saudi Arabian corporate governance regulations Article
Two, when listing the examples of ‘an infringement of such independence’ of the
‘independent member’, it states that: “He/she is a first-degree relative of any board
member of the company or of any other company within that company’s group”. At
first glance, this looks like a very convenient exception in a general context.
Moreover, the same Article has defined the first degree relative as father, mother,
spouse or children. However, the social and cultural issues in the Saudi Arabian
context, and the GCC states in general, taking into account the previous paragraph’s
discussion, may present this exception from another perspective. Furthermore,
limiting the restriction on relatives to the first degree only may be problematic in this
context and should be extended wider than the first degree relative to cover more
relatives such as cousins, as the previous paragraphs have shown.
Thus, not including the nephews and cousins in this Article could be considered as
insufficient. The reason for that, according to Almu'taz, is that many cases of
infringement come from this degree of relative. Almu'taz’s opinion is to extend the
relative degree to include the fourth degree of relatives in the business environment of
Saudi Arabia in order to be like the regulations for certified public accountants.
Moreover, Almu'taz goes beyond this to suggest that some of the weak points of the
corporate governance regulations could be avoided if the regulations took into
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account the reality of the local business environment, rather than copying the
regulations that are suitable for application in other countries.498
5.1.2.1 The Ulama’s impact
The historical agreement between the founders of the first Saudi state, Muhammed
bin Saud and Sheikh Muhammed bin Abdulwahab, could be described as the root of
the agreement to have Sharia as a law for the young state.499 The observer can notice
that this understanding has continued during the second Saudi state and applies to the
current Saudi Arabia. Moreover, leading the monarchy still remains under the
responsibility of the family of the founder of the first Saudi State, in the other hand
leading the Islamic institution, is still with Sheikh Muhammed bin Abdulwahab’s
family.500
Therefore, as some sections have shown501, Sharia could be described as the national
law of Saudi Arabia, taking into account the ability and flexibility of ‘fiqh’- Islamic
jurisprudence- to adapt new rules and regulations. However, it is a fact that, generally
speaking, there is a lack of codified Sharia principles, which could be due to several
reasons, as the next paragraphs will show.
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The quest for the judicial reform started early, including during the early days of the
new Kingdom and the first King. For example, in the year of 1973, King Faisal - the
third King - asked the Permanent Committee for Islamic Research and Issuing Fatwas
to give their opinion on codifying and obliging judges to implement the codified
rulings in court, and there were a several opinions regarding this issue. However, the
majority of the 1973 Committee members have the opinion not to codify.502 There
were seven reasons behind the resistance, as has been described in the Permanent
Committee for Islamic Research and Issuing Fatwas decision in details. Remarkably,
reason number three of the Committee’s decision mentions the experiences of
neighbouring countries including Egypt and Kuwait. This experience of codifying
Sharia in these countries has lead to applying civil codes of other origins such as
Western law and leaving Sharia principles to regulate only some areas of law such as
inheritance law and family law. Obviously, this means Sharia is no longer the main
source of law- it is only one of many law sources. 503 Sfeir goes beyond that to
describe this concern as follows: “[they] feared the expansion of civil jurisdiction
would only come at the expense of Sharia courts”.504
To sum up, the impact of religious scholars is clear, as the previous paragraphs have
shown. There is the example of resistance from some Ulama and Sheikhs during the
early days of the third Saudi State. The resistance could be described as being quite
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strong in challenging the government. However, the lack of principles for the
codification of Sharia does not return to ideological reasoning only, but it could return
to political reasons as well. Finally, the example of common law principles in
England shows that Saudi Arabia is not the only country in the world in regard to the
codified law of obligations.505
5.1.3 Saudi Arabian legal system
Saudi Arabia may be described as having a sophisticated legal system. This unique
system is a result of many factors that play important roles in shaping this legal
system, such as religion, community and politics. Unlike Western law, religion and
law in Saudi Arabia are not separate from each other due to the fact that Sharia is not
only a system or law but also a religion. Therefore, some researchers suggest that in
Saudi Arabia, using Sharia is more appropriate than ‘Qanun’ the Arabic term for
‘law’, because of its secular connotations.506 Some scholars avoid using ‘Qanun’, the
Arabic term for ‘law’, and they use ‘nitham’ instead. Koraytem believes that the
companies law of Saudi Arabia is mainly subject to ‘nitham’, which means the
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regulations which one of the Kings has promulgated. 507 Moreover, using the term
‘law’ in the context of Saudi Arabia and Sharia could be described as problematic at
first glance. 508 By and large, writing about this matter can be a sensitive issue- in the
context of Saudi jurists as well as the population- because of the religious aspects of
Saudi law according to Koraytem. 509
Moving to the issue of codification in Saudi Arabian judicial system. Clearly, the
legislative system is very important element in the context of corporate governance
framework. The fact that the legal system in Saudi Arabia is not codified has caused a
lack of clarity and hard to predict of the judgment. Definitely, there is a huge impact
on the business environment especially for foreign investors. Usually, foreign
investors are studying the mechanism of litigation of the country before investing.
Interestingly, the Judicial Law of 1975 has recognised the Judicial Precedents
whereas the new Judicial law 2007 has deleted this. Although practically the Judicial
Precedents in Judicial law 1975 have not been used effectively, it was a good feature
of the previous law. Instead, the Judicial Law 2007 has established the Judicial
principles that will be set up by the supreme court. However, it has been argued that
this new approach will work only with big impact and will not be effective to fill in
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the legislative gaps.510 On the other hand, Alhussain believes that, the legislators in
Saudi Arabia ‘love’ issuing new systems. Alhussain’s argument is that, the ‘excessive
codification approach’ in Saudi Arabia could lead to the misuse of the codification,
which lead to what he described as a possible corruption environment.511
5.1.3.1 Saudi Arabia and Sharia as the Law of the State
There is no doubt that Saudi Arabia is one, if not the only, country using Sharia as the
law of the state. 512 The judicial system applies Sharia in all courts, including the
Supreme Court. Moreover, the law of the judiciary which was issued in 1975 by
Royal Decree No (M/64) states in Article 1 that: “Judges are independent and, in the
administration of justice, they shall be subject to no authority other than the
provisions of Shari’ah and laws in force. No one may interfere with the Judiciary”.513
However, it is worth mentioning that there is a very important argument in this
context about certain transactions that could be described as contrary to Sharia
principles, even though Sharia is still the paramount and primary law. It is a fact that
there are some transactions allowed in Saudi Arabia such as Riba in some of the
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conventional financial institutions. This has a direct impact on the business
environment and its framework. In the view of Marar, for the sake of economic
transformation, the Saudi Arabian government is trying to form what he describes as a
‘dualistic legal system’ which is like a two edged sword. The positive impact of this
system is on the financial transactions and system. However, it could raise some
obstacles to the establishment of a market economy framework on the other hand. 514
5.1.3.2 The monarchy system and the King’s role
It is very important to shed light on the political system and the governmental system,
which forms one of the cornerstones of the legal and regulatory framework of the
Gulf cooperation council. Unlike democratic systems, the GCC states, including
Saudi Arabia, use different systems. Saudi Arabia, the largest country in the GCC,
could be described as an absolute monarchy system. The King is the head of the state
and the Prime Minister is the head of the Council of Ministers.515
The fact that the Arabian Peninsula, where Saudi Arabia and the GCC countries are
located, is the region where the religion of Islam emerged, means that for many
Muslims around the world, this part of the world is considered to be the protector of
Islam and the custodian of the Grand Mosques at Makkah and Almasjid Alnabawi at
Madinah. This issue is significant to show the root of the implications of Sharia in this
new country in this particular region of the Middle East- Saudi Arabia. Consequently,
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as Islam is important for the people of the Arabian Peninsula, King Abdulaziz AlSaud, the founder of the third Saudi state, had a vision to include Islam as an essential
element of his initiative.516
Subsequently, King Abdulaziz succeeded in gaining his people’s support in adopting
the system of ‘Albayah’ to legalise the inauguration of the monarchy system. The
allegiance system ‘Albayah’ is the current system used in Saudi Arabia for the
transition between one King to the next. Article six of the basic law of governance
states that “citizens shall pledge allegiance to the King on the basis of the Book of
God and the Sunnah of his messenger, and on the basis of submission and obedience
in times of hardship and ease, fortune and adversity”.517
However, King Abdullah- the previous king- has introduced a new system for
‘Albayah’ to make the process of Kingship transition easier, as this issue is very
sensitive for Saudi Arabian internal and external diplomatic affairs.518 The Law of the
Pledge of Allegiance Commission which was issued in 2006 has legitimacy through
the Royal order A/135, which differs from the Royal decree as an indication of the
importance of this law.519 One more point to be mentioned in this context is that the
royal order states that the provisions of this law should not be implemented with the
current King and Crown Prince.
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The allegiance system ‘Albayah’ and the system of the state have had an impact in the
context of corporate governance and the business environment. These two important
factors will contribute towards the effectiveness of the legal and regulatory
framework. The clarity of the system will attract international investors and will give
more confidence to local investors as well. The legislative power of the state
authorities will also be reflected in the making of new laws, and enforcement issues.
5.1.3.3 The Basic law of governance
The fact that there is no written constitution in Saudi Arabia is due to several factors,
including ideological and historical reasons. Moreover, the population is not used to a
constitution or 'dustor' and "the government has always maintained that the
Constitution of Saudi Arabia is the Koran".520 Moreover, the Government has used
'the Basic law of governance' 'Alnitham Alasasy' instead of the constitution. Article 1
of the 'the Basic law of governance' states that: “the constitution shall be the Book of
God and the Sunnah (Traditions) of His Messenger”. 521 Abanamay returns to the
absence of a formal legislative body and the inconsistency to Sharia, claiming “it is
perceived as inconsistent with a shari’ah-based legal system, since shari’ah is
regarded as the highest law. Only God is the supreme legislature, human beings can
only interpret God’s law, not make their own”.522
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The basic law of governance was issued by Royal order no (A/90) on the 1st of March
1992 by King Fahad, the fifth King of the current Saudi state. This law contains 83
Articles in nine parts, including the system of governance, economic principles, rights
and duties of the authority of the state, financial affairs and auditing agencies. The
basic law of governance clarifies the roles and the relationship between the monarchy,
judiciary and legislative institutions.523
The question that needs to be asked in this context is what is the relative status of the
current authority bodies in Saudi Arabia, such as Majlis Alshura, the Consultative
Council and ‘Hea’at Alkhobara’ the Bureau of Experts at the Council of Ministries?
Definitely, one of their tasks and powers is to “Prepare draft laws and their required
studies, in cooperation with the agency concerned with each law”.524 The answers is
that all these regulatory authorities contain expert members in many fields, which
definitely includes Sharia scholars, in order to make sure that these regulations are
compatible with Sharia principles, as the following sections will explain.525
The previous discussion has raised an important question in the context of the
evaluation of the current rules and regulatory framework of corporate governance in
Saudi Arabia, and in the context of promoting an attractive business environment. For
foreign investors, 'the Basic law of governance' which has been used in Saudi Arabia
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instead of ‘constitution’ is an important issue when considering investing in Saudi
Arabia, as it clarifies the roles and the relationship between the monarchy, judiciary
and legislative institutions.
5.1.3.4 Dualistic legal system
The Saudi Arabian legal system could be described as containing three different
elements at the same time- ambiguity, contradiction and developments. 526 Keeping
the classical principles of Sharia as the supreme law, and the nature of the Saudi
cultural structure on the one hand, with the need to keep up with new world
institutions and commercial developments on the other hand, may be causing what
can be referred to a dualistic legal system. Marar, for example, refers to what he
describes as a ‘dualistic legal system’ in the economic transformation that the Saudi
government is undertaking.527
The description that is provided by Vogel may clarify the issues around the Saudi
Arabian legal system to some extent. Vogel has described the legal systems in most
Islamic states, other than Saudi Arabia, as being bifurcated into two parts. The first
one is man-made positive based law; the second is based on Islamic law. In these
countries, Islamic law- the second part- is relatively narrow in scope, supplementary
and exceptional. On the other hand, in Saudi Arabia’s case, the two sides are reversed:
“Saudi Arabia also has a dual legal system, but the relative roles of the two sides are
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reversed. The Islamic component of the legal system is fundamental and dominant.
The positive law, on the other hand, is subordinate, constitutionally and [narrower] in
scope.”528
The status of the current dualistic legal system could be described as creating a cloud
of uncertainty for foreign investors who have recently been allowed to invest in the
capital market, ‘Tadawul’. The jurisdiction for the disputes of the capital market is not
the general courts, or even the administrate courts, as there is a quasi –judicial
committee that specialises in these kind of cases, which is the Committee for the
Resolution of Securities Disputes (CRSD).
The dualistic legal system could be described as challenge or a hindrance for the
Saudi authority; therefore, the next section will review the legal and political
authorities and the religious institutions that contribute towards shaping the legal and
regulatory framework of corporate governance in Saudi Arabia. The 1992 basic law
of governance has outlined the Authorities of the State in part six, and Article 4
divides the authorities in the Saudi State into three authorities: the Judicial Authority,
Executive Authority and Regulatory Authority, and it states that the King is their final
authority.529 The importance of this discussion is that these institutions play a crucial
role, which influences the business environment of Saudi Arabia. The discussion will
cover the King’s role, the Council of Ministers, the Bureau of Experts at the Council
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of Ministers, ‘Majlis AlShura’ Consultative Council, as well as a discussion covering
the judicial authorities.

5.2 Authorities of the State
Saudi Arabia and the rest of the GCC countries have suffered from the recent crisis
like many other developing countries around the world, and this can be seen in the
stock market recession. The question to be asked in this context is whether the quality
of corporate governance systems and its legal and institutional frameworks could have
contributed towards the prevention of the crisis. To a large extent, poor corporate
governance is considered to be one of the most significant factors that contributed to
financial crisis.530 There are many empirical evidences around the world revealed the
'inherent flaws' in the nowadays corporate governance practices and Saudi Arabia is
no exception, which add more responsibility on regulatory authorities for corporate
governance regulations enforcement "to eradicate or at least mitigate the inherent
flaws and regain the trust of stakeholders, especially the shareholders". 531 On the
other hand, the development of the business environment and corporate value will
benefit and flourish from a good corporate governance system. 532 So, there is a need
to briefly illustrate the main aspects of related authorities that has an impact on the
corporate governance.
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First of all, Article 44 of the basic law of governance has divided the authorities in the
State into three authorities, which are: the Judicial Authority, Executive Authority and
Regulatory Authority. The same Article has stated that 'The King shall be their final
authority'.533 The next section will shed light on these authorities in the context of
corporate governance’s legal and regulatory frameworks.
The Royal Order is considered to be the highest and the most powerful regulatory tool
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. This is due to certain factors regarding this
regulatory tool. First of all, the Royal Order is the King’s mere will, as the head of the
state, directly and individually, and it is not constrained by any legal or judicial
authority. Moreover, a Royal Order considered to be effective once published.
Generally speaking, a Royal Order usually is an instrument for enacting new
legislation such as the 1992 Basic Law of Governance and the 2006 allegiance law.
The Royal Decree also reflects the will of the king. However, in the Royal Decree
situation, it is meant to approve the issue which has been presented to the Council of
Ministers and the Shura Council, and a decision on that topic is issued. Thus, a Royal
order does not need approval, whereas a Royal Decree needs approval from the
Council of Ministers. Moreover, the Royal Decree could be described as the second
Saudi regulation category. The reason for this is that the power of this legal
instrument is gained by the Council of Ministers as a legislative authority. According
to Amin, the Royal Decree could be the way to bridge the gap more quickly between
traditional legal and moral concepts and the modern requirements of Saudi Arabia. 534
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For the Companies Law 2015 and the capital market law 2003, Royal Decrees have
been used.535
The subsidiary regulations are normally used by some government agencies to explain
the application and give instructions on existing laws and regulations and explain
them in detail. The main difference between the subsidiary regulations and other laws
and regulations is that subsidiary regulations can be issued by any of the
governmental agencies, including the two legislative institutions - the Council of
Ministers and The Consultative Council - if they are authorised for this action. Unlike
laws proposed by legislative institutions, there is no need for the King or the Council
of Ministers approval. 536 The importance of subsidiary regulations is being the
instrument of corporate governance regulations 2006 issuance.537
5.2.1 Saudi legislative bodies
5.2.1.1 Majlis Alshura ‘The Consultative Council’s’ legal and Sharia background
Although Saudi Arabia could be described as having an absolute monarchy, there are
two others institutions that have regulating powers besides the King, as mentioned
previously. The first institution of the regulatory system is Majlis Alshura ‘the
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Consultative Council’. The other regulatory system’s institution is the Council of
Ministers. However, being the head of the Council of Ministers, the King has the right
for proposals to be accepted or refused.538
The situation concerning the monarch’s approval of new laws is a little similar at first
glance in both Saudi Arabia and the UK, as in the UK’s case, it is true that during the
process of a Bill becoming an Act of Parliament, it needs Royal Assent. However,
unlike Saudi Arabia, Royal Assent in the UK ‘is a formality as in practice it is not
withheld’. 539 From this point, the differences between the parliament systems in
Western legal systems such as the United Kingdom and Saudi Arabia can clearly be
seen. Unlike the UK parliament, all the members of Majlis Alshura are appointed by
the King, as stated in Article 3 of Shura Council Law’. 540 Moreover, the UK
Parliament is not only responsible for introducing new legislation and approving new
laws, unlike Saudi Arabia, the Parliament is the supreme legal authority in the UK.
Moving on to the role and the power of ‘Majlis Alshura’, Article 15 states that “The
Shura Council shall express its opinion on the general policies of the State referred to
it by the President of the Council of Ministers”. 541It is a fact that this does not include
every issue in the country, as the Council has the right to exercise only four issues
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specifically. In the context of corporate governance rules and regulations and its legal
framework, the Shura Council has the right to review and provide suggestions about
laws and regulations, international treaties and conventions and concessions, as part
(b) shows, and to interpret laws, as shown in part (c).542
Article 23 deals with the process of proposing a new draft law or an amendment to a
law already in force, which must be done by at least ten members of the Council, and
then this proposal has to be submitted to the Chairman of the Council who submits the
proposal to the King. The resolutions of Majlis Alshora go to the King- the President
of the Council of Ministers- to be referred to the Council of Ministers for
consideration, as Article 17 states. 543 The King has the power for the approval
whether the opinions concur between the two Councils or not. If the two Councils
concur, the resolutions need the King’s approval to come into force. In the case of
variance, the king "may decide whatever he deems appropriate".544
There are some debates about several issues of Alshura Council. One of the criticisms
is about the way of selecting the members of the council who are appointed by the
King. However, Article three and four stated some terms and restrictions for the
candidate to be appointed. The members appointed by the King are chosen amongst
“scholars, those of knowledge, expertise and specialists” as stated in Article three.
Moreover, Article four stated that the member must be known for uprightness and
competence. There is an effort to reform the Shura Council as it can be seen from the
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Royal Order number A/44 which has included women in the membership of Shura
Council, and the representation of women shall not be less than ( 20% ) of members
number.545
It is worth mentioning in this context that the majority of Alshura members voted in
favour of the draft of the new Companies Law five years ago in 2011. Notably, it can
be seen from the companies law 2015 that recommendations from Alshura members
have been added to the new companies law 2015, for example Article 95 regarding
cumulative voting and Article 76 about the directors' remuneration.546
5.2.1.1.1 The relationship between the Consultative Council ‘Majlis Alshura’ and
Sharia
Article 1 of Shura Council Law clarifies the relation between Shura Council Law and
Sharia in detail. This section will analyse this relationship, and it highlights in brief
the main issues of Shura that are related to the context of this thesis. To start with, it is
very important to mention that Shura is a Sharia concept, as Chapter two has
shown.547 There is a complete Surah (verse) in the Quran that deals with consultation
issues, and there are some Hadiths (Prophetic sayings) as well that deal with this
concept as well.548 Furthermore, the law of the Shura Council starts its articles with a
sentence that goes beyond clarifing the relationship between Sharia and Shura to
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show the root of Shura in Islamic law, “In compliance with Allah Almighty words”549
which is then followed by stating two verses from the Quran:
“[Those who respond to their Lord, and establish regular prayer; who (conduct) their
affairs by mutual consultation; who spend out of what we bestow on them for
sustenance]”550 and “[It is part of the Mercy of Allah that thou dost deal gently with
them. Wert thou severe or harsh-hearted, they would have broken away from about
thee : so pass over (their faults), and ask for (Allah's) forgiveness for them; and
consult them in affairs (of moment). Then, when thou hast taken a decision, put thy
trust in Allah. For Allah loves those who put their trust (in Him)]”.551
“And following His Messenger Peace Be Upon Him (PBUH) in consulting his
Companions, and urging the Muslim Nation to engage in consultation. The Shura
council shall be established to exercise the tasks entrusted to it, according to this Law
and the Basic Law of Governance while adhering to Quran and the Path (Sunnah) of
his Messenger (PBUH), maintaining brotherly ties and cooperating unto righteousness
and piety."
Article 1 also mentions the consulting of the Prophet (PBUH) with his Companions
and urging the Nation to engage in consultation. 552 The end of Article 1 clarifies
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more: “The Shura Council shall be established to exercise the tasks entrusted to it,
according to this Law and the Basic Law of Governance while adhering to Quran and
the Path (Sunnah) of his Messenger (PBUH), maintaining brotherly ties and
cooperating unto righteousness and piety.” 553 Moreover, Article 1 shows the first
sources of legislation in Sharia which are Quran and Sunnah, Article 2 emphasises
more about the other sources of legislation in Sharia: “The Shura Council shall hold
fast to the bond of Allah and adhere to the sources of Islamic legislation.”554
5.2.1.2 Majlis Alwozara ‘The Council of Ministers’
The second authority that could be described as the most important among the
organised bodies and agencies of Saudi Arabia, is the Council of Ministers of Saudi
Arabia ‘Majlis Alwozara’. As mentioned in previous sections, the King is the head of
the Council of Ministers. It is clear that the importance of the Council of Ministers in
Saudi Arabia is based on the crucial role that this Authority plays, which has a direct
impact on the business environment. Furthermore, the executive and legislative
powers that the Council of Ministers hold as a state body could explain the potency of
this Authority. 555 Moving on to the law of the Council of Ministers, the law was
issued in 1993 by Royal Order no. A/13 dated the 20 August 1993 containing 32
Articles replacing the 1958 law of the Council of Ministers. This law clarifies the
Council of Ministers’ definition and the members’ responsibilities and authority. It is
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worth pointing out that the role of the Council of Ministers at its establishment was as
an advisory body for the King after the establishment in 1953 of Royal Decree
No.5/19/4288. However, the role has been maximised remarkably, and five years later
its establishment was confirmed by the Crown Prince and Prime Minister, Faisal bin
Abdulaziz, who became the King in 1984. The changes that have been done to the
Council of Ministers has transformed the Council of Ministers from being an advisory
body to not only an executive, but an administrative and legislative body, as the
responsibilities of the Council of Ministers now includes authorisation to legislate.556
The approval of the King is needed for resolutions to become final, as stated in
Article seven. Appointing, reinstating and resignations of the members of the Council
of Ministers is one of the King’s roles and accepted by Royal Order.
Moving on to the Power of the Council of Ministers, drawing up the state affairs is
one of this council’s responsibilities, as well as having executive authority. However,
Article 19 states that the Council of Ministers is subjected to Shura Council law and
the Basic Law of Governance provisions; the same Article states that the Council of
Ministers has the power to review the Shura Council resolutions.
Regarding the situation of companies’ boards, Article six of the law of the Council of
Ministers states that the members of the Council of Ministers may not engage in any
commercial or financial activities or accept board membership in any company.557
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5.2.1.2.1 Bureau of Experts at the Council of Ministers
One of the most important government agencies in Saudi Arabia is the Bureau of
Experts at the Council of Ministers: ‘Hea’at Alkhobara’. The Bureau of Experts at the
Council of Ministers may be described as the legal arm of the government, or the
focus of the regulations and the royal decrees and orders for more than six decades. 558
Reviewing the tasks and powers of the Bureau of Experts shows the importance of the
role that is played by this agency in the context of corporate governance, and the rules
and regulations framework in general. According to the official website of the Bureau
of Experts, the second task and power is to “prepare draft laws and their required
studies, in cooperation with the agency concerned with each law”. Likewise, the
power of the Bureau of Experts includes the current laws by proposing amendments
and reviewing the existing laws.559 As mentioned in previous sections, the Bureau of
Experts- as with some others agencies- contains experts from many fields, including
Sharia, in order to maintain compatibility with Sharia principles.560
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5.2.2 Judicial Authority
Efficient institutional frameworks include an independent judicial system that could
be described as a safeguard for effectively implementing corporate governance. 561
The role of courts and power of imposing sanctions and enforcing laws are critical
issues in the context of corporate governance and, therefore, the business
environment. The fact that Saudi Arabia is presently witnessing a critical exchanging
of roles between the judicial authorities is adding more importance in the context of
this thesis and the implementation of effective corporate governance. 562
Before discussing the Saudi Arabian judicial authority, it is worth including a brief
historical overview, as the judicial system has witnessed remarkable changes during
the last century. Just after the establishment of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in 1932,
the western region of Saudi Arabia was still applying Ottoman law, which uses the
Hannafi School of Fiqh in courts.563 King Abdulaziz, during the early years of his
reign, agreed to keep Ottoman law in the western region. However, issuing the
regulations of ‘Sharia courts situations and formations’ has replaced Ottoman law,
allowing judges to use the four Islamic schools of jurisprudence. A few months later,
King Abdulaziz issued a royal order to use the Hanbali school of jurisprudence in all
courts. However, the royal order allows judges to use the other three Islamic schools
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of jurisprudence- Hanafi, Shafei and Maliki- in case of it being in the interest of the
public.564 After that, many systems and regulations were introduced to regulate the
judicial system up until 2007, as the following paragraphs will show. 565
5.2.2.1 The Court system
Investors need a clear vision of the judicial authority in order to increase confidence
in safe investment. The legislative process and the court system plays a crucial role in
this context, which will be reflected in the business environment. Furthermore, the
institutional framework such as an independent judicial system that works efficiently
is a safeguard for applying the concept of corporate governance in order to be
effective. 566 The commercial courts has been moved from the Administrative
judiciary to the General judiciary as Diwan Al Madhalim 'Board of Grievances' has
just signed a document for the moving. 567 On the other hand, the jurisdiction of
investigation and prosecution of Article 31, 49 and 50 moved in 2014 from the CMA
to the Bureau of Investigation and Public Prosecution. So, there is a need to shed a
light -in brief- on the main features of the court system in Saudi Arabia as the
following sections will show.
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5.2.2.1.1 The previous courts’ structure
The basic law of governance is very clear about taking Sharia as the constitution of
Saudi Arabia and taking Sharia principles as the foundation for the systems according
to fiqh “jurisprudence”. Furthermore, the basic law of governance also states that
courts from all degrees are the responsible for handling cases. However, the fact that
the 1975 law of judiciary which was issued by the Royal decree no. (M/64) is about
forty years old makes the reform of the judiciary system a matter of urgency. It is
worth mentioning that until recently, there were a few types of courts in the Saudi
court system. Sharia courts ‘almahakim alshareiah’ are one of these types which
handled civil and criminal cases. Under the 1975 law of judiciary, these types of
“Courts shall have jurisdiction to decide with respect to all disputes and crimes,
except those exempted by law”. 568 Sharia courts consist of four types (A): The
Supreme Judicial Council (B): The Appellate Court (C): General Courts (D)
Summary Courts.
Another example of court types in the Saudi court system is the Board of Grievances
‘Diwan Almadhalim’ which is an administrative court system. Diwan Almadhalim is
linked to the King directly. The Board of Grievances’ judges apply the relevant
statutes, established commercial customs and contract terms in addition to Sharia.569
Al-Ghadyan think that even though the origin of it is not known, the Board of
Grievances is deeply rooted in Islamic judicial history as a result of the expansion of
Islamic land, which meant the Caliphs were unable to deal with the number of
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complaints received.570 The importance of the Administrative Court system ‘Diwan
Almadhalim’ is that, it is the court that dealing with the business cases in Saudi
Arabia.
As a consequence of the Ulama’s impact- as mentioned in previous sections- the early
attempts by the government to regulate the business environment through the
Commercial Court Regulations has been faced by opposition from the ‘Ulama’, which
has resulted in a lack of implementation of this regulation. 571 The reason for the
rejection by religious scholars and judges is due to several reasons, including that they
think these regulations are not compliant with Sharia sources, and it regulates some
forbidden transactions according to the judges’ Islamic interpretation. 572
Consequently, another type of courts in the Saudi court system has been developedthe Quasi-Judicial Committees- which are for the cases outside the ‘almahakim
alshareiah’ Sharia courts system. The quasi-Judicial Committees include many
administrative committees that do not depend on ‘almahakim alshareiah’ Sharia
courts systems and have judicial powers. It is a fact that there was opposition to the
implementation of the Commercial Court Regulation by the Sharia courts judges. As
mentioned above, the reason for the Sharia courts judges’ unwillingness to apply the
new Government regulations was “fearing that they may contain provisions that are
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not in strict compliance with the Shari'a Law”.573 On the other hand, the fast growth
of the business environment has caused a gap in the Saudi judicial system which
needs to be filled by an alternative solution. Accordingly, through the issuing of a
Royal Decree by the King, the Ministry of Commerce and Industry has assumed
jurisdiction over some commercial legislation, which allowed the Ministry of
Commerce to establish Quasi-Judicial Committees such as the Commission for
Settlement of Banking Disputes.
An example of Quasi-Judicial Committees is the Committee for the Resolution of
Securities Disputes, which is a very important player in the context of the Capital
Market and the Capital Market Authority. CRSD is a professional and specialised
body with the role of resolving disputes, and it has been entrusted by the Capital
Market Law to solve disputes in the capital market. Article 25, paragraph (a) of the
Capital Market Law delegates power and enables CRSD to carry out its duties.
Therefore, CRSD has the power to investigate and settle complaints and suits, as well
as impose sanctions and issue a decision awarding damages. CRSD contains
specialised members in the fields of transactions, financial markets, and financial and
commercial matters, as well as securities cases specialists. CML has illustrated the
jurisdictions of CRSD, such as reviewing claims against decisions taken and the
procedures adopted by CMA or the Exchange Market; moreover, the investors’
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complaints relating to the CML and its implementing of regulations as well as CMA
and the Exchange Market regulations.574
However, there are arguments around several critical issues regarding the QuasiJudicial Committees, such as the issue of independence. Some committees combine
the task of the prosecution and the lawsuit and enforcement at the same time, which
detracts from the principle of independence for those committees. It is a fact that the
mechanism of applying the royal decree has excluded the Banking Committee, the
Capital Market Authority, and customs committees. However, there is a need to
accelerate the process of new specialised courts to replace the Quasi-Judicial
Committees based on Royal Decree No. (M / 78) dated 19/9/1428 H to improve the
judicial system. Although there have been huge steps towards the right path, it can be
seen very clearly that the judicial system is witnessing a slowdown in the process of
reforming and improving its system, which in some parts has a direct impact on
corporate governance regulations and its legal frameworks. From the previous
discussion, it can be noticed that it has now been more than nine years since Royal
Decree No. (M / 78), and some Quasi-Judicial Committees are still working.
5.2.2.1.2 The new courts’ structure and reform
The rapid growth of the business environment of Saudi Arabia needs to be
accompanied by an effective legal system which must be updated to regulate new
legal changes in the business sector. It is very important in the context of corporate
governance legal and regulatory framework and its impact on the business
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environment to keep the legal system updated and effective, especially when dealing
the new business cases and transactions. Consequently, updating the courts’ structure
and improving the legal environment was something inevitable in Saudi Arabia. The
roadmap for these improvements resulted in the cancelling of the 1975 (M/64) law of
Judiciary and the introduction of the 2007 law of Judiciary which was issued by
Royal decree no (M/78).575
It is a fact that the new law contains many of the same articles from the previous law.
However, the new law is characterised by many new features that could be described
as fundamental changes which have reshaped the whole system. Therefore, the
following paragraphs are an attempt to examine and discuss the most important new
features of the 2007 law of Judiciary. 576
Firstly, Article 9 of the law has rearranged and organised the court structure. This
shows the keenness of the new system concerning the multiplicity and variety of the
courts. Secondly, the new law emphasises the unifying of the judiciary in the various
courts by establishing a Supreme Court to supervise the correct application of the
principles of Sharia and the regulations in Saudi Arabia. The third feature concerns
the principle of litigation on two levels through the adoption of the appeal system.
This means an important guarantee for justice as this new system gives the chance to
review the sentence by a higher degree court that has more judges who have more
experience than the first degree court judges. Fourthly, there is the realisation of the
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principle of specialisation of the courts and inside the court itself, such as the criminal
court, personal status court and labour court. Finally, the multiplicity of courts of one
type in the regions of Saudi Arabia, facilitate litigation by making the courts closer to
the litigants.577The following paragraphs will shed light on the new courts system as
part three of the 2007 law of judiciary. Chapter one of the law states the type of the
courts as three main courts, which are: 1- the Supreme Court 2-the Appellate Courts
3-First degree Courts. 578
The Supreme Court is located in the capital Riyadh, and the president of the court is
appointed and deposed by Royal Order.

The jurisdiction of the Supreme Court

includes supervising the application of Islamic law 'Sharia' and supervising the
regulations that are issued by the King, which should not violate Sharia; it also
reviews the cases that have been seen by the Appellate Courts. Thus, there is one
more important issue that is stated in Article 13 regarding the jurisdiction, which
allows the Supreme Court to make general principles on issues that are related to the
judiciary.
Moving to the Appellate Courts, Article 15 illustrates the jurisdiction of the
Appellate Courts. The 1975 Law of Judiciary states that “some of the Court’s panels
may hold all or part of their hearings in another city, or have branches established in
other cities, if public interest so requires”. However, the 2007 law of judiciary adds a
very important issue by stating that every region in Saudi Arabia will contain one
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Appellate Court or more. Article 16 has divided the Courts of Appeal circuits into five
circuits.
Chapter 4 has tackled the first-degree courts in detail. This court includes a-General
courts b- criminal courts c- Personal Status courts d- Commercial Court e-Labour
courts. It is very clear from this Article that the government is truly intending to
reform the judicial system by restoring some of the Quasi-Judicial Committees back
under the judicial law’s umbrella.579
5.2.2.1.3 The reform of the judicial system
Issuing the new Law of Judiciary in 2007 was the cornerstone of King Abdullah’s
project to develop the judiciary system. The project involves cooperation between
many governmental sectors including some ministries and the Bureau of Experts at
the Council of Ministers. As mentioned above, many steps have been taken since
2007, including specialised courts being established within the general judiciary.
Furthermore, many regulations have been issued, such as the Law of Procedure
Before Sharia Courts and the Law of Criminal Procedure. Another issue is codifying
the 2007 law, and the aim is to start the process to codify Sharia Law as a step on the
reform path. In terms of the Court System in Saudi Arabia, the 2007 Law has a target
for unifying the Saudi Court System. 580
The importance of the previous sections in the context of this thesis stems from
several main factors. There is a need to understand and examine the complexity of
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Saudi society and culture as it has a direct impact on corporate governance regulations
and the application of them, bearing in mind the fact that the corporate governance
regulations in Saudi Arabia have benefited from several jurisdictions and
supranational institutions. This means there is a need to examine the current society
and culture on the one hand and the legal system and the authority of the state on the
other, in order to evaluate the current corporate governance regulations. This is
significant in order to understand whether it is suitable for application in Saudi Arabia
or not, as the corporate governance regulations have been influenced by foreign
jurisdictions.
On the other hand, unlike the UK, the fact that the CMA is a Saudi governmental
body makes examining the political and the governmental system and the authorities
of the state in Saudi Arabia such an important element, due to the impact on both
corporate governance regulations and the business environment at the same time.
Likewise, the instrument that is used to issue laws and regulations such as Royal
Order, Royal Decree and subsidiary regulations are very important to differentiate
between the powers, and to gain a general overview of the current system as that will
impact on corporate governance regulations.
Saudi legislative bodies are very important in the context of corporate governance, as
these institutions have regulating powers. Majlis Alshura ‘the Consultative Council’
for example deals with many issues related to corporate governance and companies
law such as the CMA, remuneration, and IPO, in many regular sessions. Moreover,
Majlis Alshura has recently demanded the CMA be quick in the process of listing the
Saudi Capital Market in the MSCI (Emerging Markets Index). Majlis Alshura has also
demanded that the Capital Market Authority disclose the twenty largest owners of
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each of the companies listed on the market, and the Council has called on the Capital
Market Authority to work on consolidating the culture of governance and the
importance of adhering to its principles and rules among senior executives and
members of corporate boards.581 Thus, there is a need to present a brief introduction
to understand its role, especially due to the fact that the decisions of Majlis Alshura
are not compulsory, and all its members are appointed by the government.

5.3 Saudi Companies Law
One of the early movements towards supervising the trade and business market in the
early days of Saudi Arabia involved issuing ‘Commercial Court Law’. It is a fact that
Commercial Court Law, which was issued in 1931, was to some extent insufficient
and incapable of coping with the growth of business and the number of companies
following the oil discovery during and after King Abdulaziz’s era.582 Moreover, in
order to maintain and regulate their business relations, some businessmen as
individuals have adopted certain regulations and laws from neighbouring countries,
such as Egypt. However, this situation has caused a lot of confusion in the business
market in Saudi Arabia, which has caused the government to become unable to
administer and control the market as it should. Under these circumstances, the need
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for new laws and rules was the reason behind issuing the Saudi Companies Law as
stated at the Explanatory Memorandum of the Companies law.583
Despite the fact that issuing the Companies Law 1965 was because of the
insufficiency and incapability of the 1931 Commercial Court Law, it could be argued
that 1965 Saudi Companies Law is suffering from some of the same symptoms that
Commercial Court Law suffered from. 584 Moreover, some researchers claim that
because of the huge developments in the business environment and the companies
sector, the 1965 Companies Law still has issues around insufficiency in meeting the
need for legislation, and the government must step forward to pay more attention to
this issue.
First of all, before analysing Saudi Companies Law, it would be better to clarify
certain issues regarding some confusion that may appear when discussing Saudi
Companies Law from a Western perspective. Obviously, the root of these issues could
be as a result of certain factors. To begin with, the systematic factors which appear
with a Sharia background while comparing Saudi Companies Law and Western
Companies Laws may be a problem. Secondly, there are linguistic issues as a result of
translating between Arabic and English. Hence, the following paragraphs should
clarify the translation and the meaning of ‘sharikah’ and ‘company’ in the Saudi
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Companies Law in the context of corporate governance’s regulatory and legal
framework. 585
Chapter four has shown that the Saudi Companies Law translates the Arabic term
‘sharikah’ as company. However, it is very important in the context of a Saudi
Arabian corporate governance legal and regulatory framework to clarify the meaning
of sharikah and company in more detail in order to recognise the general meaning of
sharikah as an Arabic term on the one hand, and whether sharikah could reflect the
legal meaning of ‘company’ in Western law on the other hand. The reason behind that
is to avoid the possible confusion that could arise while dealing with Western
companies law. It is worth mentioning that this potential confusion has drawn the
attention of some researchers in the field of Sharia and Western law.586
Officially, the English copy of Saudi Companies Law 1965, translated as ‘Sharikah’
into ‘company’ directly which not accurate to some extent. Moreover, Article 1 of this
law has defined ‘sharikah’ in an Arabic copy of the law using the same definition of
‘company’ as in the English version: “a contract under which two or more persons
undertake to participate in an enterprise for profit, by contributing a share in the form
of money or work, with a view to dividing any profits (realized) or losses (incurred)
as a result of such enterprise”.587 At first glance, this quick preview suggests that there
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is no issue and makes it seem like there are no problems if ‘sharikah’ is translated
directly into ‘company’. However, trying to view ‘sharikah’ as ‘company’ from all
dimensions in the context of Sharia, Arabic language and Western law, could result in
problematic confusion, as the next paragraph will show.
Linguistically, Sharikah has many meanings in the Arabic language. However, the
basic meaning of ‘sharikah’ in Arabic is “sharing”, according to the Academy of the
Arabic language and one of the meanings in Arabic is: a contractual partnership
between two or more in order to implement a shared business. 588. However, in the
context of Sharia, the definition of sharika is partnership, and partnerships under
Sharia may be of two kind, non – contractual (Sharikat alamlak) and contractual
partnership (Sharikat Aluqod). On the other hand, partnership and corporation in
Western Law are two separate concepts.589
Foster stated that the basic meaning of sharikah is sharing, and it can be used in more
cases than Western style partnerships. 590 Sharikah could be used in all sorts of
circumstances including shareholder relationships, and connoting cooperation; a
degree of mutual aid, and a joint economic interest. Foster argues that it could be
misleading to translate sharika as ‘partnership’ or even 'company' because of the
absence of a legal personality in the sharia system. However, the Saudi Companies
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Law 1965 states in article 2 that: “such companies are known in Islamic
jurisprudence” 591 . Moreover, many researchers have referred to the sharikah
'company'. However, it may be better to avoid using 'partnership' in order to prevent
confusion with these types of companies in the U.K.
The fact is that Sharia gives the same treatment, whether it is a commercial
transaction or civilian, and whether the person is a trader or not. This is due to the
'Fiqh' treating the cases without considering the nature of the case or the person.
Moreover, as mentioned before, Sharia has no ‘legal personality’ for business
organisations (in discussions of classical Sharia). However, this concept is not
completely strange to Sharia and can be found in Sharia jurisprudence, even though it
does not have the same name, and it is accepted by Sharia scholars by using the fiqh
and ‘Ijtihad’ tools analogy 'qiyas' public interest 'masaliha mursalah' and istihsan for
example.592 Moreover, the term sharikah as a ‘company’ with legal personality and
limited liability has been adapted and recognised by International Islamic Fiqh
Academy which means there is no clash with Sharia.593
5.3.1 Overview of Saudi Companies Law
The question of the importance of issuing new laws, rules and regulations to monitor
the relations between all parties engaged in the business environment in GCC
countries may be answered by the figures and data on the size of companies and
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business organisations. As the previous paragraphs have shown, there was a
revolution in all aspects of life which accompanied the oil discovery in the GCC
countries. Moreover, the Saudi Stock Market has around 156 listed companies - more
than 60 of them listed during the last six years. The Capital Market Authority has a
target of listing around 200 companies by the beginning of 2017.594
The number of companies and business organisations in Saudi Arabia alone was more
than 889,000 by the end of 2010. Interestingly, this means one company or business
organisation for around 21 Saudi citizens who work in this sector. 595 Remarkably,
approximately 90% of these companies are family companies596, which is about 20%
above the international average.597 Moreover, in 2013 more than 66 billion was the
investment in family companies in Saudi Arabia, which equals about 10% of the GDP
of Saudi Arabia. Consequently, the Ministry of Commerce received calls in 2013 to
change from Family Company to Closed Joint Stock Company in order to stabilise
and control the consequences that could occur after the death of the founders, or in
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case of disputes between them.598 Therefore, the need for issuing new laws, rules and
regulations is a matter of urgency to regulate the relations of all parties engaged in the
business environment. 599
During the period of the third King of Saudi Arabia, Saudi Companies Law was
issued in 1965 by royal decree number (M/6) by King Faisal Bin Abdulaziz. This law
gained its legitimacy from Royal Decree No. (M/6) dated 22/3/1385H (corresponding
to 22/7/1965AD) and the Council of Ministers Resolution No. (185) dated
17/3/1385H (corresponding to 17/7/1965AD).600
The Saudi Arabian 1965 Companies Law had 234 articles in fifteen sections. Whereas
there are 227 Articles in the new 2015 Companies Law.601 In contrast, there are over
1300 in the UK Companies Act 2006, which indicate the huge gap between the degree
of regulation in the Companies Law in Saudi Arabia and the UK Companies Act. 602
To sum up, as mentioned in the previous paragraphs, there are many issues regarding
the 1965 Companies Law, as well as the fact that this law is more than five decades
old. However, the new 2015 Companies Law version has reformed some issues which
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described as a step forward towards the reformation. The next sections in this chapter
are an attempt to shed light on the Saudi Arabian judicial system in general, as well as
tackling the issues and arguments of Companies Law and analysing them critically. 603
5.3.2 The root of Saudi Arabian Companies law
Moving to the root of Saudi companies law, the important question to be asked in this
context is where have the Saudi Arabian legislators adopted these rules and
regulations from? This question also raises other issues around Sharia and the
capacity for the adoption of new rules and regulations from other systems.604 Clearly,
adopting positive rules has been a tool used by legislators in Saudi Arabia, either from
the law used in the West, such as English or the French law, or from neighbouring
Arab countries who have more advanced legal systems - Egypt for example.605 The
argument in this context is whether these laws and legal systems are still in
accordance with the Sharia principles, as this is considered to be the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia’s supreme law.
The world, including Saudi Arabia, is witnessing rapid changes in all of life’s aspects
nowadays, including the emergence of new transactions and issues that are
accompanying economic growth. These issues raise many questions in the context of
Saudi Arabia, the law, and Sharia; therefore, the potential for Sharia to adapt is
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definitely one of the most important questions that need to be asked. The ability of the
law to adapt to changes is one of the most important determinants of financial
development, according to Ahmed, who claims that “Adaptability underscores the
formalism of laws and the ability of legal traditions to evolve”. 606 Thus, to what
extent, if at all, can Sharia adapt to new concepts, transactions and rules and
regulations? The previous chapter has shown in detail the ability of Sharia law to
adopt new rules and regulations that are not contrary to the principles of Sharia.607
To some extent, the rules that form Saudi companies law rely heavily on French
law. 608 Actually then, Egyptian companies law could provide a bridge for Saudi
companies law to Code de commerce of France, as Egyptian companies law itself
revolves around French law. 609 Koraytem believes that analysing the types of
companies within Saudi Arabian companies law 1965 reveals that they are influenced
by and quite similar to those under French law. For example, 'Sharikah that masuliah
mahdodah' are limited liability companies in Saudi Arabian Companies Law 1965 and
can be compared to Société à responsabilité limitée in French law. However, there are
many differences between these two laws, such as the minimum number of partners
and the obligation of a public notary for authentication of the contracts. Even so, these
differences cannot necessarily be described as primary. In fact, Koraytem goes
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beyond the idea of ‘influence’ in order to describe the similarities between Saudi
Arabian Companies Law 1965 and French law in its version prior to 1966. Koraytem
states that the Saudi Companies Law 1965 “seems in fact to have copied almost word
for word” the French law, with adaptations made in a way that makes it compatible
with Islam, as some elements show.610 Finally, the Companies Law 1965 considered
to be the base of 2015 version which means the same legal root as well.
5.3.3 The compatibility with Sharia principles
Moving on to Sharia, in the context of the legal and regulatory framework of Saudi
Arabia, it is worth mentioning that Sharia in Saudi Arabia still holds a unique place,
as it covers the state's constitution, common law, as well as being the sole formal
source of political legitimacy. Moreover, according to one commentator, Sharia
politics in Saudi Arabia goes beyond being a one strand or subject inside politics, as
"shari‘a is implicated in all politics".611
It may be a challenge for the Saudi Arabian authorities to incorporate new rules and
regulations in a way that these regulations are not contrary to the principles of Sharia,
particularly in country like Saudi Arabia which can be described as being very
conservative. In this context, so far, the results reveal some success, but there are still
more efforts that must be made to improve the situation.
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Puig and Alhadab see the issue in a positive light, as they consider the Saudi
Companies Law 1965 -which is the base of 2015 version- as being an "obvious
example of the adoption of positive rules to govern certain economic activities"
within the framework of Sharia, and this does not contravene the Islamic spirit of the
law. 612 Moreover, Koraytem asserts, “The Saudi experience is an example of the
incorporation of Western legal concepts into the Sharia in a country usually and
rightly qualified as very conservative”.613 However, Esmaili sees the adoption of new
rules and regulations in Saudi Arabia as creating a parallel modern system of law
caused by the new world’s institutions and commercial developments “in matters not
subject to specific Shari’ah rules”.614 From the previous argument it appears that the
adoption of rules from other jurisdictions to govern business affairs could be a
shortcut that saves time in the high speed race towards investment and finance. This
process could close the gap between business environments becoming more updated
and being able to deal with new concepts. Given that globalisation is making the
world nowadays as akin to a small village, this means there is a need to keep updated
with new concepts and business transactions, otherwise it will be like betting on the
wrong horse. However, like the UK, efforts towards corporate governance, including
establishing committees that contain scholars from various fields such as Sharia,
finance and business, would be a solution to address certain issues and problems and
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generate new ideas. This is due to the fact that there are some points that need to be
considered to be more compatible with the supreme law and society.
To sum up, the influence of Sharia on Saudi Companies Law is very clear. There is
some evidence and some examples from the 1965 and 2015 Companies Law’s
articles. For example, after stating the types of companies that the Companies Law
1965 applies to, Article 2 states that “Without prejudice to such companies known in
Islamic jurisprudence.” Also, Articles 229 and 230 in section 13 mention sanctions
“Without prejudice to what is required under the provisions of the Islamic
regulations”. 615 The 2015 Companies Law has solved some of the conflicts with
Sharia in the 1965 such as Article 9 of 1965 which has been replaced with Article 11
of 2015 law to be compatible with Sharia. Moreover, the 2015 Companies Law has
stated more than once the phrase of ‘in accordance with Sharia principles’ such as in
Article 11, 121 which indicate the intention of making the new law more compatible
with Sharia principles. However, one issue is that the 2015 Companies Law has
excluded the Sharia sharikah types from the new law unless it has the form of any of
the new law company types as stated in Article 3.616 However, the impact of Sharia on
Saudi Companies Law 1965 does not explain some issues concerning Saudi
Companies Law 1965. Moreover, some researchers believe that characterising Saudi
Companies Law according to the context of Sharia may be difficult. Finally,
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Koraytem concludes “one of the most Westernised aspects of Saudi law is not
contradictory to Islamic law without being literally Islamic’. 617
5.3.4 The need for effective companies law
It is quite clear for the observer to notice the rapid shifts that the Saudi Arabian
business environment has witnessed over recent decades, accompanied by political
and social changes; alongside the developments that the government is trying to foster
in the context of laws and regulations to make the business environment more
attractive to foreign investors. Obviously, joining the World Trade Organisation may
be seen as one of the most important events, and a major step towards not only
attracting foreign investors, but embracing them.618 Thus, there are some indications
that the Saudi legal system is shifting towards “a system with more modern legal
institutions and significantly modern legal principles.” 619 And issuing the new
Companies Law 2015 could prove that.
There is a legislative gap as a result of the insufficiency of the legal system in Saudi
Arabia. This is due to the newness of the commercial judicial authorities on the one
hand, and the huge developments in the business environment in a short time in the
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other hand.620 Saudi Arabia is not an exception among the Middle East and Muslim
countries in adopting new regulations, and modernising its legal system. However,
Saudi Arabia has its unique way of doing things. Therefore, the need to expand
business relations, alongside economic conditions, means "statutory enactments have
succeeded in supplementing a substantial segment of the traditional legal structure
without, however, abrogating any of the rules of the shari’ah".621
5.3.5 Saudi Companies Law 2015
The fact that the 1965 Companies Law had not been changed for over 50 years means
it is fair to say that it was out of date to some extent. Despite the very long process of
issuing the new 2015 law, it can be seen very clearly that the Ministry of Commerce
has made a good effort to draft the new law with better and updated features. From
the first glance, the new law has corrected and updated the relevant institutional
bodies, such as the Capital Market Authority. Moreover, it can be seen that the 1965
Law used to refer the responsibility to the Minister of Commerce rather than the
Capital Market Authority, as the 2015 Law does.
One significant feature of the 2015 Companies Law is solving the clash between the
Capital Market Law 2003 and the Companies Law 1965 when dealing with
shareholding companies. The Companies Law 2015 describes in several articles the
responsibilities of the Capital Market Authority and the responsibilities of the
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Ministry of Commerce. Moreover, the Companies Law 2015 addresses some issues
that used to slow down companies through the bureaucratic process. For example, the
Ministry of Commerce website has been made more efficient and active and given
more importance.
Noticeably, the 2015 Companies Law has edited the types of companies by deleting
Cooperative Companies, Partnerships limited by shares, and companies with variable
capital. However, the new law has added instead Holding Companies and one person
Limited Liability Companies.
The fact that the 2015 Companies Law has solved some of the conflicts with Sharia in
the 1965 law, such as Article 9 of 1965 which has been replaced with Article 11 of
2015 law to be compatible with Sharia. Moreover, the 2015 Companies Law states
more than once the phrase: ‘in accordance with Sharia principles’, such as in Article
11, 121 which indicates the intention of making the new law more compatible with
Sharia principles. However, one significant issue is that the 2015 Companies Law has
excluded Sharia sharikah types from the new law, unless they take the form of any of
the new law types, as stated in Article 3.
The legislator has given the authorities, whether the Capital Market Authority or the
Ministry of Commerce, the power of intervention in some cases, and the formation of
a temporary committee containing experienced and competent individuals to
supervise the company's management, in the event that the General Assembly is
unable to elect the board of directors of the company.
Regarding the issue of rewards and remunerations, the new law has set up the highest
amount of reward to not exceed 500,000 Saudi Riyal. Article 76 of the new law has
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stated that if one member of the board has been absent three times without a rightful
reason, his or her membership of the board will be cancelled.
It can be seen that the sanctions have been toughened more, the 1965 law for example
used to have a penalty that did not exceed 20,000 Saudi Riyal and no more than one
year in prison, whereas the 2015 law has increased these penalties to 5,000,000 Saudi
Riyal and prison sentences can reach up to five years.

5.4 Conclusion
This chapter has described critically the main Saudi institutions, including those that
have legislative powers. Clearly, reviewing the distinguishing characteristics of the
Saudi legal system and the main authorities of the state reveals that there are overlaps
between them. This could cause an environment of uncertainty and legal confusion
that will have a direct impact on corporate governance regulations, and then the
business environment of Saudi Arabia. There are huge efforts being made by the
government to attract foreign investors, which can be seen through SAGIA ‘Saudi
Arabian General Investment Authority’. According to SAGIA, Saudi Arabia is the
largest economy in the MENA region. In terms of “fiscal freedom”, Saudi Arabia is
ranked 5th and the 3rd in terms of the most rewarding tax system in the world.
However, the situation of the business environment could impact upon these
attempts.622
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The previous sections have discussed the ‘Ulama’ religious scholars’ impact, as the
example of codification of Sharia law has shown. Undoubtedly, the Ulama play a
crucial role in terms of being the interpreters of the Sharia sources that Saudi Arabia
have as law, and legitimising the government’s actions. Moreover, to a large extent,
the Ulama have played an important role in the successful improvement of the Saudi
legal system. In the view of Almajid, the reason for some obstacles to legislative bills
and regulations by ‘traditional forces’, which includes the Ulama, can “to some extent
be attributed to ex ante stances taken before such laws and proposals were
examined”. 623 Accordingly, the involvement of the Ulama in legislative circles
discussions is very significant, as this participation will solve the problem of rejection
of new legal solutions.624
There are many factors that together have created what can be called ‘legal confusion’
for foreign investors and for Saudis as well. The dualistic legal system, for example,
is one of the factors that could cause chaos. Therefore, it may be true to describe the
'legislative powers' as 'scattered' between the King, the Consultative Council, the
Council of Ministers and the Supreme Judicial Council. Therefore, the path of
reforming the legal system has witnessed a remarkable and huge step, through the
2007 Royal decrees, towards developing and improving the judicial system.
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The important role played by institutional investors has been recognised in the new
OECD principles 2015 as principle number three has been dedicated to the issue of
Institutional investors, stock markets and other intermediaries “The share of equity
investments held by institutional investors such as mutual funds, pension funds,
insurance companies and hedge funds has increased significantly, and many of their
assets are managed by specialised asset managers.”625 Generally speaking, the UK's
institutional investors are of four types: pension funds, insurance companies, mutual
funds and sovereign wealth funds. In comparison, there are three key players who
invest in the Capital Market in Saudi Arabia: the Public Investment Fund (PIF) who
used to be supervised by the Ministry of Finance, the Public Pension Agency, and The
General Organization for Social Insurance. There is also another institutional investor,
which is the Saudi banks, as they work in the Saudi stock market via their investment
funds. According to Alarabiya, in August 2015, around 33% of the market value of
the shares issued on the Saudi market of listed companies were owned by one the of
the funds and institutions of the government, which is more than 606 billion Saudi
Riyal. The Public Investment Fund was the first investor among the governmental
institutions, with around 387.7 billion SAR, followed by the General Organization for
Social Insurance with 115.7 billion SAR, and the Public Pension Agency with around
50 billion SAR.626 It can be seen from the Saudi Arabian Capital Market Authority
Strategic Plan that the future vision for between 2015 and 2019 will be more towards
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the expansion of the institutional investment base in the Capital Market. 627 In the
context of institutional investors in the United Kingdom, the UK Stewardship Code
2012 has dealt with a number of areas of good practice for institutional investors. 628
Issuing the Stewardship Code shows the special attention being paid towards
institutional investors -as a key player- who holding voting rights in UK companies.
On the other hand, it can be seen very clearly that in the Saudi Arabian legal and
regulatory framework, there is a lack of attention paid to institutional investors, and
there are no special regulations or guidelines.
Due to their investment behaviour, institutional investors in the Polish experience
have been considered popular by Bohla and Brzeszczýnski as a factor in destabilising
stock prices. On the other hand, institutional investors could collectively add more
efficiency to the stock market by countering the irrational behaviour displayed in the
sentiment of individual investors.629 To some extent, the developments in the Saudi
capital market are similar to the 1994 - 2003 Polish experience, which shows the
importance of this context. There is no doubt that the results of a certain country
cannot be copied to others due to the specific circumstances, on the one hand, and the
different mechanisms of institutional investors from one country to another, on the
other hand. However, there are some lessons that can be learnt from the Polish
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experience concerning the role of institutional investors in the Saudi context. First of
all, institutional investors generally speaking could contribute towards a reduction in
the volatility of the shares of listed companies. Secondly, institutional investors could
increase the market effectiveness more than individuals' contributions, according to
the advice from research, studies and investment information available to institutional
investors.630
The importance of these issues in this chapter is very clear. Reforming the legal
framework of corporate governance is very important for the economy to prosper, and
it is a key issue which has a direct impact on the business environment. However,
about six years have passed since 2007, and the question still to be asked is: with the
slow reforming progress, will the observer see the results soon?
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6. Chapter six: Saudi Arabian corporate governance system
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapters have shown the influence of Sharia over many aspects of the
current Saudi legal and regulatory framework of corporate governance. On the other
hand, the UK system of corporate governance has gained a great deal of international
recognition to large extent. Moreover, it can also be seen that Company Law in Saudi
Arabia and the rest of the Gulf states includes some aspects of Western influence. 631
Vice versa, the UK is intending to boost some areas of the business sector to make it
compatible with principles of business according to Sharia standards.632 These are
some of the motivations for taking Sharia and the UK corporate governance system as
the basis for evaluating the Saudi system.
Moving to the Saudi Arabian context, there are several institutional bodies that
participate in the supervisory task of the Saudi stock exchange where listed
companies are registered, bearing in mind that listed companies are the main target of
corporate governance regulations. In fact, the ‘game roles’ have changed dramatically
in the Saudi market over the last few decades, and the players’ positions have also
changed. Therefore, the different tiers of the institutional framework will be examined
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in this chapter, including the Ministry of Commerce, Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency
and Capital Market Authority.
On other other hand, when examining the corporate governance legal and regulatory
framework, there is important legislation to be considered, such as the Capital Market
Law (CML) and corporate governance regulations; the importance of these laws
depends on the extent of the impact on corporate governance issues in Saudi Arabia
and on the business environment. There is no doubt that corporate governance
regulations and CML can be described as two of the most important steps towards
reforming and improving the current situation of the Saudi legal framework and,
therefore, the business environment.633 Thus, the next chapter will shed light on the
main issues regarding these laws, with a specific focus on corporate governance
regulations in the light of Sharia and the UK system of corporate governance.

6.2 Saudi Stock Exchange’s Regulatory Authorities
August 2003 witnessed a remarkable event in the context of the Saudi Stock
Exchange and corporate governance in Saudi Arabia in general. Noticeably, the
capital market after this year, has started a new era, accompanied by an exchange of
roles and change in capacities between Regulatory Authorities. Another crucial point
is that the 2003 Capital Market Law was issued on the establishment of the Capital
Market Authority, as Article 4 states. This new authority has reshaped the framework
of the market as it is been given the responsibility of issuing the rules and regulations
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as well as applying the CML provisions. 634 Thus, the Capital Market Law 2003,
which has been given approval by Royal decree number (M/30), could be described
as the law that has reshaped the capital market significantly, as the following sections
will discuss. 635
6.2.1 Ministry of Commerce and Industry
In the context of corporate governance and the Saudi Stock Market, the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry could be described as a key player, especially before the
introduction of the Capital Market Authority. In terms of publicly listed companies,
through a Royal decree, the Ministry of Commerce and Industry has the judicial,
executive and legislative power. 636 Moreover, it is clear that, the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry in Saudi Arabia has always had the supervisory lead and
responsibility over business and commerce. The 1965 Companies Law gave full
power to the Ministry of Commerce and Industry over the stock market prior to the
introduction of the CML.637 However, the stock market was simple and the companies
were fewer, which made the control and the governance much easier. Subsequently,
the market witnessed growth and more IPOs, which added more complexity to the
market, as noted in 1984. Thus, this was the reason for introducing a pack of
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structural reforms, including transferring some of the responsibilities to ‘SAMA’ the
Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency after the formulation of a new committee by the
government for the sake of developing and regulating the market. This committee
included the Ministry of Commerce, the Ministry of Finance and National Economy
and the Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency.638 Therefore, after the takeover by SAMA
of capital market issues, the Ministry of Commerce no longer had the responsibility of
regulating the IPOs and related issues. However, there is still one role that the
Ministry of Commerce plays in the context of the capital market, which is the
incorporation of listed companies.639
6.2.2 Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency
Another player in the legal and regulatory frameworks of corporate governance in
Saudi Arabia is the ‘Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency’ SAMA, which was established
in 1952. 640 There are many roles and functions played by SAMA, including the
Government’s banking affairs; issues of the national currency, the ‘Saudi Riyal’;
foreign exchange reserves management; the supervision of commercial banks that
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work in Saudi Arabia, and promoting the financial system’s growth.641 In other words,
SAMA is the central bank of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. However, as discussed in
the previous chapter, for certain reasons the government has avoided the name
‘central bank’ as it is associated with some transactions that are prevented in Sharia
such as (usury) ‘Riba’, as is the experience of some neighbouring countries such as
Egypt.642 Moreover, the English version of the official website of SAMA states that
“The Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency (SAMA), the central bank of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia” even though the Arabic version and the official name of SAMA is
Saudi Arabian Monetary Agency.643
From the previous point, SAMA has an important role in the context of corporate
governance’s regulatory framework. Moreover, SAMA introduced a draft of
corporate governance insurance regulations in 2014. In fact, there is cooperation
between SAMA and CMA in order to improve the conditions of related issues,
including regulating corporate governance. SAMA is in charge of the legal
framework over Saudi banks and insurance companies in Saudi Arabia, which
reinforces its important role in the context of this thesis.644
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In the context of corporate governance and the stock market in Saudi Arabia, SAMA
began its role in 1984. The stock market growth has increased dramatically due to
certain factors including the growth of the number of investors accompanied by many
IPOs, which has added more complexity to the market, as mentioned in the previous
section. So, the fact that the market was facing difficulty being supervised by one
entity means it has been replaced by a new one. Therefore, until 2003, SAMA was the
government agency responsible for regulating and monitoring market activities.
However, the Ministry of Commerce and Industry during this period of time was still
the regulatory body and shared some responsibilities with SAMA as a part of the
ministerial committee. 645 The fact that there are three bodies that share the
responsibility of supervising stock market activities makes it an environment where it
is possible for conflict to occur between the jurisdictions. Therefore, to facilitate
coordination between the bodies, two committees have been set up at a high level to
prevent any possible conflict, which are the Ministerial and the Supervisory
Committee.646
Regarding the above mentioned issues, SAMA has an important role to play in the
context of corporate governance and the business environment of Saudi Arabia. It is
not secret that there are two types of banks in Saudi Arabia, the Islamic banks who
use principles of Sharia to govern all its operations and conventional banks with some
transactions that considered to be against some Sharia principles such as ‘riba’.
However, SAMA is the supervisor of all the commercial banks that work in Saudi
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Arabia and still has the original jurisdiction to exercise over banks’ activities. Since
Islamic banks are new- to some extent- and have more and more new issues, the area
requires more attention from SAMA. Sharia boards have the responsibility for
supervising the transactions of Islamic banks, and these boards vary from one bank to
another. There are some issues in that these boards are contributing one way or
another to the issues of company’s law, corporate governance and the business
environment. For instance, the same names of the members of the Sharia group in one
bank can be found in many other banks, given the fact that there are many qualified
scholars and experts in a country like Saudi Arabia where there are many Sharia
colleges and Islamic universities. Consequently, the rewards of Sharia boards differ if
there are more names in this field. A further question concerns the independence of
the members of the Sharia board, who could be members of other banks at the same
time. Indeed, there is a need to have special arrangements from SAMA to activate the
supervisory and regulatory role for both Islamic and conventional banks.647
6.2.3 Capital Market Authority
The aftershocks that were caused by the dramatic collapse of Enron, WorldCom and
others have reached many parts of the world, and definitely, that includes the GCCs
and Saudi Arabia in particular. These failures of US companies have played a crucial
role in the US concerning legislative and regulatory reforms such as the SarbanesOxley Act of 2002 as a rapid response from the American Congress, followed by the
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governance guidelines from the New York Stock Exchange. 648 Hence, the legal
reforms are there to ensure and regain trust in the business environments and capital
markets, and are a matter of priority not only in Saudi Arabia and the rest of the GCC
countries but for the whole world. However, the collapse of US companies was not
the only reason for the call for rapid reform as there are other factors in Saudi Arabia.
As mentioned previously, there is more than one regulatory authority for the Capital
market, which caused a dual regulatory structure. The dual structure situation was one
of the strongest factors that caused the stock market to underperform before the
launch of the CMA in 2003.649 There were some calls from writers to learn a lesson
from the United States’ companies collapse. There was a call for the acceleration of
the establishment of an authority to supervise and manage the capital market, which
preceded the establishment of the Capital Market Authority in 2003.650 Despite the
fact that the capital market, even before 2003, was one of the most developed
automated systems among the markets in the Middle East, the capital market
environment was characterised by some features that can cause difficulties.651 It can
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be seen that there was an absence of detailed regulations to govern the market. There
was a genuine necessity for some more rules to govern the capital market, including
the regulations on full disclosure of information, preventing conflicts of interest, and
more transparency and fairness.652
One of the reasons that make the Saudi Market the biggest among the GCC countries
is the numbers, which exceed four million investors who have invested billions of
Saudi Riyals in the capital market. However, this profile is about to change as the
Saudi investors have been joined by foreign investors in the last few months as the
government plans to allow foreign institutions to invest in the Saudi capital market.
The race towards attracting the international investment has made the convergence of
corporate governance more important in the Saudi Arabian context. Moreover, the
Anglo-American model could be described as dominating the attention of both
countries and firms in the same time when considering adopting and implementing
international standards of best practices. Actually, that means that corporate
governance practices are becoming similar more and more all over the world
"Companies are even going so far as to subject themselves to higher governance rules
in order to attract investment". 653 Indeed, foreign investors will demand effective
corporate governance systems, which indicate the importance of the critical
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evaluation of the current rules and regulatory framework of corporate governance in
Saudi Arabia in order to promote an attractive business environment, which therefore
will be attractive for the foreign investors.
In fact, at the first half of 2015, the capital market has been opened to foreign
investors as the Saudi Council of Ministers has decided to allow foreign institutions to
engage in direct investment from 2015.654 Noticeably, the Saudi capital market is the
last among the GCC countries to be opened up to foreign investment. The Saudi
capital market has witnessed some changes and reforms during the past two decades.
However, the government’s decision to open the Saudi capital market and to allow
foreign institutions to invest could be one of the most important reforms that the
Saudi Market has witnessed. 655 The CMA has published the ‘Draft Rules for
Qualified Foreign Financial Institutions Investment in Listed Shares’ in order to
obtain comments and critiques from the public before issuing the final draft officially.
656

The question to be asked in this context concerns the capability of the financial

instruments of the government like the CMA to issue enough arrangements and
measures to prevent any drawbacks that could appear after opening the capital market
and making sure the lessons of other countries like the 1997 Asian capital markets
crises has been learnt.
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Moving to the legal origins of the Capital Market Authority, the CMA was
established by the Royal Decree (M/30) in 2003, as mentioned previously. However,
the effort from the government to produce new regulations to govern the capital
market started earlier during the eighties due to the fact that the capital market is
expanding and has been witnessing remarkable changes since the unofficial
establishment during the fifties. Additionally, from just one joint stock company
"Arab Automobile” in the 1930’s, and about 14 companies in 1975, the economic
expansion has increased the number to nearly 170 nowadays. 657 However, this is still
under the appropriate number of companies in comparison to the Saudi Market, which
is definitely one of the biggest markets in the region. Taking the example of Western
markets to illustrate the gap, the London Stock Exchange includes more than 2400
companies, more than 3000 Securities- excluding Debt- and more than 18000 debt
securities.658
The importance of the CMA in the context of this thesis is the crucial role that is
played by the CMA in corporate governance due to its legal powers as a government
instrument that intends to protect the investors, enhance the efficiency and
transparency of the market, as well as achieve justice. The CMA could be described
as an independent government organisation linked directly to the Prime Minister, the
King, and it has its own administrative, legal and financial independence. Moving to
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the CMA’s board, all the five commissioners who are assigned to sit on the board of
the CMA are appointed by Royal Decree.659
Turning now to the question of the relationship between the CMA and the corporate
governance regulations, the CMA is the government authority that is responsible for
the corporate governance of the companies listed on the capital market. Therefore, in
2006, the CMA introduced corporate governance regulations. It must also be noted
that the process of issuing the 2006 corporate governance involved many steps prior
release, as the CMA had several issues to deal with before, in order to make the
regulations suitable and beneficial for local application, taking into account the legal
and regulatory frameworks on the one hand, and cultural factors on the other hand.
First of all, the first stage of the arrangements goes back to 2005 as the CMA board
formatted the team which started reviewing and studying the international principles
of corporate governance, such as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), both international and regional experiences, the United
Kingdom, the United States of America, Malaysia, Singapore and Oman. Moreover,
the development team has reviewed and studied local companies’ best practice of
governance. The second stage, after the approval of the draft of corporate governance
regulations for consultation by the CMA board, the CMA included asking for
feedback and consultation from the public by making the draft available on the
official website of the CMA. Also, one of the arrangements was to hold meetings with
some of the related parties, the Ministry of commerce and the Council Saudi
Chambers of Commerce for instance. Finally, on 11 November 2006, the CMA
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issued the corporate governance regulations after the issuance of the CMA board,
which was accompanied by appreciation for the public contribution at the press
release.660 The experience of the consultation was very beneficial as more than 42
joint stock companies sent their comments. Additionally, the ‘Hawkamah Institute’
has provided an assessment of corporate governance in the Gulf in cooperation with
the IIF- the Institute of International Finance.661
The CMA’s duties and authorities can be divided into seven main functions as stated
by the Capital Market Law: First of all regulating and developing the capital market
as well as boosting suitable standards and techniques for all the capital trade operation
institutions involved. Secondly, protecting both public and investors from unfair and
unsound practices such as inside information trading, fraud, cheating and
manipulation. Thirdly, maintaining the important elements of securities transactions,
for example fairness, efficiency and transparency. Fourthly, in terms of transactions
for securities risk reduction, developing and improving measures that are related.
Fifthly, monitoring, regulating and developing the issuance of securities and undertrading transactions. Sixthly, regulating and monitoring the activities of the Capital
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Market Authority’s entities that work under the CMA. Lastly, regulating and
monitoring the full disclosure of information related to securities and issuers. 662
It is possible to say that a new era of the Saudi stock market has started since the
establishment of the CMA. Moreover, the establishment of the CMA has ended the
old period of possible duality in order to supervise and regulate the market between
the Ministry of Commerce and SAMA. Briefly, it can be said that the CMA has made
interesting efforts in order to issue corporate governance regulations. Although it may
be true that the CMA has tried to implement comprehensive arrangements in order to
provide regulations that reflect what the business environment’s needs are, taking into
account the legal and regulatory framework, however, the obstacles and challenges
could lead to a negative impact on the business environment. Furthermore, it has been
more than eight years since the issuing of the corporate governance regulations, for
example, and interestingly, only six Articles from the regulations are mandatory- half
of them are partly mandatory- which could raise questions about the effectiveness of
the regulations, which will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.663

6.3 Capital market laws and regulations
6.3.1 Capital market law
Recent changes in the size of the Saudi business environment on the one hand, and
the capital market and its legal and regulation frameworks on the other hand, have
heightened the need for new laws for the capital market. Remarkably, until 2003, the
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1965 Companies Law was the jurisdiction that governed corporate issues relating to
stock companies, as well as dispersed circulars and ministerial resolutions. 664
Consequently, the Capital Market Law was issued in 2003, and the issuing instrument
of this law is the Royal Decree No. M/30 dated 2003 and the Council of Ministers
Resolution No. 91. Capital Market Law contains 67 Articles divided into 10 Chapters
that address many issues regarding the capital market. The following paragraphs are
an attempt to analyse and shed light on the most prominent issues of the law and those
which have a direct impact on corporate governance in the business environment of
Saudi Arabia.
To start with, one of the main issues of this law is that the CML has ended the
‘duality’ caused by two supervisory institutions and two jurisdictions- the Ministry of
Commerce and SAMA by the issuance of the Capital Market Authority, as mentioned
above in the previous sections. Starting with Chapter one, containing three articles
explaining the definitions, and again as can be found in other laws and regulations in
Saudi Arabia as mentioned before, this law has defined relatives as the husband, wife
and minor children.665 The key problem with this explanation is that in the context of
GCC countries, and in Saudi Arabia in particular, with extended families with strong
relationships, this could be problematic. 666 Moving to Chapter Two, it has 15
Articles covering the issues around the establishment of the Capital Market Authority,
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the powers and the CMA Council. One of the most significant issues with this law in
the context of this theses, is Article 6 of the Capital Market Law which states that,
“The Authority shall have the power to carry out its functions under this Law as well
as the regulations, rules and instructions issued pursuant thereto” and that including
issuing and amending “the Implementing Regulations as may be necessary to enforce
the provisions of this Law”.667
Chapter 3 of CML is divided into six Articles which deal with the capital market
issues, starts with the establishing of the “Saudi Stock Exchange”, which has the legal
status of a Joint Stock Company. Proposing the rules, regulations and instructions is
one of the Board of Directors of the Exchange’s tasks, as Article 23 states, and that
includes matters such as any necessary rules and instructions that the Exchange needs
for the sake of investors’ protection by “ensuring fairness, efficiency and transparency
in all of the Exchange’s related affairs”.668 The fourth Chapter of the CML contains
five Articles regarding the Securities Depositary Center. The fifth Chapter deals
with brokers’ regulations via seven Articles. Banks have played the role of brokerage
in the capital market since 1984. Consequently, due to this regulation, brokerage is no
longer limited to banks only, as was the case before 2003, which means the market is
open to more brokerage firms.669
It is worth noting here that the capital market has witnessed four stages in terms of
brokers’ regulations since 1935. The first stage was from 1935 until the early eighties
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as the market was not official yet, and there were no specialist brokers. During the
early eighties, oil prices dramatically increased, resulting in an increase in the state
income. However, “Almanakh” market (the Kuwait stock market) collapsed in 1982
which rang a bell to encourage the Saudi government to improve the stock market to
take steps in order to avoid any possible crises like what happened in
Kuwait, which could be described as the second stage. In 1983, the brokers are
limited to the official Saudi banks. The third stage started in 1990 as the SAMA
improved the system to create an automated system supervised by SAMA but with the
brokers still limited to banks. However, from the perspective of Azzam, there was still
what he described as a “loophole that allowed the informal brokers to continue
operate in the market”.

670
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establishment of the CMA in 2003.671
Moving on, the sixth chapter of Capital Market Law deals with investment funds and
collective investment schemes. The issue of disclosure is the subject of nine articles
of the CML to form Chapter Seven. Next, Chapter Eight includes the issue of
manipulation and insider trading. In stock markets, insider trading is one of the main
unfair practices. Although it was illegal in the Saudi stock market prior to the CML
2003, the condition of enforcement was poor. Moreover, there was a lack of specified
penalties for such trading in the existing regulations in the view of Azzam. 672 So,
Article 49 and Article 50 of the CML 2003 has tackled this issue. Moreover, in 2014,
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the jurisdiction of investigation and prosecution of Article 31, 49 and 50 moved from
the Capital Market Authority to the Bureau of Investigation and Public Prosecution. 673
Chapter nine is about the regulation of proxy solicitations, restricted purchase and
restricted offers for shares. Finally, with 12 Articles, Chapter Ten clarifies the details
of sanctions and penalties for violations.674
To sum up, the last two decades have been a remarkable era for the Saudi Capital
Market for several reasons. However, the early days of 2004, which witnessed the
start of the official effect of the capital market law 2003, could be described as one of
the most significant events which the market had waited for a long time for. 675
Moreover, Article 5 of the CML gave the CMA the right to issue regulations, rules
and instructions, and is the solution to the traditional long process and bureaucracy of
issuing new legislation. The result of authorising the CMA to issue new rules and
regulations is reflected in the 2006 Corporate Governance Regulations.676
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6.3.2 The 2004 listing rules
Based on the Capital Market Law, the listing rules were issued in 2004 by the Board
of the Capital Market Authority in 52 Articles divided into nine sections.677 In order
to allow issuers to place securities on the capital market, the listing rules govern such
admission and provide the description of the information that should be disclosed
before placing the securities on the official list. Even so, this piece of regulation is not
the first issue of listing rules in Saudi Arabia, as the Ministry of Commerce has issued
listing rules before. Like any other listing rules, the goals of the listing rules in Saudi
Arabia are to provide protection to investors and serve the market’s development.678
According to Article 2, the objective of the listing rules is “to regulate the public
offering registration and admission to listing of securities”.679
Thus, through a quick review of some decisions by the Capital Market Authority, the
observer can notice the importance of the listing rules in the context of corporate
governance and the business environment. Article 34 clarifies the compulsory nature
of the Listing Rules: “The issuer must comply with these rules and must provide to
the Authority without delay all information, explanations, books and records that the
Authority may require, which must be clear, accurate and not misleading”. 680 A very
recent case that has had a great deal of resonance in Saudi and the GCC business
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environments is the ‘Mobily’ case. The importance of the Mobily case is because of
the size of ‘Mobily’ as it is the second largest telecommunications company in Saudi
Arabia and has a history of revenues and earnings since its establishment in the Saudi
Market in 2004. 681 Following several procedures started to verify whether the
company had violated the CML and its implemented regulations, this revealed
suspicion about possible violation of section (C) of Article 42 of the Listing Rules and
two Articles of the CML 49 and 50. The CMA announced the suspension of trading
the shares of ‘Mobily’ for a few days. Moreover, the CMA announced in February
2015, the “assignment of a specialised team to review Etihad Etisalat Co. Mobily's
financial statements, conduct site visits, obtain documents and hear concerned parties’
statements”.682 The case is still under review at the CMA now and the results could be
announced any time this year. Furthermore, there have been many cases of the
enforcement of the Listing Rules since their issuance in 2004, whether it is the
imposition of a penalty or suspension of trading shares such as ‘Anam’ and ‘Bishah’
in 2007, ‘Almojil’ in 2012, ‘Albaha’ in 2013 and many others.683
Finally, in the context of corporate governance regulations, the Listing Rules have
reinforced some of the CGR’s provisions; for example, Article 42 of the Listing
Rules, which is about the disclosure of financial information. Another example is
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Article 43 which deals with the Board of Directors’ report and requires them to
include any issues that impact upon the company’s operations and any other news or
factors that are important to investors, which indicates the willingness of the CMA to
promote transparency as a principle of corporate governance as well as protecting the
market and investors.684
6.3.3 Corporate governance regulations
February 2006 left a remarkable mark on the Saudi stock market and the business
environment in general. Despite the package of arrangements that had been set up to
rescue the market, the index trend continued its steep fall, leading to huge losses. The
index dropped from 20600 points to 10046.83 points on 11 May 2006, which means
that the Saudi stock market lost more than half of its value in a matter of around 61
business days.685 So, in order to regain trust, the arrangements for reform started with
packages of reforms. Alshoaibi believes that the absence of corporate governance
regulations and the absence of responsibility impacted on the market during the
collapse of the Saudi stock market in 2006. 686 By November 2006, based on the
Capital Market Law 2003 issued by Royal Decree No. M/30, the corporate
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governance regulations were issued by the capital market authority. 687 Generally
speaking, regulators and policymakers reaction will be in the form of introducing
corporate conduct new rules as Yeoh stated “policymakers and regulators typically
respond with new rules for corporate conduct in the hope that bad corporate conduct
would not recur”. 688 The following paragraphs are an attempt to shed light on the
regulations and analyse them.
With 19 Articles, the corporate governance regulations cover many issues that are
crucial to improving the level of governance in companies and to protect the
shareholders’ rights. The regulations tackle many subjects and are divided into five
parts including the rights of shareholders and the general assembly, disclosure and
transparency and the Board of Directors’ issues. The first part of the regulations
deals with preliminary provisions. Despite the fact that the Capital market authority
has adopted the legislative policy ‘comply or explain’ method, Article 1 paragraph B
states that “These Regulations constitute the guiding principle” which has an
exception in the same Article 1 paragraph C of the disclosure: “a company must
disclose in the Board of Directors` report, the provisions that have been implemented
and the provisions that have not been implemented as well as the reasons for not
implementing them”.689 However, the capital market authority has chosen a gradual
approach to implementing the provisions of the corporate governance regulations,
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aiming to improve the market by selecting the appropriate times for regulatory
Articles to be made mandatory after a procedure of analysing and studying the
market.690
Article 2 defines some of the regulations’ expressions and terms. Remarkably, Article
1 defines the independent member as: “a member of the board of directors who enjoys
complete independence” which appears at first glance to be very convenient.
However, as mentioned before, in the context of the GCC in general and Saudi Arabia
in particular, the cultural framework should be taken into account when explaining
what constitutes an infringement of complete independence. Ezzine believes that there
is a possible violation of the board’s independence “board of directors of Saudi firms
are dominated by gray directors who have substantial business relationships with the
company, either personally or through their main employers, and also relatives of
corporate officers”.691The regulations state that it is infringement if the member of the
Board of Directors is a first-degree relative of “any board member” or “any of the
senior executives” of the company or of any other company within that company’s
group. However, this cultural context of the society, with extended families and close
relations, should be taken more seriously when defining the first degree relatively.
Moreover, according to Almutaz, not only should first degree be taken as an
infringement, but the prevention should reach the fourth-degree relative in the context
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of Saudi Arabia. 692 Moreover, making the fourth-degree an infringement is not
strange in Saudi regulations, as it can be found in Article 5 of the Certified Public
Accountants' Regulations.693
There is no doubt that the ensuring of shareholders’ rights is a very important subject
in corporate governance and the business environment. Hence, the second part of the
corporate governance regulations deals with the rights of shareholders and the general
assembly in five articles of the CGR. Noticeably, it is one of the CMA approaches to
use the new communication technologies in many of its applications. For example,
Article 5 paragraph C states that “Modern high tech means shall be used in
communicating with shareholders”.694
Article 3 confirms the shareholders’ rights relating to shares such as the right
disposition, a share of distributable profits, a share of the company’s assets upon
liquidation and attending, voting on relevant decisions, deliberations in the general
assembly. Furthermore, Article 3 sets out the shareholder’s entitlement to supervise
the Board of Directors and the right to inquire and have access to information, taking
into account the CML provisions and the company’s interests. Moving to Article 4, it
deals with the facilitation of shareholders’ exercise of rights and access to
information. To ensure the rights of shareholders in relation to the general assembly,
the board of the Capital Market Authority has made Paragraph I and J from Article 5
mandatory. Needless to say, Article 5 is a very important one as it states the
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shareholders’ rights to discuss matters, raise questions and to have answers from both
the Board of Directors and the external auditor at the General Assembly. However,
paragraph (G) states that, “The Board of Directors or the external auditor shall answer
the questions raised by shareholders in a manner that does not prejudice the
company’s interest”. Almutaz argues that the exception: "in a manner that does not
prejudice the company’s interest" could have more than one interpretation, which may
be a barrier to disclosure under the pretext of "prejudice the company’s interest".695
The cumulative voting method has been applied in Article 6 to be used at the general
assembly to nominate the members of the board.696 The importance of this method is
to ensure the proportional representation of shareholders on the Board of Directors. 697
Article 7 deals with the rights of dividend holders and the rights of shareholders.
Moving to Part 3, this clarifies the issues of disclosure and transparency. The
importance of this part is the resolution of the board of the Capital Market Authority
to make Article 9 mandatory. Article 9 contains seven paragraphs that illustrate the
requirements to be included in the report of the Board of Directors such as disclosing
the names of any joint stock companies that the member of the Board of Directors
acts as a member of directors on its board. Also, it states the details of the Board of
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Directors formation and the members’ classification, whether executive, nonexecutive or independent. It also describes the Board’s main committees for
jurisdictions and duties. Another important point is addressed in paragraph E which
includes requiring the company to clarify the details of compensation and
remuneration paid to the members of the Board of Directors and the top five
executives, including the CEO and the chief finance officer if they are not included
already; those who have received the highest compensation and remuneration. 698
Indeed, Part 4 deals with the issues of the Board of Directors, and it is the longest
part of the corporate governance regulations. Furthermore, Article 10, about the main
functions of the Board of Directors, has three mandatory paragraphs including
drafting a corporate governance code for the company with no contradictions to the
Corporate Governance Regulations.699 Likewise, Article 12, Formation of the Board,
has three paragraphs that are mandatory, making the majority of the members of the
Board of Directors non-executive members and independent members of not less than
two or one third of the Board of Directors- whichever is greater. 700 Moreover,
paragraph (B) Article 12 clarifies the duration of the members of the Board of
Directors as no more than three years. However, the same paragraph states an
exception, which is unless this violates the Articles of Association of the company
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“members of the Board may be reappointed”.701 Some people point out that there are
some cases where the member of the Board of Directors is still member even after a
long period of time without any logical reason.702 What is more, the same Article in
paragraph (H) sets out the maximum number of joint stock companies that the
member of the Board of Directors can be a member of, which is up to five at the same
time. Obviously, some argue that being a member of five companies is already too
much, taking into account that nowadays companies often face crises; the need for
qualified members, and the huge amount of time required from the member for one
company to succeed.703
In 2009, Article 14, Audit Committee, was made mandatory, and in 2010 Article 15
on the Nomination and Remuneration Committee was made mandatory as well. 704
Indeed, the issue of complete independence of non-executives is very important.
Despite the fact that concerning the Nomination and Remuneration Committee
appointed by the Board of Directors, Article 15 states many roles including ensuring
the independence of the independent members, reviewing the Board of Directors’
structure and recommended changes. As Almutaz, has argued this can hinder the
committee's performance as "they may at any time be reluctant to bite the hand that
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feeds them". 705 Finally, to some extent, Article 17 on corporate governance has
copied the Companies Law 1965 text on remuneration and indemnification of board
members. As mentioned previously, the mixing of a percentage of the profits with
other forms of remuneration would create an issue from a Sharia perspective due to
mixing two contracts- ‘Ejarah’ and ‘Mudarabah’.706
To sum up, despite the fact that corporate governance regulations are still the guiding
principles, apart from some articles, there is no doubt that issuing corporate
governance regulations in Saudi Arabia is a huge step towards a better business
environment. However, there are some criticisms of the corporate governance
regulations in Saudi Arabia. There is an issue concerning the mandatory nature of the
regulations- the Capital Market Authority has utilised a slow gradual way in order to
improve the background of the companies and encourage them to adopt the
regulations through self-application. 707 Moreover, Almutaz has claimed that, some
weaknesses could have been avoided if the Capital Market Authority had considered
the local business environment more, instead of what he describes as a borrowing of
some Articles that are suitable for application in other countries.708
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6.3.3.1 Corporate governance enforcement
In terms of investors protection, especially minority shareholders it should be noticed
in this context that Saudi Arabia has been ranked by the World Bank as the 17th out
of 183 countries worldwide in 2012. 709 Accordingly, the issue of enforcement is
critical in the context of this thesis. First of all, the corporate governance regulations
have been issued as a guiding principle and are not mandatory for listed companies on
the stock exchange, as mentioned previously. However, the CMA has adopted the
‘comply or explain’ method of disclosure, which is mandatory. Moreover, the Capital
Market Authority has chosen the gradual enforcement of the corporate governance
regulations by choosing the best times for Articles to be made mandatory after
analysing and studying the market.710 For example, In 2008 the Board of the Capital
Market Authority issued resolution Number 1- 36 - 2008 making Article 9 of the
Corporate Governance Regulations regarding the Disclosure in the Board of
Directors’ Report mandatory on all companies listed on the Exchange effective. Then,
in 2009 the board of the CMA issued resolution Number 1-36-2008 making
paragraphs (c) and (e) of Article 12 of the Corporate Governance Regulations
regarding the Formation of the Board mandatory on all companies listed on the
Exchange effective from year 2009. Other example, in 2012 CMA issued resolution
Number 3-40- 2012 making paragraphs (i) and (j) of Article 5 of the Corporate
Governance Regulations regarding the Shareholders Rights Related to the General
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Assembly mandatory on all companies listed on the Exchange effective from
1/1/2013G. Furthermore, in 2006, the regulations had only one mandatory article,
whereas nowadays there are several Articles that are mandatory, three of which are
partly mandatory.711 However, some believe that the CMA has not provided logical
reasons for the slow process of making the corporate governance regulations
mandatory, which could be more than just analysing and studying the market in order
to choose the correct timing for implementation. Alharbi thinks that implementing all
the articles from the corporate governance regulations could lead to financial,
administrative and economic burdens on the company's management. For example,
Article 12 paragraph D: "it is prohibited to conjoin the position of the Chairman of the
Board of Directors with any other executive position in the company, such as the
Chief Executive Officer (CEO) or the managing director or the general manager".
Therefore, implementing this article would add more burdens administratively and
financially, especially to medium and small companies which could not bear the new
burdens, such as appointing two different executive positions of CEO and managing
director.712
6.3.3.2 The inconsistencies between companies law 1965 and corporate
governance regulations
It is a fact that there are some inconsistencies between the Companies Law 1965 and
the corporate governance regulations due to the long gap between the issuance of both
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of them. Moreover, Companies Law 1965 is about half century old whereas the
corporate governance regulations were issued in 2006. For instance, the Companies
Law 1965 in Article 79 states: "the board of directors shall appoint from among its
members a chairman and a delegated member. A single member may hold the
positions of a chairman and a delegated member."713 On the other hand, Article 12D
from the corporate governance regulations states that: "it is prohibited to conjoin the
position of the Chairman of the Board of Directors with any other executive position
in the company, such as the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) or the managing director
or the general manager". 714 Another example, is about the notices of the general
assembly meetings: Article 88 of the Companies Law 1965 and Article 5C of the
corporate governance regulations, have different period of times; the companies law
1965 states that that the notices must be published at least 25 days prior to the
meeting, while the corporate governance regulations state at least 20 days. 715 Finally,
Article 72 of Companies Law and Article 4B of corporate governance regulations
differ, as the Companies Law 1965 prevents the Board of Directors from disclosing
the secrets of the company to the shareholders or to a third party outside the meeting
of general assembly. On the other hand, the corporate governance regulations mention
more cases than ‘general assembly meetings’ and the information must be made
available and provided regularly at the prescribed times.716
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As discussed earlier, these differences between these pieces of legalisation show the
overlaps between the market regulators- the Ministry of Commerce and the Capital
Market Authority. Furthermore, the corporate governance’s inconsistencies are a
result of the lack of clarity in distinguishing between the regulatory responsibilities as
stated by Amico.717
6.3.3.3 The main features of the Saudi system of corporate governance
From the previous discussion, the main features of the Saudi system of corporate
governance may be summarised according to three features. First of all, the nature of
the corporate governance system in Saudi Arabia is not mandatory in general, except
for some articles, which means that it only provides guiding principles. It has been
stated in the corporate governance regulations that it contains the guiding principles in
Article 1 (b), and also states that this is unless any other regulations, rules or
resolutions of the Board of the Authority provide for the binding effect of some of the
provisions it contains.
Secondly, another feature of the Saudi system of corporate governance is regarding
the protection of the rights of the shareholders and facilitating the way for them to
exercise their rights. According to corporate governance regulations, the company's
Articles of Association must state the procedures and precautions that are necessary
for shareholders to exercise all their lawful rights, as stated in Article 3. For example,
the right to a share of distributable profits and the right to a share of the company’s
assets upon liquidation, as well as the right to supervise the Board of Directors’
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activities. In terms of voting rights, another feature is adopting cumulative voting for
the election of the Board of Directors. Regarding accountability, there is an important
feature of the corporate governance regulations, which is the procedures that are
provided to the shareholders to take against the members of the Board of Directors in
the case of violating the provisions of the statute of the company.
Thirdly, with regards to the board of directors, directors must promote the success of
the company, including setting up strategic plans and laying down rules for internal
control, as well as drafting a corporate governance code for the company as long as it
does not conflict with the corporate governance regulations. Even though the Board
delegates may use some of their powers or set up committees, responsibility for the
company ultimately rests with the Board. Good faith, along with due diligence, is the
basis of the Board of Directors’ duties, which must be carried out in a responsible
manner. Regarding the formation of the Board of Directors, the composition
requirement is not less than three and not more than eleven, with a majority of nonexecutive members. The Nomination and Remuneration Committee is responsible for
drawing up policies with standards that are related to the performance of the Board
members and top executives’ indemnities and remunerations. Finally, the Saudi
system of corporate governance has clarified the issue around conflicts of interest in
detail in Article 18; however, regardless of the importance of this issue, this article is
not mandatory yet.718
On the other hand, it is fair to say that there are some deficiencies in the Saudi system
of corporate governance which should be mentioned in this context. To start with, the
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main deficiency could be the fact that the regulations on corporate governance in
Saudi Arabia were issued in 2006, which means that they are now out of date to some
extent. Secondly, the slow gradual approach that has been taken to make some articles
binding is a further deficiency of the Saudi system of corporate governance. There is a
need to speed up this process in order to see more positive results from the corporate
governance regulations. Thirdly, there is a need to revise some of the issues of
corporate governance to be more in tune with the Saudi context. For example, Article
2 part four of the corporate governance regulations regarding “a first-degree relative”
as an infringement of the independence of the member of the Board of Directors,
defines this as the father, mother, spouse and children only, but should be taken more
seriously as a cultural issue in the Saudi context. Fourthly, Article 5 stresses the right
of shareholders to discuss matters listed in the agenda of the General Assembly and
raise relevant questions to the board members and to the external auditor. However,
the same article has explains that the Board of Directors or the external auditor shall
answer the questions raised by shareholders in a manner that does not prejudice the
company’s interest. A wide exception like that could be taken as excuse that could be
an obstacle to disclosure and transparency.
6.3.4Companies Law 2015 and corporate governance
As mentioned earlier, the Companies Law 2015 can be described as a new era in
determining the functions and jurisdictions of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry
and the Capital Market Authority. Moreover, there are several issues that Companies
Law that has dealt with in the context of corporate governance for the first time.
However, the main characteristics of the Companies Law 2015 in terms of corporate
governance may be summarised according to three important points: First of all, the
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new law has introduced an audit committee to monitor the joint stock company's
business. 719 Moreover, a whole chapter has been dedicated to dealing with this
essential issue as an important tool of corporate governance. Article 101 states that
the formation of this committee must be by a resolution of the General Assembly and
contain non-executive members of the board of directors, whether shareholders or
others; the number of this committee’s members shall not be less than three and no
more than five, and the decision must include determining the tasks, functions and the
rewards of the committee members. For the meeting of the committee, Article 102
states that the majority of the committee must attend the meeting for it to be valid, and
the decisions to be issued must gain the majority vote. However, in the case of a draw
of votes, the side where the meeting chairman votes will be taken. Article 103
clarifies the specialisation and power of the committee as monitoring the company's
activities. Even more so, the committee has the power to call for a general assembly if
the committee is facing obstacles from the board of directors, or if the company has
suffered damage or serious crisis. Finally, the Audit Committee must review the
company's financial statements, reports and observations provided by the auditor; the
committee must provide a report about their opinion and the adequacy of the internal
control system in the company and other work within its competence, as detailed in
Article 104.720 Around ten years ago, Article 14 of Corporate governance regulations
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dealt in more detail with the audit committee, which was made a mandatory Article in
2009.721
The second issue is the cumulative voting in the election of the Board of Directors.
Therefore, Article 95 states that cumulative voting must be used in the election of the
board of directors, so that individuals may not use the right to vote more than once per
share. 722 It is worth mentioning in this context that the corporate governance
regulations mention cumulative voting for the election of the Board of Directors in
Article 6 paragraph B. Cumulative Voting is a voting method that is used to select the
members of the board of directors. It should be mentioned in this context that
cumulative voting is a US idea that is not used in English Law.723 CMA has explained
this method as “Each shareholder can cast a vote in proportion to the number of
shares he owns. So he can use this power to vote for one candidate, or divide it on a
number of candidates without repetition”.724 The importance this method based on the
increasing the opportunity of the minority shareholders to have representation to be in
the board of directors.725
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Thirdly, the Companies Law 2015 prohibits combining the post of Chairman of the
Board of directors and any other executive position in the company in Article 81
paragraph 1. 726 On the other hand, Article 12 paragraph D of the corporate
governance regulations mention the prohibition of combining the post of Chairman of
the Board of directors and any executive position in the company. 727 `However,
paragraph D of Article 12 is still not mandatory in the corporate governance
regulations, which means that from April 2016, the prohibition of combining the post
of Chairman of the Board of directors and any other executive position in the
company will be in force according to Article 81 paragraph 1 of the Companies Law
2015.
Clearly there has been an impact from the 2015 reforms on the Saudi system of
corporate governance. First of all, it is fair to say that Companies Law 2015 has
provided a more suitable legal framework for corporate governance that contributes
towards more practical, effective, fair and sound corporate governance principles.
Secondly, the 2015 reform has reinforced some of the corporate governance issues
that are already included in 2006 corporate governance regulations. Thirdly, the new
version of Companies Law has solved the issue of a clash between Companies Law
1965 and Capital Market Law 2003 by determining the authorities of the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry and the Capital Market Authority. Fourthly, it has
encouraged institutional work in order to achieve sustainability and growth for
companies by facilitating the requirements for establishing a joint stock company by
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reducing the minimum capital to 500,000 Saudi Riyal instead of 2000.000, thereby
reducing the minimum number of partners to two instead of five, and introducing the
one person company. Fifthly, increasing the fair treatment for all partners, and
promoting the rights of parties involved with the companies, and providing them with
the necessary protection through the prohibition of combining the post of chairman of
the board and any executive position of the company, and making cumulative voting
in the election of the Board of Directors compulsory. Sixthly, increasing the penalties
in the 2015 reform will improve transparency and disclosure; the 2015 law has
increased penalties for this to 5,000,000 Saudi Riyal, and prison sentences can reach
up to five years, whereas penalties used to not exceed 20,000 Saudi Riyal and no
more than one year in prison for the 1965 version. Finally, Companies Law 2015 may
be described as being in harmony with corporate governance regulations 2006.
Consequently, this means it is fair to say that the issuance of the Companies Law
2015 has solved many issues around the inconsistencies between Companies Law and
corporate governance regulations.

6.4 Conclusion
The fact that there was more than one regulatory authority for the capital market,
means the situation may be described as having a dual regulatory structure in the
Saudi market- the biggest among the GCC countries. The dual structure situation was
one of the strongest factors that caused the stock market to underperform before the
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launch of the CMA in 2003.728 There were three bodies that shared the responsibility
of supervising stock market activities, making it an environment where it is possible
for conflict to occur between jurisdictions, even though two committees have been set
up at a high level to prevent any possible conflict, which are the Ministerial and the
Supervisory Committee.729. Moreover, the capital market environment has suffered
due to the absence of detailed regulations to govern the market, including the
regulations on full disclosure of information, preventing conflicts of interest, and
more transparency and fairness.730
However, a new era for the corporate governance legal and regulatory frameworks
started with the introduction of the Capital Market Law 2003, which reshaped the
layout of the Saudi stock exchange. Furthermore, the establishment of the Capital
Market Authority was a very significant event in 2003 and has changed the roles of
the institutional frameworks of corporate governance as well. Thus, the Ministry of
Commerce and Industry, who had power over the stock market through the 1965
Companies Law, is no longer the key player, especially after the introduction of the
Capital Market Authority and CML; except concerning the role of the incorporation
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of listed companies. 731 On the other hand, SAMA was the government agency
responsible for regulating and monitoring market activities until 2003. In fact,
establishing the CMA and the issuance of CML by Royal Decree (M/30) in 2003
could be described as forming the backbone of the restructuring of the capital market
environment and its legal frameworks. However, that does not mean there were no
governmental efforts to reform the capital market before 2003. The reform started
earlier during the eighties by producing new regulations to govern the capital market
due to the fact that the capital market was expanding and witnessing remarkable
changes since its unofficial establishment during the fifties. However, the importance
of the CMA in the context of this thesis is due to the crucial role that is played by the
CMA in corporate governance because of its legal powers as a government instrument
that intends to protect investors; enhance the efficiency, and ensure the transparency
of the market, as well as achieving justice. Therefore, it is fair to say that the
establishment of the CMA has ended the old period of possible duality in order to
supervise and regulate the market between the Ministry of Commerce and SAMA.
Accordingly, as the government authority, the CMA is responsible for the corporate
governance of the companies listed on the capital market, and has the responsibility of
issuing corporate governance regulations. Therefore, the CMA introduced corporate
governance regulations in 2006. Clearly, the CMA had done good work and put in
place arrangements prior to and after the issuance of the corporate governance
regulations, including reviewing corporate governance international principles such as
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the OECD principles, and looking at international and regional experiences, local
companies’ best practice of governance, as well as carrying out consultations with the
public. The result was the 2006 corporate governance regulations. However, there are
obstacles and challenges that could lead to a negative impact on the business
environment. Remarkably, only a few articles from the regulations are mandatory,
which raises questions about the effectiveness of the regulations. 732
The Capital Market Law’s issuance has ended the ‘duality’ caused by two supervisory
institutions and two jurisdictions, as mentioned above, and has changed the face of the
capital market forever. However, having said that, this does not mean there are no
problems with this law. From an initial glance, the issue of legal transplantation and
adaption should be taken into account, as Article one of this law has defined relatives
as the husband, wife and minor children,733 but the Saudi and GCC context from a
cultural perspective may be contrary to this definition of relatives. Moreover, while
this may work in other societies where families are not extended, unlike the tribal
families in Saudi Arabia, which are characterised by strong bonds. Thus, limiting the
restriction on relatives to the first degree only may be problematic in this context and
should be extended wider than first degree relatives to cover more relatives, such as
cousins and nephews. Almu'taz believes that many cases of infringement come from
this definition of relatives. 734
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In 2014, the jurisdiction of investigation and prosecution of Article 31, 49 and 50
moved from the Capital Market Authority to the Bureau of Investigation and Public
Prosecution. 735 This resulted in ‘Mobily’ being the first case to be referred to the
Bureau of Investigation and Public Prosecution on suspicion of violating Article (49)
of the Capital Market Law.736 Moving on to the corporate governance regulations, the
capital market authority has chosen a gradual approach to implementing the
provisions of the corporate governance regulations, aiming to improve the market by
selecting the appropriate times for regulatory articles to be made mandatory after a
procedure of analysing and studying market. 737 The issues of legal transplantation and
adaption arise again in the corporate governance regulations when dealing with
complete independence of members of the board of directors. Article two considers
being “a first-degree relative” as an infringement of independence. Moreover, the
same article defines first-degree relatives as the father, mother, spouse and children
only. This should be taken more seriously when defining the first degree relatives, and
should be extended to fourth-degree relatives, as can be found in Article 5 of the
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Certified Public Accountants' Regulations.738 To sum up, the corporate governance
regulations can be described as a huge step towards a better business environment,
despite the fact that some weaknesses could have been avoided if the Capital Market
Authority had considered the local business environment more, instead of what has
been described as the borrowing of some articles that are more suitable for application
in other countries.739
Finally, in terms of institutional frameworks of corporate governance, there is a need
to examine the main similarities and differences between the Capital Market
Authority in Saudi Arabia ‘CMA’ on the one hand, and the Financial Conduct
Authority ‘FCA’ and Financial Reporting Council ‘FRC’ in the United Kingdom on
the other hand. Obviously, CMA and FRC share the mission of regulating corporate
governance, which is the main similarity between them. The FRC sets out the code
for corporate governance and has the power of imposing sanctions in the case of poor
quality audits, whereas the FCA is responsible for the functions of the UK Listing
Authority and the prudential supervision of firms that are not regulated by the PRA.
On the other hand, the Capital Market Authority is responsible for issuing corporate
governance regulations in Saudi, and it has the power to impose sanctions on listed
companies in cases of violating the Capital Market Law CML or the mandatory
articles from the corporate governance regulations. The Capital Market Authority is
linked directly to the Prime Minister ‘the King’; the CMA is a government
organisation that has full financial, legal and administrative independence. On the
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other hand, the FRC is an independent regulator and it is funded entirely by the firms
that it regulates. Therefore, it can be seen that the CMA is clearly a government
organization and linked directly to the Prime Minister, whereas the case in the UK,
FCA and FRC are not, which can show the main variance in institutional frameworks.
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Chapter 7. Conclusion
7.1 Introduction
The aftershocks of the worldwide economic crises of recent times have affected many
parts of the world, and that undoubtedly includes the GCC countries. Nowadays,
corporate governance plays a crucial role in many aspects of life as a consequence of
the corporations that are now governing our lives.740 The fact that the world today is
characterised by rapid changes, accompanied by the rapid growth in the world
economy makes reviewing and evaluating the current legal and regulatory framework
a matter of priority. Moreover, the consequences could be very severe, as the collapse
of companies could lead to a serious impact on the economy, security, and society as
a whole. Vice versa, ensuring an effective framework of corporate governance will
lead to improving both the business environment and companies’ efficiency. 741
Hence, it is fair to say that the need for corporate governance is globally well
acknowledged nowadays and it is not anymore a debatable subject.742
Poor corporate governance frameworks and mechanisms, such as the lack of investor
protection, poor information disclosure, as well as the shortcomings in the legal and
regulatory framework and inappropriate judicial enforcement, are widely regarded as
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factors that have contributed to the crisis all over the world.743 From this viewpoint,
Saudi Arabia as a developing country, definitely is not an exception, and the crisis
would have happened even if the financial environment was prepared for it.
Moreover, Saudi Arabia could be described as being in the early stages of corporate
governance, as the regulations have been issued in the last decade in 2006. 744
Whereas, in the UK, for example, the Committee on the Financial Aspects of
Corporate Governance issued the Financial Aspects of Corporate Governance
Cadbury report in 1992.745 Moreover, the situation concerning accountability in Saudi
Arabia is considered to be poor, along with having weak shareholder protection and
poor legal framework.746
The other motivation is the fact that there is a government intention in Saudi Arabia
towards the privatisation of many public companies and institutions, which makes the
issue of corporate governance and reforming its framework very important.
Moreover, there is an ongoing review regarding the IPO Saudi Aramco which is the
biggest oil company in Saudi Arabia and which has been described as the world’s
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most valuable company.747 Therefore, the examination and reformation of the current
rules and regulations framework mean that this type of legal research is of paramount
importance.
This research has discussed in detail the main features of Sharia in the light of the
current Saudi system. Sharia provides a good basis for evaluating the current Saudi
system for several reasons. It has been clarified that there is an influence from Sharia
over many aspects of the Saudi legal system, and that forms a key part of the
evaluation of the current Saudi system as its influence can be found in the
fundamental legislative texts. There are many examples, such as “must not prejudice
against the requirements of Sharia” or must be “in accordance with Sharia” in the
various royal decrees and laws issued, including Company law. This research has
discovered that Companies Law has been adjusted in the new 2015 version- to some
extent- to be more in tune with Sharia principles. It became clear through the survey
of Sharia in the context of this thesis, as the supreme law of Saudi Arabia, that there is
a level of harmonisation between new concepts like corporate governance and other
laws and regulations, and Sharia law. Moreover, examining the regulations and laws
to check for compatibility with Sharia principles is crucial in order to avoid a possible
clash with such a new concept as corporate governance. It is fair to say that Sharia in
the context of this thesis is a fundamental foundation and a central pillar of the Saudi
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system and, therefore, the survey of Sharia law offers an important basis for
evaluating the current Saudi system.
On the other hand, the survey of the UK system of corporate governance in the
context of this thesis has provided a good basis for evaluating the Saudi system as
well. The reason for that is because aspects of the UK framework of corporate
governance, for example the Cadbury report and the Combined Code of Corporate
Governance, are to a large extent seen as an international benchmark for good
corporate governance practices. This research has shown that there is an influence
from the UK legal system, including with regard to corporate governance, in various
countries, including Saudi Arabia. The Westernisation of some aspects of Company
Law in Saudi Arabia shows the importance of the survey of the UK system, as shown
in this thesis. London is commonly described a hub for many aspects of business on a
global level, accompanied by the aim of boosting the Islamic finance sector in
London and making it the foremost Western centre for Islamic finance. In addition, as
discussed earlier, some GCC cities such as Dubai, Abu Dhabi and Doha have allowed
a new jurisdiction and legal islands for alternative dispute resolution centres that
facilate the use of English common law, hence attracting experienced judges from
Commonwealth. This has created strong connections between the UK legal system
and the GCC countries, including Saudi Arabia. This research has found that there is
an influence from the UK system over Saudi Arabia and the rest of the GCC
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countries, and some researchers think that the economic freedoms within the GCC are
due to British influence.748
This thesis has provided a new critical evaluation from a different point of view on
the current rules and regulatory framework of corporate governance in Saudi Arabia.
After this thesis has considered the current rules and regulatory framework of
corporate governance, it has become possible to answer the main research question by
claiming that although, to some extent, the above examined rules and regulations
provide a good system, there is a crucial need for further reforms in order to be more
in tune with the local legal and social environment of Saudi Arabia. This research has
shown that corporate governance regulations in Saudi Arabia are compatible to some
extent with international standards. Therefore, it is fair to say that with more
consideration to the local society and legal background, the current rules and
regulatory framework of corporate governance are able to large extent to offer an
effective matrix of frameworks that promote an attractive business environment.
One of the main contributions of this thesis is that, to my knowledge, this research is
the first attempt to examine the new Companies Law 2015, which will be enforced
just after the submission of the thesis, and the current rules and regulatory
frameworks of corporate governance in Saudi Arabia with regard to the new law as
well. Therefore, this research has provided an analysis of the Company Law 2015 in
the context of corporate governance and the legal and regulatory framework. The next
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section will present a detailed summary of the findings and the contribution of this
research to the current literature.

7.2 Summary
An effective legal framework of corporate governance will remain the main safeguard
for good corporate governance. Ensuring an effective legal framework in the context
of corporate governance will ensure the commitment of all parties involved and the
interpolation of rights, and ensure the efficiency of markets.749 Moreover, as stated by
the OECD, the effectiveness of the legal and regulatory framework for corporate
governance “must be developed with a view to the economic reality in which it is to
be implemented”.750
The importance of promoting the corporate governance system in the context of Arab
countries can be seen clearly through encouraging domestic investment in the capital
market by reducing the risk. However, as Abdulsabour has observed, this cannot be
done without recognising the importance of corporate governance through a clear
understanding of the board of directors’ duties, the separation between the job of the
CEO and the job of the Chairman of the Board of Directors, and developing strategic
plans for decision making and evaluation.751The significance of corporate governance
can be seen through the successful outcomes that have been achieved in the
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commercial sector, taking into account that corporate governance is a new concept
nowadays.752
International organisations and supranational authorities such as the World Bank and
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development play a crucial role in
providing contributions and improvements such as benchmarks, recommendations,
stability, support of economic growth, and fighting poverty that benefit developed and
developing countries. For example, one of the OECD’s missions is to improve living
standards and economic success by promoting policies.753
On the other hand, corporate governance theories can be described as being in a state
of never-ending evolution, as can be seen throughout the history of corporate
governance.

754

And so, in order to have effective corporate governance, a

combination of various theories is suggested, rather than a single corporate
governance theory approach.755
Generally speaking, the history, culture, politics and traditions of a country are the
reasons for the variety of corporate governance approaches, just like legal systems
vary from one country to another. To some extent, path dependency theory could aid
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an explanation in this context.756 Although religion may be the principal influence in
the GCC countries, and especially Saudi Arabia, there are other important factors that
could explain the Westernisation of some aspects of the Companies Law. Facchini has
described this as a double institutional dependence path, and he believes that the
economic freedom of the GCC has more of a British influence.757 Even so, it is widely
accepted that there is the need for an effective and consistent corporate governance
system across borders. The demand for this is motivated by two important factors:
Firstly, the fact that investment and business are of a growing international nature
nowadays; secondly, the corporate scandals’ regulatory responses. Therefore,
comparability and harmonisation of standards could be an important solution to
reducing the possibility of confusion and complications. However, a unified corporate
governance system might not be suitable for all countries across the world and will
not work as a magic solution that can be applied to all countries across the world,
taking into account legal and cultural differences. Yet this fact is not an obstacle to
the “opportunities for commonly accepted practices to encourage more efficient
global capital markets”.758
Accordingly, the importance of taking the UK as an example is very clear in this
context, with its evolving judiciary and over ten centuries of legal revolution, that has
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resulted in what is widely described as “one of the best and most independent in the
world”.

759

Moreover, the reason for the UK market attracting capital could be

attributed to the "confidence in a sound governance framework and associated
practices, combined with flexibility and the ability to innovate".760 On the other hand,
the outstanding UK approach has been described as highly developed and stringent,
and it has attracted the attention of researchers in many parts of the world, such as
Cheffins. Not only in comparison with the UK’s European neighbours’ markets, but
also compared to many parts of the world, the UK approach could be described as
highly developed and stringent, and “The work which has been done in the United
Kingdom has spurred reviews of corporate governance in markets around the world
and has provided a yardstick against which investment frameworks in other countries
are measured”. 761
Some researchers think that the UK approach to corporate governance is narrow and
focuses more on the company’s internal structure with the main goal of assisting the
shareholders and their profit maximisation: “One limitation of corporate governance
in the UK is the arguably narrow perspective that has been adopted”.762
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This thesis has shown how the framework of corporate governance in the UK is
shaped by different levels of regulations, such as common law and statutory rules,
alongside internal measures and structures. It is fair to say that the rich developmental
process of the corporate governance code in the UK has added to its effectiveness and
value, starting with the well-known Cadbury Committee to passing revisions to the
code, and the importance of this is clear in the context of this thesis. Obviously, the
non-stop efforts made with regard to corporate governance, with series of committees,
reports and reviews, are very important examples, which could reflect the impact on
many aspects of life, including the business environment.
The increasing trend towards business systems governed by Sharia principles, such as
Islamic banking, nowadays may be explained by the business ethics and morals that
are paid great attention to in Sharia and identified by its principles such as
responsibility, accountability and transparency.763 One of the significant findings of
this study is that corporate governance as a concept is not essentially strange to
Sharia, despite the fact that the main sources of Sharia are more than 1400 years old.
It has been found that the principles of corporate governance are included separately
in the sources of Sharia, and the call for principles of corporate governance is not
alien to Sharia. 764 This is shown when discussing some important aspects of Sharia in
relation to corporate governance. 765 It has been made clear that there is room to
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produce or even adapt new rules and regulations although certain rules and principles
of Sharia that already exist, as long as they do not breach the Sharia. Moreover,
providing for this does not violate Sharia- Sharia supports procedures that protect the
rights of all parties, which is one of the most important aims of corporate governance.
In fact, there are many theories of business that are based on religious and ethical
principles, such as Quaker theory. However, the nature of corporate governance from
an Islamic point of view is wider and shaped by two aspects. One of them is that all of
life’s aspects are covered by the sovereignty of Sharia, and the Islamic principles of
finance and economic issues.766 Moreover, it has been found that Sharia has a more
comprehensive view due to the ethical values involved. Although the Sharia view of
corporate governance is more comprehensive, the closest modern model of corporate
governance to Sharia is the stakeholder model.767
The Saudi Companies Laws of 1965 and 2015 include several types of companies
which differ in name from the Sharikah types mentioned in classical Sharia. However,
regarding the argument that Saudi Arabia’s Company Law does not contain the
Islamic law names of sharikah, may be responded to with two answers: First of all, all
of these companies that are included in Companies law do not breach Islamic law’s
sharikah types, and all of them can be adapted; also, the origin of each can be found in
one of the Islamic law’s sharikah types.768 Moreover, decision number 130 (4/14) of
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the International Islamic Fiqh Academy has agreed to recognize the types of
companies such as that mentioned in companies law.769
As for Sharia, another finding from this study is that Sharia may impose constraints
upon corporate governance in ways not found in the Western point of view. This is
due to the fact that 'riba', 'gharar' and 'maysir' are prohibited transactions in Sharia.
However, it is true to some extent that there are several prohibited transactions in
Sharia that can be found in some transactions in Saudi Arabia at the same time, 'riba'
for instance. That is a significant issue which will lead to a clash with Article 7 and 8
of the basic law of governance that is described as the Saudi Arabian 'constitution'.770
The results of this research indicate the importance of Sharia groups or Sharia
supervisory boards remaining independent. This study has also shown that the ‘Sharia
groups’ which can be found in some companies and banks within the GCC countries
(including Saudi Arabia) do not clash with the standards of corporate governance if
the management of the organisation remains independent. 771
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There is a link between company profits and managerial reward, which may be
apparent in the conduct of some managers in terms of financial priorities and
interpersonal priorities. 772 The fact is that, practically, there is no guarantee that
everyone will display ethical behaviour in any cultural context, including the Islamic
business environment, indicates the significance of the relationship between the Board
of Directors and the shareholders from a Sharia perspective. Thus, the issues of
rewards for boards of directors from a Sharia perspective depends on the type of
rewards, which are divided into four cases, and a reward of a percentage of earnings
should not be mixed with other reward types in Sharia.773 However, the Saudi Arabian
Company Law 1965 and the corporate governance regulations allow the mixing of
these cases, which places this issue under criticism.774
This thesis has found that treating the contract between the director and shareholders
as a ‘wakalah’ contract is important in order to distinguish the acceptable cases of
reward and delegation from a Sharia perspective.
The fact is that modern companies have more complicated issues compared with
sharikah back in the 14th century in classical Sharia. One implication of this thesis is
the possibility that Sharia jurisprudence is able to absorb these types of companies.
The thesis has also shown that there are huge efforts being made by the government to
attract foreign investors, which can be seen through SAGIA ‘Saudi Arabian General
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Investment Authority’. According to SAGIA, Saudi Arabia is the largest economy in
the MENA region. In terms of “fiscal freedom”, Saudi Arabia is ranked 5th and the
3rd in terms of the most rewarding tax system in the world. However, the situation of
the business environment could impact upon these attempts. 775 One of the last
attempts from the government to attract foreign investors was that the capital market
has been opened to qualified foreign investors in 2015. This study has described
critically the structure of the main Saudi institutions, including those that have
legislative powers. Clearly, reviewing the main characteristics of the Saudi legal
system and the main authorities of the state reveals that there are overlaps between
them. This could cause an environment of uncertainty and legal confusion that will
have a direct impact on corporate governance regulations, and then the business
environment of Saudi Arabia.
This research has identified the significance of the involvement of the Ulama in
legislative circles discussions, as this participation will solve the problem of the
rejection of new legal solutions, as the reason for some obstacles to legislative bills
and regulations are due to ‘traditional forces’, which includes the Ulama, can "to
some extent be attributed to ex ante stances taken before such laws and proposals
were examined”. 776 Undoubtedly, the 'Ulama' Sharia scholars play a crucial role in
terms of being the interpreters of the Sharia sources that Saudi Arabia has as supreme
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law, and legitimising the government’s actions. Moreover, to a large extent, the
Ulama have played an important role in the successful improvement of the Saudi legal
system.
Reforming the legal framework of corporate governance is very important for the
economy to prosper, and it is a key issue which has a direct impact on the business
environment. It is true that the path of reforming the legal system has witnessed
remarkable and huge steps, through the 2007 Royal decrees, towards developing and
improving the judicial system. However, eight years have passed since 2007, and the
question that still needs to be asked is: with the slow reforming progress, will the
observer see the results soon? Yet there are some problems associated with certain
factors that together have created what can be called ‘legal confusion’ for foreign
investors and for Saudis as well. This study has shown that a dualistic legal system,
for example, is one of the factors that can cause chaos. Therefore, it may be true to
describe the 'legislative powers' as 'scattered' between the King, the Consultative
Council, the Council of Ministers and the Supreme Judicial Council.
This study has shown that the establishment of the Capital Market Authority in 2003
ended the dual regulatory structure in the Saudi capital market. It is clear that the
reason was the fact that there were three bodies that share the responsibility of
supervising stock market activities for the capital market. It is a huge step towards
reforming the legal and regulatory framework, which is one of the solutions to the
stock market underperforming before the launch of the CMA in 2003.777It can be seen
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that the business environment has improved due to this reform and it has solved, to
large extent, the possibility of conflict occurring between jurisdictions.778
On the other hand, it can be seen from this research that a new era for corporate
governance legal and regulatory frameworks started with the introduction of Capital
Market Law 2003, which reshaped the layout of the Saudi stock exchange, ending the
suffering caused to the capital market environment from the absence of detailed
regulations to govern the market, including regulations on full disclosure of
information, preventing conflicts of interest, and more transparency and fairness. 779
Furthermore, the establishment of the Capital Market Authority was a very significant
event in 2003 and has changed the roles of the institutional frameworks of corporate
governance as well.780
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Due to the fact that the capital market was expanding and witnessing remarkable
changes since its unofficial establishment during the fifties, the governmental efforts
to reform the capital market started earlier during the eighties by producing new
regulations to govern the capital market. However, establishing the CMA and the
issuance of CML by Royal Decree (M/30) in 2003 can be described as forming the
backbone of the restructuring of the capital market environment and its legal
frameworks. It is fair to say that the establishment of the CMA has ended the old
period of possible duality in order to supervise and regulate the market between the
Ministry of Commerce and SAMA. Therefore, the importance of analysing the CMA
in the context of this thesis is due to the crucial role that is played by the CMA in
corporate governance because of its legal powers as a government instrument that
intends to protect investors; enhance efficiency, and ensure the transparency of the
market, as well as achieving justice.
Accordingly, as the government authority, the CMA is responsible for the corporate
governance of the companies listed on the capital market, and the CML 2003 has been
given the responsibility of issuing corporate governance regulations to the CMA. This
research has shown the efforts that have been made in order to put in place
arrangements prior to and after the issuance of the corporate governance regulations,
including reviewing and studying corporate governance international principles such
as the OECD principles, and looking at international and regional experiences, and
local companies’ best practice of governance, as well as carrying out consultations
with the public. The result was the 2006 corporate governance regulations, which
have changed the face of the capital market forever. However, there are obstacles and
challenges that could lead to a negative impact on the business environment.
Remarkably, only a few articles from the regulations are mandatory, which raises
320

questions about the effectiveness of the regulations.781 Moreover, having said that, the
issuance of CML 2003 has ended the ‘duality’ caused by two supervisory institutions
and two jurisdictions, and, as mentioned above, this does not mean there are no
problems or obstacles. From an initial glance, the issue of legal transplantation and
adaption should be taken into account, as Article 1 of this law has defined relatives as
the husband, wife and minor children,782yet in the Saudi and GCC context from a
cultural perspective may be contrary to this definition of relatives. Although this may
work in other societies where families are not extended, the situation of tribal families
in Saudi Arabia, which are characterised by strong bonds, could lead to some
infringements due to this definition of relatives. 783. Thus, limiting the restriction on
relatives to the first degree only may be problematic in this context and should be
extended wider than first degree relatives to cover more relatives, such as cousins and
nephews.
It can be seen very clearly that reforming the rules and regulations framework has
been accelerated through some cases, which highlights the intention of improvement,
such as moving the jurisdiction of investigation and prosecution of Article 31, 49 and
50 from the Capital Market Authority to the Bureau of Investigation and Public
Prosecution. 784 This resulted in ‘Mobily’ being the first case to be referred to the
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Bureau of Investigation and Public Prosecution on suspicion of violating Article (49)
of the Capital Market Law.785
Moreover, the gradual approach being taken by the Capital Market Authority in
implementing the provisions of the corporate governance regulations has aimed to
improve the market by selecting the appropriate times for regulatory articles to be
made mandatory after a procedure of analysing and studying the market.786 One of the
significant findings of this study concerns the issue of legal transplantation and
adaptation, which arise again in the corporate governance regulations such as in the
CML 2003. This arises when dealing with complete independence of the members of
the board of directors, as Article 2 considers being “a first-degree relative” as an
infringement of independence. Moreover, the same article defines first-degree
relatives as the father, mother, spouse and children only. Again, this should be taken
more seriously when defining first degree relatives, and should be extended to fourth-
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degree relatives, as can be found in Article 5 of the Certified Public Accountants'
Regulations.787
To sum up, the corporate governance regulations can be described as a huge step
towards a better business environment, despite the fact that some weaknesses could
have been avoided if the Capital Market Authority had considered the local business
environment more, instead of what has been described as the borrowing of some
articles that are more suitable for application in other countries. 788
It can be clearly seen that the Saudi Companies Law has a shorter history than the UK
Companies Act, even with the newly introduced Saudi Arabian Companies Law
2015.789 The differences between the two laws goes back to their roots, as the Saudi
Companies Law 1965 has been described as being adopted from French law through
Egypt. 790 Even though the new Saudi Companies Law 2015 has many significant
differences compared to the 1965 Companies Law, the 1965 Law could be described
as the basis of the 2015 Companies Law. Generally speaking, the changes have solved
many issues, including some of the conflict with Sharia principles, as well as
modifying the types of companies. The new law states that the top amount to be paid
as remuneration must be no more than 500000 SAR (about £90000). Moreover,
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Companies Law 2015 has increased the severity of sanctions. This research has found
that the Companies Law 2015 has solved the issue of a clash between Companies
Law1965 and Capital Market Law 2003 by determining the authorities of the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry and the Capital Market Authority. So, it is fair to say that
the Companies Law 2015 may be described as being in harmony with corporate
governance regulations 2006 and has solved many issues around inconsistencies
between the Companies Law and corporate governance regulations.
Generally speaking, it can be seen very clearly from this thesis that there are several
differences between Saudi Arabia and the UK from a variety of aspects. For example,
in terms of legislative framework, despite the fact that the number of judges has risen
dramatically during the last two decades in Saudi Arabia, the Saudi Arabian justice
system is way behind the United Kingdom in regard with judges’ numbers.791 Unlike
the UK, corporate governance could be described as a new concept in Saudi Arabia.
Moreover, the Saudi Arabian authorities did not recognise corporate governance until
2006 when the first regulations were introduced by the Capital Market Authority. 792
On the other hand, the situation is very different in the UK, which recognised the
importance of corporate governance two decades earlier in 1992, since the Cadbury
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Committee.793 In terms of the code, Saudi Arabian corporate governance regulations
have adopted the UK’s ‘comply or explain’ method. However, the Saudi corporate
governance regulations provide guiding principles and these are not mandatory except
for certain articles, due to the gradual enforcement approach chosen by the CMA.
This gradual approach involves selecting the appropriate times for regulatory articles
to be made mandatory.794 From the previous sections, it can be seen very clearly that
the United Kingdom has its own distinctive corporate governance code, which has
been developed over the years through the work of the committees that started from
with the Cadbury Committee’s recommendations. On the other hand, the Saudi
Arabian corporate governance regulations have been adopted and modified- to some
extent- from other jurisdictions, which possibly will result in some weaknesses during
their application. Undoubtedly, the Capital Market Authority should have considered
the local business environment more, because some issues that are suitable for
application in other countries are not necessarily suitable for others.795
The fact that Saudi Arabia is a developing country raises a number of questions
around whether the legal, regulatory, judicial, institutional and governance standards
need to be reformed. Corporate governance, which is to some extent considered as a
new topic -especially in Saudi Arabia-, is evolving and improving and requires more
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efforts. Although some factors such as politics, culture, institutional structure and path
dependency could be obstacles to the transplanting of new concepts such as corporate
governance, the process of improving corporate governance is still marching forward,
with help and support provided by governmental initiatives, supranational
organisations such as the OECD and World Bank; local institutions such as
Hawkamah, as well as local initiatives.796
This research is an attempt to provide a reference source and to bridge the gap in the
academic discourse as well as for legislators, lawyers, consultants and local and
foreign legal professionals. This research also provides a reference source to the local
and foreign companies that have the intention to invest in Saudi Arabia.

7.3 Recommendations
This thesis has shown the flexibility of Sharia to adapt to modern concepts, which has
a direct impact on such a conservative legal system like in Saudi Arabia. Definitely,
that will impact upon the business environments in other countries like Saudi Arabia
and will make it more attractive for both domestic capital and foreign and
international investors. However, the lack of codification of Sharia could be
considered as an obstacle to improving the frameworks of corporate governance.
There is a fear of using the codification as a tool to shift to change from Sharia to
adopting a completely new civil law instead of Sharia, which has happened in Turkey,
Egypt and other Islamic countries over recent decades. However, the UK example has
shown that common law and case law are not obstacles. Accordingly, this thesis
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suggests that engaging scholars of Sharia more in the discussion of new legal drafts
will be more useful to avoid the possible conflict between Sharia as a supreme law
and the new laws. That will add more strength to the new laws and will introduce
more ideas that could improve the legal and regulatory framework of corporate
governance.
It can be seen very clearly from the previous chapters that corporate governance
regulations in Saudi Arabia are compatible to some extent with international
standards, such as OECD and the UK regulations. Moreover, Saudi corporate
governance regulations have adopted the UK’s well-known comply or explain
approach in some articles, as appears in the regulation’s text. 797 However, some
weaknesses could have been avoided if the Capital Market Authority had considered
the local business environment more, instead of what is sometimes described as a
borrowing of some Articles that are suitable for application in other countries. 798
Therefore, activating a research institution, the use of think tanks and more academic
research in Saudi universities could make the adapted rules and regulations, such as
the corporate governance, more harmonious with the local business environment.
Although the steps towards reforming the legal and regulatory frameworks of Saudi
Arabia are marching towards the correct path, there is a need for more effort from all
parties involved, including governmental institutions and judicial bodies, to speed up
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the reforms. The cloud of uncertainty, confusion and slowness in clearing this up,
could be described as complicity in the legal system. This could be addressed through
support provided by local experts who are doing a good job of drafting new laws and
regulations, such as the recent Companies Law. On the other hand, the successful
examples around the world such as the UK could also provide guidance in terms of
improving current practices. Finally, supranational organisations, such as the OECD
and the World Bank, could provide more support as they have a long history of
experience dealing with a variety of developed and developing countries.
On the other hand, the UK experience of reviewing corporate governance through a
series of committees such as Cadbury is a phenomenal approach that Saudi Arabia
could learn many lessons from. Consequently, setting up committees in Saudi Arabia
specialising in the issue of corporate governance and the whole legal and regulatory
framework would provide similar worthy recommendations.

7.4 Areas of further research
The new Companies Law that was issued at the end of 2015 could be described as
step forward towards the reforming of the legal and regulatory frameworks of
corporate governance. Therefore, I believe that the new law will need more research
to explore the new features and to check its compatibility with other laws and
regulations, such as the corporate governance regulations.
Saudi Arabia has a huge influence on other Muslim countries, and could be employed
to provide an example of an effective legal and regulatory framework that is
compatible with the principles of Sharia on the one hand, and suitable for application
in the modern world. On the other hand, Sharia groups in Saudi Banks could form the
328

base of a committee that provides new compatible products and adapts borrowed
concepts.
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